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To the 58th Legislative Assembly of the State of Oregon: 

Phone (503) 997-8248 

This report is one of ten natural resource inventories 
prepared by the OCC&DC in developing a natural resource 
management plan for the Oregon coast. The inventory is 
designed to provide a coastwide identification of the 
location, extent, characteristics, values and management 
problems of estuarine resources. 

The Commission has compiled and summarized within the 
inventory what is known about Oregon's estuarine areas. The 
report contains information necessary for proper protection 
and management of estuaries and identifies additional 
information needs for the years ahead. We believe this 
document is the best possible evaluation and data base that 
could be gathered within the limited time frame and available 
budget. Accordingly we wish to commend the consultant team 
for a job well done and express appreciation for the coopera
tion and assistance of the numerous individuals and agencies 
who have assisted in the effort. 

The Commission would also like to emphasize that the 
inventory is a basic working document. In the years ahead, 
this inventory must be improved and periodically updated to 
reflect new knowledge and changing conditions. State and 
local government in carrying out resource conservation and 
development activities should have a current assessment of 
the resource situation. Such information is an essential 
ingredient of continuing effective management of estuaries 
in the Oregon coastal zone. 

Sincerely, 

w~ 
Chairman 
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This report is one in a series of inventories of Oregon's coastal zone 
resources prepared in behalf of the Oregon Coastal Conservation and Development 
Commission (OCC & DC). Other coastal units and resources inventoried include: 
freshwater resources, fish and wildlife habitats, uplands, wetlands, visual 
resources, historical and archaeological resources, the continental shelf, and 
scientific and research natural areas. 

The purpose of this inventory is to provide the OCC & DC with information needed 
to complete a coastal zone management plan. The legislation which created the 
OCC & DC directs the Commission to prepare a plan which considers, among other 
things, the quality, quantity and movement of estuarine waters and the 
ecological balance of estuarine resources. This report has been prepared to 
provide general information about Oregon's estuaries and specific information 
about each estuary. It will be used, together with the other inventory 
reports, to refine preliminary OCC & DC policies of coastwide significance and 
to identify resource management considerations for the preparation of a coastal 
zone management program. 
METHOD 
The consulting firm of Wilsey & Ham, Inc., Portland, Oregon has performed this 
study for the OCC & DC under the direction of a special estuary inventory 
steering committee with Wilber Ternyik as Chairman. Steering Committee members 
include David Megrath, Jack Broome, Don Knapp, Jeff Brennan, and Georgia 
Dougherty. Staff administrative coordination was performed by OCC & DC Chief 
Planner Glenn J. Akins and Rebecca Kreag, Estuary Inventory Project Manager. 
In undertaking this assignment, Wilsey & Ham was faced with some significant 
problems. The limitation of time available to perform the study was most 
critical. Within approximately two and one-half months, pertinent literature 
had to be reviewed, field reconnaissance work had to be completed and the final 
report prepared. The lack of adequate information was another problem. Many 
volu·mes ofreference materials were reviewed during the course of this study, 
but in several instances, vital information has been found to be unavailable. 
This r,~port cites the need for additional research data at several points, 
particularly with regard to biological systems. 
Confronted with a short time frame, an inadequate data base and an assignment 
which stressed the need to provide a report that would be useful to the 
Commission in their task of formulating coastal zone management policies, 
Wilsey & Ham organized a study team comprised of specialists in the physical, 
biological and social sciences, and the graphic arts. The basic study approach 
was to rely on these people to 1) review all available information within the 
disciplines that they each represented, 2) refine and condense this information 
down to that most pertinent to this study, 3) jointly determine a methodology 
for organizing and presenting the information in final report form, 4) 
participate in a field reconnaissance trip to secure missing data and to verify 
the study methodology, and 5) actively exchange information and critique fellow 
.team member.s input in order to refine the final report product. 
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The rationale behind this process was simply that the team members, drawing 
from their individual background and expertise, and performing in a dynamic 
relationship with each other, could best decide on the concepts and information 
which must be presented to the OCC&DC and could determine an efficient and 
interesting format for portraying this information. Critical to the process 
were joint work sessions held throughout the study period and almost daily 
during the ten day field reconnaissance trip. It was during these sessions 
which were often attended by OCC&DC staff representatives, that the study 
methodology and concepts of study content and format were hammered out. As the 
need arose, opinion and input was solicited from the OCC&DC staff and coastal 
zone experts identified for the team by the staff. Following the field trip 
and a work session in which the final report outline was developed, the outline 
was presented to the steering committee for their approval preliminary to 
completing the draft report. The draft report was then submitted to the staff 
and steering committee for review and approval to publish the final report. 

STUDY TEAM 

Wilsey & Ham 

Michael J. Brooks - Program Director 
Nancy R. Tuor - Economics (Project Manager) 

R. Jerome Esmay - Water Resources Management 

A. Llewellyn Matthews - Public Policy Studies 
Robert L. Burk - Geology, Hydrology 

Jeffrey Girvin - Graphics 
Sandy Paulsen, Loretta Rann - Clerical 

Subconsul tan ts 

Stephen V. Sha bi ca - Marine Biology, Oceanography 
Frank E. Brown - Terrestrial Ecology 
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~F 1N1I 1fi>N 
AN ESTUARY IS A SEMI-ENCLOSED BODY 
OF WATER ON THE COAST WHERE FRESH 
WATER FROM RIVERS AND STREAMS MEETS 
THE OCEAN AND IS MIXED WITH SALT 
WATER. EXCLUDED BY THIS DEFINITION 
ARE BAYS, BRACKISH SEAS, LAGOONS AND 
OTHER BODIES OF WATER IN WHICH THE 
~LOW OF TIDE IS PREVENTED OR WHERE 
~RESH-WATER INFLOWS ARE LIMITED OR 
NON-EXISTANT, AS SUCH, AN ESTUARY 
IS A ~EETING POINT BETWEEN THE SALT 
WATER, FRESH WATER, ANO THE SURROUND
ING LAND. THE RESULTING ESTUARINE 
ENVIRONMENT IS CHARACTERIZED BY 
HIGHLY VARIABLE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL 
AND BIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS. THIS 
VARIETY OF CONDITIONS ALLOWS ORGANISMS 
FROM THE SALT WATER, THE FRESH WATER, 
AND LAND TO LIVE AND PROLIFERATE IN 
AN ABUNDANCE AND DIVERSITY UNKNOWN 
TO ANY OTHER SINGLE TYPE OF ENVIRON
MENT. 
HISTORICALLY THE UNIQUE RESOURCES AND 
PROCESSES OF ESTUARIES HAVE BEEN 
EXPLOITED. AS A SEMI-ENCLOSED LINK
AGE BETWEEN THE OCEANS AND RIVERS 
THEY PROVIDE PROTECTED HARBORS AND 
NATURAL TRANSPORTATION CORRIDORS. 
BECAUSE OF THEIR VALUE AS BREEDING 
GROUNDS FOR FISH AND OTHER SEA LIFE, 
THEY ARE RICH IN FOOD. IN SOME CASES, 
THEIR OFTEN HIGH RATES OF FLOW AND 
FLUSH HAVE BEEN USED TO DISPOSE OF 
GREAT QUANTITIES OF HUMAN WASTES. 
THESE USES OF ESTUARIES HAVE PLAYED A 
VITAL ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR 
SOCIETY AND THIS ROLE WILL CONTINUE 
AS OUR COMMERCIAL, RECREATIONAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL NEEDS EXPAND. 
OREGON HAS AT LEAST 21 ESTUARIES WHICH 
FIT THE ABOVE DEFINITION, EXCLUDING 
THE COLUMBIA RIVER. THERE ARE PROB
ABLY OTHERS, AS WELL, BUT THE 21 
ESTUARIES WHICH ARE THE SUBJECT OF THIS 
STUDY ARE SHOWN ON THE ADJACENT MAP. 
*THE COLUMBIA RIVER ESTUARY, EXCEPT FOR 
YOUNG'S BAY, HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED 
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THIS STUDY. 





ESTUARIES ARE INFLUENCED BY A WIDE VARIETY OF PHYSICAL 
AND BIOLOGICAL COMPONENTS. ALL ESTUARIES ARE UNDERGOING 
CONSTANT CHANGES AS A RESULT OF THE PROCESSES OF EROSION, 
SEDIMENTATION, INFLOW OF FRESH WATER, AND TIDAL ACTIONS. 
THESE PHYSICAL FACTORS ARE DELICATELY BALANCED IN EACH 

ESTUARY WITH THE RESULT THAT A VARIETY OF ENVIRONMENTS ARE CREATED. CONSE
QUENTLY, ESTUARIES SUPPORT A WIDE VARIETY OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS FROM THE SALT 
WATER, THE FRESH WATER AND THE LAND. AS SUCH, ESTUARIES ARE IMPORTANT TO 
HUMANS FOR THE AMOUNT OF DIVERSITY OF LIVE WHICH THEY SUPPORT. 

FORMATION AND NATURAL AGING PROCESS 

Estuaries are dynamic natural systems. The delicate balance and operation of 
an estuary is dependent on the interrelationships of complex natural processes 
that go on not only in the ocean and rivers but on land and in the atmosphere 
as well. Estuaries are fragile environments, and seemingly modest alterations 
in the processes that govern them can cause major changes in their biophysical 
character. 

Natural forces and human activity can have vivid effects on the nature of an 
estuary over periods of time which are short even in a modern historic sense. 
Large bays can be filled with sediment or sand spits eroded away well within 
an average_human lifetime. 

To understand the complex and fragile nature of Oregon estuaries it is helpful 
to understand how they are formed and some of the ways in which they can 
evolve. Major estuaries along the Oregon coast, with the exception of Sand 
Lake and Netarts Bay are the result of drowned rivers. During the last glacial 
episode large amounts of water were present on the land surface in the form of 
ice and the sea level was approximately 325 feet lower than it is today. 
During glacial times rivers flowed to the ocean just as they do today, but, the 
shoreline was much farther to the west. In North America glaciers of 
continental proportions reached their maximum extent between 16,000 and 18,000 
years ago. As the climate became more moderate the ice melted and sea level 
began to rise until approximately 5000 years aqo when it reached nearly its 
present level.(l) This world-wide rise in sea level caused the submergence or 
drowning of pre-existing river channels and hence the formation of estuaries. 

From the moment of their formation, the physical form of all estuaries has been 
continually modified. Deposition of sediment,wind action, current action, climate 
and vegetation are among the major factors which affect the physical character 
of estuaries. Changes in physical form directly influence the biological systems 
which an estuary can support. 
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Large areas of wetlands associated with Oregon estuaries have been formed by 
the recent deposition of sediments. In many estuaries, the natural rate of 
sedimentation has been accelerated in recent times. This increase has occurred 
mainly since 1850 and is thought to be directly attributable to human 
activities (logging, urbanization, agriculture) in the watershed.(2) Increased 
sedimentation has had the effect of gradually diminishing the area of open 
water in the estuaries. 

Sediments are derived from the erosion of upstream soils and rock units and 
accumulate in the estuaries. The water currents from rivers and streams 
flowing through estuaries holds sediments in suspension. As the rate of stream 
flow decreases, the larger particles begin to settle out in a natural sorting 
process. 

Estuaries are dynamic systems which reflect the erosion and deposition of sedi
ments in a variety of ways. In virtually all estuaries there is a balance 
between the P,rocesses of erosion and deposition and it is incorrect to think 
of an estuary as having any one set sequence of evolution. All estuaries, 
regardless of their evolution, are influenced by sand which is derived from the 
uplands and carried by rivers as well as sand which is derived from the erosion 
of coastal rock units along the coast by the ocean, which accumulates along the 
mouth of the estuary. Sand is transported and shaped into narrow stringers 
or sandspits by wave action, littoral drift (movement of sediment along a beach 
in a direction parallel to the beach-ocean interface), and wind action. 

Some estuaries become closed off 
from the sea by a sandspit during 
the summer when river discharge is 
low and summer ocean waves tend to 
cause sand to accumulate on the 
beach front. A change in sediment 
supply or the erosion caused by 
larger river flows or winter storm 
waves can allow such an estuary to 
re-establish a connection with the 
open ocean. However, if river 
flow and storm action are insuf
ficient to breach the sandspit 
(perhaps due to such factors as 
changing climate, or uplift of 
the land, or vegetative stabili
zation or a high rate of sand 
accumulation) eventually a fresh 
water lake may be formed. Later 
erosion may again open this lake. 
If that does not happen, however, 
a marsh may begin to form as the 
lake is filled in with sediment 
and vegetation encroaches upon it. 
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The fluctuations in sea level and the elevation of the land have been and will 
continue to be major long-term determinants of the shape and position of estu
aries. Estuaries are constantly modified by the type and quantities of the 
sediments carried downstream by the river of the estuary. f~t present Oregon 
estuaries appear headed for natural extinction by a gradual filling with sedi
ment. This process can take place within recorded nistory and in some cases, 
within a single lifetime. 

Environmental lQ.rTiponents 

Estuaries are composed of a variety of physical and biological components. 
Although estuaries are undergoing constant changes as a result of the processes 
including sedimentation, fresh water inflow and tidal action, these processes 
normally occur within the context of a balanced and closely interrelated system. 
These on-going physical processes have created a variety of environmental compo
nents 1t1hich, in turn, support a variety of estuary plants and animals. Tne 
relationships between these components are der.ionstrated in the diagra1,1 on tne 
following page. The diagram shows the major environmental components of a 
hypothetical estuary. Some components such as salt marshes, tidelands and 
dunes may be minimal or not present in some estuaries. Like\iiSe not a11 types 
of plants and animals will be found in each estuary. 

The on-going physical processes of fresh water inflow and tidal action, which 
modify the physical characteristics of estuaries, also help determine the 
types of plants and animals which can exist within the estuary. For example, 
an increase in stream flow could lead to the increased erosion of mudflats 
and potential loss of clam beds. Turbid waters can cause silting of food 
producing and spawning areas. In other places, estuary bottoms and mudflats 
comprised of silts and sands may be considered beneficial because of the 
populations of economically valuable invertebrates such as oysters, shrimp, 
and crabs. Excessive turbidity and siltation however can also cause damage 
to the gills of these animals. Other environmental components of an estuary, 
shown in the diagram, such as the seemingly barren mudflats, salt marshes 
and dunes, provide habitat (breeding and feeding grounds) for other wildlife 
such as aquatic birds and mammals. 

The environmental components of coastal wetland areas such as coastal tidal 
marshes, inland marshes, bogs and swamps. inter-dune wetlands or dune 
marshes have been comprehensively described in the OCC & DC Coastal Wetlands 
of Oregon, August 1973. These inland environmental components which may be 
associated with an estuary will be mentioned herein only to the extent 
necessary to understand estuaries. 

The same physical processes of tidal action and currents which transport 
sediments to the estuaries also bring nutrients for estuarine life in the 
form of dissolved solids (inorganic compounds such as minerals) and 
organic matter (large organic particles and molecules). 
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Nutrients enter the estuaries via three major routes: l) through land 
drainage and river waters which leach plant nutrients from the soils and 
carry them through the estuary, 2) through local estuarine or river pollution 
and 3) as a result of the tides which carry seawater back through the estuary 
mouth. ( 3) 

The nutrients become availaele for a great number of estuarine plants as a 
result of being carried by the tides and currents. Some of the nutrients 
(inorganic minerals and large organic molecules) which are held in suspension 
in the water will be used for phytoplankton (microscopic floating µlants) 
growth, while those nutrients in the form of large particles which settle 
out in stiller waters may be used by rooted aquatic vegetation. Elsewhere, 
daily tidal flushing of the salt marshes allows these substances to be used 
by salt marsh vegetation. Lastly, some nutrients are carried back out of the 
estuary on the ebb tide. 

Food Cycles 

The introduction of dissolved solids and nutrients to an estuary and their 
use as food by phytoplankton and vegetation is the beginning of the estuarine 
food cycle as shown in the diagram on the following page. All plants and 
animals participate in this food cycle and consequently each plant and animal 
is dependent on many others. As shown in the diagram, there are basically 
three kinds of roles i~ an estuarine food cycle: 1) producers ar~·the 
organisms capable of combining solar energy and inorganic materials to produce 
organic material. Typically producers are green plants and algae; 2) con
sumers are animals (herbivores) who feed directly on producers. or animals 
(carnivores) who feed on other herbivores and carnivores or omnivores who feed 
on both; 3) decomposers are those organisms which break down non-living 
organic matter and return basic nutrients to the cycle to be used by producers. 
Although these three simplified roles can be identified, the relationships 
between the animals and plants filling these roles are complex and almost 
defy definition. Food cycle relationships are sometimes called "food chains". 
Their complexity, however, has led others to term these relationships as "food 
webs''. Regardless of the descriptive terms used, they all refer to the process 
of the conversion of basic nutrients into plants, the consumption of plants 
by animals, and the decomposition of plant and animal matter into basic 
nutrients which are then reused in the food cycle. 

The specific plant and animals taking part in an estuarine food cycle as 
producers, consumers and decomposers vary according to the specific environmental 
components of the estuary, as previously illustrated in the diagra~ on page 8. 
The general interactions of the plants and animals depicted on the f-o.od cycle 
may be summarized as follows. 

At the base of the estuarine food web are the (primary) producers; the rooted 
vegetation, algae and phytoplankton of the marsh lands, tidelands and shallow 
water. The major role of green plants in the food cycle is the production 
of high energy organic compounds through a process called photosynthesis. 
In photosynthesis green plants use the suns energy to convert carbon dioxide, 
water and minerals into plant material. Plants serve as the ultimate food 
source for all animals. Some estuarine herbivores (plant eaters) feed on live 
plants and others feed on detritus (dead organic material) which comes from 
the watershed, shoreland, wetland and estuary vegetation. 
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Plankton provides food for a wide variety of organisns. Plankton is c □Llprised 
of phytoplankton (small floating plants) and zooplankton (small floating 
animals, some of which mature into larger species). Zooplankton feed on 
phytoplankton. Zooplankton in turn provides food for 111any fish such as the 
young of many species of salmon, flatfish, rockfish, trout and a great number 
of srnal l fish v1hich later serve as forage for the larger forr;-1s. ,\t tile "toµ" 
6f this food web are the economically important salmon, trout, striped bass, 
flounder, and shad. Some of the shellfish such as crayfish ,;1ay feed on 
plankton as well as decaying bodies of larger animals. T:1e food source for 
some adult fishes, crabs, clams, and shrimp is primarily the plankton, and to a 
lesser degree, algae and eelgrass. Many of the coastal waterfowl feed mainly 
on eel grass, as their primary food source. ( 4) 

The eelgrass, Zostera, grov,s underwater and tne rusn, Scirpus, grov1s along the 
water's edge. Organic plant material from eelgrass beds and salt marshes 

,provide food for the various benthic (uottom dwelling) animals. These benthic 
animals dwell either in the sediment or just above bottom sediments. 

' 
Most benthic animals gather food in one of three ways: First, selective 
particle feeders which actively capture living organisms or scavenge the 

. organic detritus. Crabs and other mobile species are examples of selective 
particl~-feeders. Secondly, non-sel~ctive filter feeders are those that sieve 
water and remove particulate r:1aterial. i'lussels, some species of clams, and 
vwrms are examples of filter feeders. Thirdly, deposit feeders are tnose 
species which nave through the sediment and take in sediment, digesting the 
organic matter and depositing waste. Some snails and worms are examples. 
Jther deposit feeders bury th0mselves in sediment but nave siphons or other 
extensions through which they "suck up" detritus. llenthic animals, 
particularly \I/Orms serve as an important source of food for fish and birds.(5) 

The various animals in the estuarine systems tend to break down larger particles 
• through chewing and digestion. Wastes generally settle to the bottom and may 
make up 30-50 percent of the organic sediment. The formation of fecal pellets 
places these particles on the bottom rather than returning them to the water 
to increase the turbidity. The fecal pellets are utilized by some benthic 
animals and are finally degraded by bacteria into basic nutrients, which 
can then be re-introduced in the food cycle by plants. 

In summary, although there is a wide variety of physical and chemical conditions 
in estuaries which are in constant state of change, the physical and chemical 
processes of estuaries are delicately balanced and interrelated. The relation
ships between such processes create the conditions necessary for the formation 
of specific estuarine environmental components in figure on page 8. These 
include salt marshes, eelgrass beds, mudflats·. dunes and stream channels. The 
specific envfronmental components which occur in estuaries allow specific types 
of plants and animals to exist. Bio-physical characteristics such as salinity, 
temperature, dissolved oxygen and nutrients also influence what type of animals 
and plants can live in the estuaries. Each link in the food cycle is related 
directly or indirectly to all other links. Consequently, disruption to one 
link in the chain may have an impact on all other organisms in the food cycle. 
Thus, all the parts of an estuary, both physical and biological, are related 
to all other parts. The continued functioning of all the parts will ensure 
the continued value of estuaries to people. 
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THE VALUE OF ESTUARIES 

Estuaries·can be considered in both terms of their biological value and their 
value to people. Ordinarily, an estuary is valued in terms of criteria such 
as economics or aesthetics. However. estuaries are also important as a natural 
system for their biological productivity, uniqueness of physical processes, 
and diversity of environmental components. 

Estuaries have been ranked among the most productive areas of plants and 
animals on earth. ( 6) Other highly productive biological systems include 
marshes, coral reefs and rice fields. Productivity is simply the rate at which 
raw nutrients and solar energy are used by the biological system to produce 
higher organisms. Inherent in the concept of productivity is the idea of 
nutrient recycling through decomposition. Productivity is measured in terms 
of the rate of use of energy and the recycling of nutrients. Productivity is 
not determined merely by the quantity of plant and animal matter existing at 
one time (standing crop). 

In most terrestrial biological communities, producers (plants) seem to comprise 
a greater mass than do the consumers and decomposers. For example a forest is 
comprised of a large bulk of vegetation which in most cases, is produced and 
decomposed slowly. In some aquatic communities such as estuaries, the reverse 
is true and at any given time it would seem that there is a far greater mass 

• of consumer and decomposer animals. In an estuary, however, immense quantities 
of algae and marsh grasses are produced daily and are almost as rapidly 
consumed. Consequently there may not be much plant material around at any 
one time. 

Thus, in spite of the fact that animals are more visible in an estuary, over 
the long run, the quantity and speed at which plant material is produced by 
any estuary will exceed the production of animal material.( 7) In the case 
of estuaries, organic food in the form of plants, is derived from algae 
production and the twice daily flushing of the salt marshes. Much of the 
Oregon marine fisheries and most of the recreational fisheries are dependent 
on this productivity. Successful offshore and estuarine fishing for chinook 
and coho salmon, steelhead and cutthroat trout, flounder. green sturgeon, 
herring, shrimp and crabs is absolutely dependent on the estuaries both for 
production and nursery grounds or passage to upstream spawning grounds. 
Estuarine fish, crustaceans, and shellfish serve as food for numerous wading, 
shore and game birds. 

Estuaries are also important for their wide variety of physical and chemical 
conditions. Without their dilute-saline environments it is likely that many 
economically important species of aquatic organisms would not exist. Oysters 
for example, thrive in a 1-2% saline solution. Significant quantities of such 
saline solutions only exist in estuaries. Also, the annual flushing of 
estuaries by fresh water inflows is a signal for anadromous fish to begin 
their spawning runs. 
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The dilute-saline environment of 
the estuaries serves as spawning 
area, nursery and feeding ground 
for numerous fin fishes, 
crustaceans, shellfish, and 
innumerable other invertebrates 
which make up the estuarine 
system. Many adult sea animals 
avoid estuaries because they 
cannot tolerate (withstand) the 
lower salinity of an estuary. 
However, the young of many 
species are capable of living 
in the estuary's lower salinity. 
The estuary serves as a protected 
nursery where young animals can 
feed and grow in an environment 
with few predators. The mix of 
marine and fresh water aquatic 
organisms varies according to 
salinity. As salinity decreases 
upriver, fresh water organisms 
become more prevalent. 

Finally, estuaries are important 
because they provide a diversity 
of habitats in very little area. 
Within this relatively small 
area, plants and animals from 
the fresh water, salt water and 
land can be found. In spite of 
the limited amount of estuarine 
environment available, it faces 
increasing destruction. In its 
report of the state of our 
nation and the sea, the U. S. 
Commission on Marine Science, 
Engineering and Resources (1969} 
showed the amounts of estuarine 
habitat areas lost because of 

YOUNGS BAY: AN INDUSTRIAL FACILITY HAS 
BEEN CONSTRUCTED ON .PILINGS OVER A MUD
FLAT. WHILE MUDFLATS MAY SEEM USELESS TO 
SOME, THEY PROVIDE A RICH FEEDING GROUND 
AND HABITAT AREA FOR MANY SPECIES OF 
BIRDS AND AQUATIC ANIMALS. 

filling and dredging. The percent lost ranged from 0.2 percent in Alaska to 
67.0 percent in California. At least 3.5 percent of Oregon's estuarine areas 
have been destroyed by filling, dredging operations and diking.(8) 

The importance of the tidal marsh as a nutrient source to the estuary and the 
role of the estuary as a nursery for marine fish and shell fish should be 
reason enough for their protection. Yet the pollution of estuaries and the 
filling of tidal marshes is having a deleterious effect on their productivity 
and other characteristics which make them valuable to humans. 
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OREGON HAS OVER 21 ESTUARIES. IN ADDITION MANY OF OREGON'S 
ESTUARIES ARE COMPRISED OF A WIDE VARIETY OF ARMS, SLOUGHS, 
AND INLETS WHICH ARE OFTEN DIFFERENT FROM THE BALANCE OF 
THE ESTUARY. THE TASK OF UNDERSTANDING AND FORMULATING 
POLICIES FOR ALL OF THESE ESTUARIES AND THEIR SUBCOMPONENTS 

IS ENORMOUS. CONSEQUENTLY, THIS SECTION DEVELOPS A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR 
UNDERSTANDING THE SIMILARITIES AMONG THE ESTUARIES AND THEIR SUBCOMPONENTS BASED 
ON PHYSICAL FORM, THE MIXTURE OF SALT AND FRESH WATER, THE AMOUNT OF TIDELANDS 
AND EELGRASS, AND THE MARINE AND TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGY. 

The estuaries of Oregon with the exception of the Columbia River Estuary are 
the subject of this study. A number of additional smaller estuaries could be 
included in an expanded scope of study. The estuaries studied in this document 
often have a number of subcomponent arms, sloughs, and inlets which are dis
tinctly different in biophysical and chemical characteristics from the balance 
of the estuary. The special characteristics of geographical subcomponents are 
given separate consideration within this report. 

In an ideal situation, the geographical subcomponents of each estuary would be 
managed on the basis of their particular characteristics. However, most deci
sion makers do not have the time or scientific background to customize land use 
policies and regulations on an individual basis. It is far easier to develop a 
single framework in which Oregon's estuaries can be understood for the purposes 
of policy and decision making. Such a framework can provide a basis for under
standing the biophysical processes which are most critical to estuaries in a 
general sense. 

Inasmuch as one of the primary purposes of this study is to provide a basis for 
the management of Oregon estuaries, it is necessary to generalize and simplify 
the information available. In many cases there is a scarcity of data regarding 
the various geographical subcomponents. There is only enough basic physical, 
chemical and biological data, however, to understand each estuary in a very 
general way. The resulting classification system will fulfill the purpose 
of providing a consistent framework for management decisions. 

It should be noted that the classification system developed herein may prove 
to be of limited value for those engaging in rigorous scientific inquiry. 
Ultimately, such scientists must approach each estuary and its geographical 
components on an individual basis. Perhaps in the future, the available 
basic data will become more refined and will prompt adjustments to be made 
in the classification system developed for the purposes of this study. 
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PARAMETERS DEFINED 

The many attempts at classifying estuaries in the past have utilized a number 
of techniques and a variety of criteria to differentiate the various estuary 
types. Geomorphologists have classified estuaries according to configuration 
and physical appearances. Drowned river valleys, fault bays, fjords carved by 
glaciers, and coastal shelf estuaries isolated and sheltered by coastal barrier 
islands are examples of the estuary types identified by geomorphologists. 
Physical oceanographers, however, are more likely to differentiate estuary 
types on the basis of the chemical and physical characteristics of the gross 
water circulation and distribution of salinity within estuaries. Their estu
aries are usually viewed as well mixed, partially mixed, or two layered, and 
distinguished by the magnitude of fresh water supply, tidal flow, and mixing 
characteristics. Biologists, meanwhile, are likely to classify estuaries on 
the basis of the predominant species of plants and animals in each estuary. 
Because the variation of plants and animals generally reflect the chemical, 
geological and physical parameters found in the estuaries, detailed biological 
information can often provide valuable insights into the entire estuary system. 
At this time, however, little detailed biological data is available. Conse
quently the parameters utilized in this estuary classification scheme must rely 
on the broader categories of geomorphology (physical form), mixing characteristics, 
general relative marine biological value, and general relative terrestrial bio
logical value. Whereas individual geomorphologists, oceanographers, and biologists 
have categorized estuaries on the basis of their individual field of expertise 
(g), the classification system developed for this study combines the physical, 
chemical, and biological criteria commonly used and provides a general descrip-
tion of interactions within each estuary type. 

Type of Physical Forrn 

Three basic types of estuaries along the Oregon coast can be distinguished accord
ing to physical form: l) drowned river valleys, 2) 11blind 11 estuaries, and 3) 
bar-built estuaries. 

The estuaries which have formed 
in the inundated mouths of 
drowned river valleys usually 
retain the form of a valley in 
their cross-section, allowing 
a great deal of tidal flushing 
to occur. The point at which 
the river enters the sea is 
poorly defined and is dependent 
on the amount of fresh water 
inflow and tidal cycle. Most 
of Oregon's estuaries are of 
this type. Drowned river 
estuaries are generally the 
most important for commerce 
and shipping, due to their 
natural deep channels. 
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Blind estuaries are those which 
have formed in drowned river 
valleys where fresh water inflow 
is not great enough to oppose 
tidal action in the summer months. 
The deposition of sediments by 
the ocean seals off the estuary 
from the sea during part of its 
annual cycle, typically during 
the late summer. Blind 
estuaries are of two types. 
In northern Oregon, this type 
of estuary is saline because of 
the low freshwater influence 
and because the ocean is the 
primary force responsible for 
reopening the mouth. In south
ern Oregon where the rivers are 
steeper and "perched" higher, 
freshwater builds up in the 
estuary behing the bar. Season
al rains eventually provide 
enough water to break through 
the bar and allow interaction 
with the ocean. Thus the 
former type has a higher 
salinity environment for ex
tended periods of time while 
the latter supports a less saline 
environment. 

Bar-built estuaries are those 
which are created by the transfer 
of sediments along the coast and 
the subsequent ireation of long 
spits or bars extending from 
rocky headlands or points. The 
areas between the spit or bar 
area and the mainland forms an 
estuary if fresh water infh:iv1 
significantly dilutes the sea
water. Bar-built estuaries 
remain open to the sea through
out the year and are usually 
tide-dominated. It is not the 
fresh water inflow that keeps 
the estuary open to sea, but 
rather the tidal action. 
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Mixing Characteristics 

Mixing refers to the dilution of salt water and fresh water in the estuary. 
Salt water is brought in by the tides and fresh water flows in from the rivers 
and streams. Because of a multitude of physical factors, such as magnitude of 
fresh water inflows and the shape of an estuary, the proportions of fresh to 
salt water can vary widely. Depending on the physical factors involved, the 
heavier salt water may or may not 11sink 11 to the bottom of the estuary. The 
numbers and types of fresh water, salt water, and estuarine organisms are a 
reflection of the salinity. 

Mixing is an important parameter in that it can define a habitat both on the 
basis of salinity and the extent to which there is a salt and fresh water 
interface throughout the year. In order to 11classify 11 the mixing character
istics of Oregon's estuaries the mixing type which predominates the estuaries 
circulation through the year was chosen. The following mixing types are most 
typical: l) The two layered system, 2) the partially mixed system and 3) the 
well mixed system. The following descriptions and diagrams illustrate these 
different mixing characteristics. 

The two layered system is 
characterized by a large 
difference in the salinity of the 
fresh surface water flowing out 
and the salty bottom layer 
flowing in. A salt 11wedge11 made 
up of inflowing sea water, 
maintains a relatively constant 
position in the estuary along the 
bottom. Some of the salt water 
mixes at the interface with the 
fresh water and is again carried 
out to the sea by the fresh water 
flow. The inflow of sea water on 
the bottom maintains the salt 
wedge and balances the salt lost 
to the fresh water. A relatively 
small tidal range exists and this 
limits the amount of mixing which 
occurs. A high river run-off 
with large volume of water 
flowing seaward on the surface 
maintains the sharp salinity 
interface. The estuary has a 
relatively large depth-to-width 
ratio which also inhibits mixing. 
The difference between the 
surface salinity and the bottom 
salinity will be greater than 
20 percent.(10) 
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The rartially mixed system also 
has a difference between the 
salinity of surface and bottom 
waters, but without the sharp 
interface of the two layered 
system. Relatively moderate to 
strong tides contribute the 
energy required to bring about 
moderate mixing between the 
surface fresh water and the 
bottom salt water. Moderate 
run-off also leads to greater 
mixing as a sharp interface is 
not maintained. The estuary has 
a moderate depth to width ratio 
which enhances mixing. The 
difference between the surface 
salinity and the bottom salinity 
is 4 percent to 19 percent.(11) 

In the well mixed system little 
difference in the salinity of• 
surface and bottom water exists. 
A relatively large tid~l range 
exists and provides turbulent 
energy for.complete mixing. 
There is a very low range 
run-off which allows vertical 
mixing to be complete. And a 
~ow depth to width ratio exists 
so that the estuary is shallow 
and may have tidal flats. This 
low ratio tends to concentrate 
the turbulent mixing brought 
about by the tides. The 
difference between surface 
salinity and bottom salinity 
is 3 percent (12) or less. 
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Over a years time, most estuaries exhibit more than one, and in some cases, all 
of the above described mixing characteristics. In dlmost all of the drovmed 
river estuaries, various stages of two layered and partially mixed systems will 
occur. Some will also exist as well mixed systems during the times of extremely 
low fresh water inflows. 

An estuary which might go through all three mixing systems in tne course of an 
annual cycle could be described as follows. During the winter and spring, snow
melt combined with high rainfalls in the estuary v,atershed (area from which 
water is drained) cause high peak flows in the river which flows into the estu
ary. The lighter fresh water spreads over the surface of the estuary and by 
the force of its mass, displaces t~e previously well mixed surface. Once a 
stab1e condition is reached, the heavier salt water layer will reach an equili
brium position and will rnove in and out with the tide. The relatively small 
amount of salt water that is literally torn from the interface, is diluted and 
flows out with the overlying fresh water. 

As the 
mixing 
begins 
during 

fresh water inflow becomes lessened during certain times of the year, 
becomes possible and the distinct line between salt and fresh water 
to disappear. This generally occurs during late spring/early surruner and 
late fall/early winter. 

During the summer and early fall high tides and low fresh water run-off from 
the land combine to transform the estuary into a vertically homogenous system 
that shows very little difference in salinity from surface to bottom. 

Tidelands and Eelgrass Beds 

The percentage of tidelands and eelgrass beds which make up the total estuarine 
area has been calculated for each estuary and used as an index of estuarine 
productivity. The classifications of t1igh, moderate, and low percentages are 
used as a relative measurement of the potential productivity of an estuary. 
Tidelands are not only important as feeding ground, but also as spawning and 
nursery grounds. For example, the shiner surfperch, which is one prey of 
striped bass, spawns over eelgrass in the Coos Bay estuary. Juvenile dungeness 
crab feed on mudflats at high tide.(13) 

The silts, sands, and pebbles of all estuarine deposits take their form as a 
result of the mechanical separation of the different particle sizes.l14) The 
depositional areas of these particles of different sizes is a function of the 
water ability to transport them and, in some cases, the interaction of the 
particles with sea water. A high velocity current will transport not only 
greater quantities of material, but also tile material transported will have 
larger particle sizes than the material carried in a low velocity current. The 
deposition is thus controlled by the currents velocity and the particle size of 
the sediment. 

i~any important biological parameters are influenced by the particle sizes of 
estuarine deposits. For example, the concentration of bacteria is much higher 
in finer sediments than in coarser sediments. Bacteria in the sediment are 
rarely studied and are generally unknown estuarine organisms responsible for 
the degradation of both algal and animal organic wastes into dissolved solids 
and nutrients. (15) Organic carbon and nitrogen, the basic components of life, ha11e 
higher concentrations in fine sedimentary deposits than the coarser deposits.(16) 
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The tidelands of Oregon's estuaries vary from coarse gravels to find muds. Muds 
are nutritionally very rich, but are difficult to colonize by surface animals 
and thus support organisms which live predominantly in the sediments such as 
bacteria, clams, worms, and shrimp.(17) The problems associated with fine muds are 
exemplified in the plight of the native oyster Ostrea lurida which is unabl~ to 
tolerate muds because it would smother. These bare muds are initially colonized 
by the species of eelgrass, Zostera, a grass-like flowering plant. Eelgrass is 
generally a shallow water plant, but it does occur in the bays and along channels. 
Mudflats with an abundance of eelgrass supports a wider variety of organisms 
than uncolonized mudflats and provides as the staple winter food form any water
fowl species, especially the black brant.(18) Eelgrass supports animals which 
live among its roots, at its bases and on its blades. It also contributes large 
quantities of organic detritus upon which feed a variety of estuarine animals, 
(clams, crabs, shrimp, fish, and waterfowl). The numbers and types of animals 
and plants in the tideflats, and eelgrass beds and marshes support the wide 
variety of animals important to man commercially, recreationally and aesthetically. 

For the purpose of classifying estuaries on the basis of tideflats and eelgrass 
beds, the total percentage of all the estuaries surface area comprised of tide
flats and eelgrass beds was calculated from maps prepared for the OCC&DC inven
tory report "Fish and ~Jildlife Habitats of the Oregon Coastal Zone.11 Tideflats 
and eelgrass bed areas were calculated atmean sea level (MSL) and compared to 
the total estuarine area, also computed at mean sea level, as shovm on data maps 
prepared by the Oregon Division of State Lands. 
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In the classification system, High, Moderate, and Low ratings were applied to 
each estuary according to the following taole: 

Eelgrass Beds 

Greater than 10% 
2. l % - 99% 
Less than 2% 

High 
Moderate 
Low 

Tidelands 

Greater than 50% 
31% - 49% 
Less than 30% 

High 
Moderate 
Low 

If no information was available for a given estuary, it was rated according to 
on-site observations. 

Biology 

Terrestrial Components: 

The relative productivity, health and degree of modification of any ecosystem 
can generally be determined by comparing the diversity of plant and animal 
species of one area with another area. For example, urban environments usually 
support great numbers of only a few species of mammals and birds, (rats, mice, 
starlings, robins, etc.). Nearby agricultural areas may support twice as many 
species of animals, and undisturbed marshlands may, in turn, support four o~ 
five times as many species of animals as the urban environment. 

For the purposes of this study, an approach was developed to measure the variety 
and complexity of each estuary in order to categorize the Oregon estuaries accord
ing to the high, moderate or low value of their associated terrestrial wildlife 
and plant species. On-site observations provided much of the basic data for 
classifying the estuaries on the basis of the relative value of the terrestrial 
wildlife and plant species. An extensive secondary research effort supplemented 
the field work. 

Basically five factors were analyzed for each estuary in order to determine rel
ative diversity: 1) the complexity of the physical form of the estuary, 2) the 
extent and types of mudflats, eelgrass beds and wetlands (see OCC&DC Coastal 
Wetlands of Oregon, August 1973), 3) the type of land/water edge conditions with 
particular consideration towards the type of adjacent land uses; 4) the percent
age of the total Oregon coastal waterfowl use accommodated by each individual 
estuary and, 5) the "special features" of each estuary, such as heron rookeries, 
eagle nests, otter, seal or sea lion colonies and unique botanical areas. 

The first, estuary complexity, refers to the character and variety of the estu
ary's physical form. Estuaries which have broad open bays, narrow shallow inlets, 
sheltered warm coves, deep cold channels and a variety of islands, for example, 
attract and support a greater variety of wildlife than estuaries that can offer 
only one or two types of surface water habitats. 

Secondly, the extent of eelgrass within each estuary is an indicator of the 
estuary's marine productivity (which relates directly to the wildlife productivity 
of the estuary). Mudflats and wetlands are, in general, the most productive 
portions of an estuary. Many species of wildlife (particularly shorebirds) rely 
upon the mudflat environment. The type of mudflat is an important consideration; 
gravel-bars and coarse sand "mudflats" are, for example, typically less productive 
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and valuable than silty or fine sand 11mudflats". Many species of vJilJlife (partic
ularly furbearers and birds) are dependent upon the estuarine wetlands, particu
larly salt marsh wetlands. The type of wetlands is quite important; certain 
species of birds and mammals are only associated v.Jith certain v,etland types. 
The most valuable estuaries are those which provide a number of different wet-
land habitats. 

The character of the land/water edge plays a major role in aetermining what sµecies 
of wildlife are found in which estuaries and how many occur. An estuary does 
not necessarily attract large numbers of waterfowl, shore birds and other wildlife 
because it has large eelgrass beds, a high percentage of silty mudflats, and a 
great diversity of wetland habitats covering many acres. If the estuary is sur
rounded by intense urban uses or human activity, many species intolerant of human 
activity which would otherwise be found at that estuary will not occur there. 
The land edge character is also important, for another reason. A diversity of 
land edge habitat types is likely to support a diversity of wildlife species 
and provide a greater number and variety of living spaces than an estuary with 
only one or two habitat types on its land edges. The adjacent land character 
is an important consideration because many estuary wildlife species aepend on 
habitats of the surrounding areas for at least some of their habitat require
ments. For example, many geese and "grazing" ducks can't successfully winter 
in a protected estuary unless suitable fields and pastures are available nearby 
for feeding. 

Each estuary I s proportion of the total 11v1aterfowl -use-days 11 of the Oregon coast 
accommodated by each individual estuary was used as a check that the field study 
and estimations of relative habitat value did in fact reflect actual conditons. 

The final factor for rating terrestrial biological value was unique flora or 
fauna and other special features. The consideration of special features did 
result in adjusted ratings for some borderline estuaries. 

In summary, estuaries were rated as very high, high, moderate, low and very low 
in terrestrial wildlife value according to the complexity of physical form; the 
percentage of eelgrass beds, mudflats and wetlands; and the complexity of their 
land/water edge habitats. Then, waterfowl use days and special features if any, 
were used to modify the classification. 

Marine Components: 

Whereas the previous components of the classification scheme have been oriented 
towards the estuary as a natural entity, the calculation of the marine biolog
ical component is more human-oriented. Very little concrete information exists 
on the marine productivity of the estuaries which would be useful in a compar
ative sense. Consequently, the available anadromous fish spawning data for each 
estuary was used in combination with Fish Commission of Oregon statistics regard
ing those major groups of invertebrates caught by r.1an, for recreational and com
mercial purposes. The classification depends on information regarding the fol
lowing animals; chinook, coho, and chum salmon; steelhead and cutthroat trout; 
dungeness and red rock crabs; ghost and mud shrimp; and native littleneck, soft 
shell, cockle, butter and gaper clams. Oyster grounds and herring spawning 
grounds were also considered. 
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Since the numbers of these larger animals available for spawning and recreational 
use probably reflect the productivity of the food components of the estuary, it 
was conclude9 that the classification should have a high degree of value for 
the relative comparisons of estuaries. It is obvious that the loss of the food 
supply for the chinook salmon, for example, would also result in lowering of 
the number of chinook in the estuary or even the total loss of the spawning 
population. 

A high, moderate, or low relative 
marine biological component was 
determined for each estuary by 
comparing its major marine 
biological values to an average 
established for all the estuaries 
according to the following method. 
The mean number (arithmetic average) 
of individuals, for all estuaries, 
of each species of anadromous fin 
fish and each invertebrate species 
listed above was established by 
combining the information from 
the 'Description and Information 
Sources for Oregon Estuaries' and 
the 'Fish Commission of Oregon's 
Division of Management and Research: 
Resource Use Studies for Each 
Estuary•. After the mean for all 
the estuaries had been calculated, 
the availability of anadromous 
fish and invertebrates of the 
individual estuaries was compared 
with the mean. If the individual 

THIS PHOTO ILLUSTRATES A MUD
FLAT EXPOSED AT LOW TIDE. MUD
FLATS ARE NUTRITIONALLY RICH AND 
SUPPORT SUCH ANIMALS AS CLAMS, 
CRABS, SHRIMP AND WORMS. 

species of the estuary was above the+ 15% range of the mean number for all estu
aries its relative marine biological component was rated as high in value. If 
it was within the +15% range, its relative marine biological component was rated 
moderate. If it was lower, the marine biological component was considered to 
be low relative to the other estuaries. 

It will be stated that this method is not optimum, but the state of information 
regarding the biological productivity of Oregon's estuaries is quite poor. In 
some cases, absolutely no data or information exists at all. However, in the 
effort to add some concrete objectivity to this study, it was necessary to de
pend on the available information. 
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AS A RESULT OF THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM DEVISED IN THE 
PREVIOUS SECTION, 12 HYPOTHETICAL OREGON ESTUARY TYPES 
ARE DERIVED. MOST OF THE MANY ESTUARIES AND THE IR SUB
COMPONENT ARMS, SLOUGHS AND INLETS CAN BE DESCRIBED IN 
TERMS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 12 HYPOTHETICAL 
OREGON ESTUARY TYPES. 

Oregon's estuarine resources are contained within at least 21 separate and dis
tinct estuaries. Many of these in turn, can be divided into several separate 
and distinct geographical subcomponent units which differ from one another in 
their biophysical and human use characteristics. The task of dealing with each 
of these 40 to 50 estuary subcomponents in explaining the concepts important to 
the development of a management program is quite unwieldy. For the purposes of 
this study, a classification scheme has been devised to allow a more manageable 
basis for discussing Oregon's estuaries. This system provided a means for com
bining similarities found in all estuaries and their subdivisions in terms of 
the following parameters discussed in the previous section: l) physical type, 
2) mixing characteristics, 3) extent of tidelands and eelgrass beds and 4) the 
terrestrial and marine biological values. These combinations of parameters 
have yielded 12 hypothetical estuary type classifications which encompass all 
of the Oregon estuaries and their subcomponent units. Each estuary type is 
unique and has a specific combination of biophysical parameters. It also follows 
that each estuary type will have unique values and will be most suited for a 
specific set of uses. The management of each estuary should take into account 
the particular characteristics of the estuary type. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EACH OREGON 11ESTUARY TYPE11
: 

ESTUARY TYPE I: 11BLIND11/WELL MIXED ESTUARIES WHICH HAVE MODERATE MARINE BIO
LOGICAL VALUE AND LOW TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL VALUE. THEY HAVE A LOW PERCENTAGE 
OF EELGRASS AND TIDELANDS. 

In terms of physical characteristics, these estuaries are generally small and 
during periods of low river flow and high sand accumulation, they may become 
closed off from the ocean. Sand and gravel are the most frequent particle size 
in the bottom sediments. The major rivers feeding these estuaries have steep 
stream gradients and harrow flood plain areas. Due to the coarse nature of 
sediments in the river channels, subsurface flow may comprise a large portion 
of the total flow. ~ediment yield from the drainage basin is generally low. 
Extensive areas of sand dunes are not common for the area surrounding this type 
of estuary. 

Type I estuaries are not complex in physical form. They have a low percentage 
of eelgrass (almost none). They have a low percentage of tidelands, and a low 
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percentage of diked, intertidal gravel, or inland marshes. Tidelands comprise 
less than 30% of the total estuarine area. Their land edge character is diverse 
and rather natural; the adjacent land character is diverse and provides moder
ately valuable big game wintering range and waterfowl feeding sites. 

The marine biological component of this estuary type consists primarily of infor
mation pertaining to anadromous fish runs: chinook and coho salmon, and steel
head and cutthroat trout. This estuary type has a moderate number of anadromous 
spawning fish. The numbers of anadromous spawning fish are close to an average 
for all the Estuary Types. The extensive gravel beds which typify this estuary 
type are unique to the estuaries of Oregon and provide a highly suitable habitat 
for fish. 

ESTUARY TYPE II: BAR BUILT/WELL MIXED ESTUARIES WHICH HAVE HIGH MARINE BIO-
LOGICAL VALUE AND HIGH TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL VALUE. THEY HAVE A HIGH PERCENT-
AGE OF EELGRASS AND TIDELANDS. 

Type II estuaries have small watersheds with a number of minor tributaries and 
no major rivers. If it were not for their sandspits, these estuaries would exist 
as open bays. Both mudflats and sandflats are present within the tidelands area. 
Presently inactive landslide areas are characteristic of their watersheds. The 
deposition of sediments in these estuaries by their tributaries is low. 

Type II estuaries are high in complexity of physical form and have a high per
centage of eelgrass (greater then 2.1%) and a high percentage of tidelands 
(greater than 60% of the total estuary). The wetlands are usually mature tidal 
marshes. The land edge character is moderately diverse and natural. The adja
cent land character is natural and low in diversity. 

Type II estuaries are characterized by the general absence of the spawning runs 
of any anadromous fish. The classification is based on the moderate presence 
of the dungeness and red rock crabs, high numbers of ghost and mud shrimp, and 
high numbers of softshell, native littleneck, cockle, butter and gaper clams, 
which thrive on the sand and mud substrate. This estuary type is also character
ized by high saline waters and has the potential for being periodically cut-off 
from the influence of the tides. 

ESTUARY TYPE I II: DROWNED RIVER/WELL MIXED ESTUARIES HAVE VERY LOL~ MARINE BIO-
LOGICAL AND MODERATE TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL VALUE. THEY HAVE A VERY LmJ PER-
CENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND TIDELANDS. 

Type III estuaries are comprised of small estuaries which may be entirely closed 
off from the ocean during periods of low river flow. Estuary shoreland areas 
that receive periodic flooding are very large compared to the size of the stream 
and the estuary. 

Type III estuaries display a moderate complexity of form and have a very low 
percentage of eelgrass beds (less than 2%) and a very low percentage of tideland 
(less than 30%). The adjacent land as well as the land edge character is moder
ately diverse, and is comprised of inland marsh types in a fairly natural state. 

The creeks have sediments of mixed sand, gravel and mud. The sediment types 
combined with low salinities limit this estuary type to low anadromous fish runs 
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and few marine invertebrates. Scarce marine biological information existed for 
estuaries of this type at the time of this study, consequently, parameters were 
described on the basis of personal observation and comments by local citizens. 

ESTUARY TYPE IV: DROWNED RIVER/WELL MIXED ESTUARIES HAVE LO\'J TO MODERATE MARINE 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND VERY LOW TERRESTRIAL VALUE. THEY HAVE A L0\4 TO MODERATE 
PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND TIDELANDS. 

Type IV estuaries occur in broad lowland areas of large bays with numerous arms, 
sloughs or inlets. Fresh water input to these estuaries is relatively minor. 
The inorganic sediments usually consist of silt and clay with some gravel. 
Unprotected bank areas are highly erodable. 

Type IV estuaries are not complex in physical form. They have a low to moderate 
percentage of eelgrass beds (less than 9.9%) and a moderate percentage of tide
lands (between 31% and 49%). The land edge and the adjacent land is not very 
diverse and is primarily urban in character. 

Type IV estuaries generally support a few small anadromous fish runs of chinook 
and coho salmon, and steelhead and cutthroat. Low numbers of dungeness and red 
rock crabs are taken, but high numbers can occur. The absence of softshell, 
native littleneck, cockle, butter and gaper clams is noted as well as the 
presence in moderate to high numbers of ghost shrimp. 

ESTUARY TYPE V: DROWNED RIVER/i~ELL MIXED ESTUARIES HAVE LOW TO MODERATE MARINE 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND HIGH TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL VALUE. THEY HAVE A MODERATE 
PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND TIDELANDS. 

Type V estuaries are large and have major rivers flowing through them. Mudflats 
predominate over sand flats throughout most of the tidelands. Most of the slopes 
surrounding estuaries of this type are gentle. Sedimentation in the estuaries 
occurs at a rapid rate. 

Type V estuaries are low in complexity of physical form. They have a moderate 
percentage of eelgrass (2.1% to 9.9%) and tidelands (31%to 49%). The immature 
high marsh wetlands are not diked, although in other estuaries such marshes are 
usually diked. Their land edge and adjacent lands are low in diversity and have 
been greatly affected by human activity. 

Type V estuaries generally have small anadromous fish runs of chinook and coho 
salmon and cutthroat and steelhead trout. Dungeness and red rock crabs, ghost 
shrimp, and softshell, native littleneck, cockle, butter and gaper clams are 
all harvested in high numbers. 

ESTUARY TYPE VI: DROWNED RIVER/WELL MIXED ESTUARIES WHICH HAVE MODERATE MARINE 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND MODERATE. TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL VALUE. THEY HAVE A LOW 
PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF TIDELANDS. 

Estuaries of this type are small sloughs adjacent to a major estuary. Sediments 
within this type are predominantly muds. Surrounding slopes are gentle. 

Type VI estuaries are not complex in physical form. T,1ey support little or no 
eelgrass (less than 2%), but do have a high percentage of tidelands (greater 
than 60%). Neither their land edge or adjacent land character is complex. Ti1e 
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adjacent land is comprised of a very low percentage of immature and mature high 
marshes. Although some of these wetlands are diked, they are of moderate value 
for wintering waterfowl. 

This estuary type is characterized by sloughs which contribute high quantities 
of organic detritus to the estuaries in which they are located. Spawning grounds, 
nursery areas, and fishing areas for a moderate number of fish and invertebrate 
crustaceans and clams are prevalent. 

Because there is absence of biological information or when the information is 
available it is incomplete, classification of the marine components of estuaries 
of this type is based on on-site observations. 

ESTUARY TYPE VII: DROWNED RIVER/WELL MIXED ESTUARIES WHICH HAVE MODERATE MARINE 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND HIGH TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL VALUE. THEY HAVE A MODERATE 
TO HIGH PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND TIDELANDS. 

Within this estuary type are the sloughs adjacent to a major estuary. Direct 
fresh water inflow is minor. The bottom sediments are fine muds with some local 
concentrations of sand where shoreline erosion is rapid or where stream pro
cesses have a strong influence. Slopes of the surrounding areas are usually 
gentle to moderate. 

Type VII estuaries are moderately to highly complex in form. They have a mod
erate to high percentage of eelgrass (greater than 9.9%) and are usually moder
ately high in tidelands (greater than 49%). Their land edge character is high 
in complexity and their adjacent land character is diverse and is comprised of 
a high percentage of wetlands. In general, Type VII estuaries have remained in 
their natural state with few human alterations. 

As with the previous estuary type, biological information pertaining to this 
estuary type is generally non-existent. 

ESTUARY TYPE VIII: DROWNED RIVER/PARTIALLY MIXED OR TWO LAYERED ESTUARIES WHICH 
HAVE LOW OR MODERATE MARINE BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND VERY LOW TO LOW TERRESTRIAL 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE. THEY HAVE A LOW TO MODERATE PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND 
TIDELANDS. 

Estuaries of this type have small to medium sized watersheds with rivers which 
have corresponding low to medium stream flow. Bottom sediments range from mud 
to sand and gravel. The physical characteristics of these estuaries and the 
surrounding areas vary greatly. They are grouped together principally on the 
basis of biological and mixing information. 

Type VIII estuaries are low in complexity of physical form. They have a low to 
moderate percentage of eelgrass beds (less than 9.9%) and tidelands (between 
31% and 49%). The land edge and adjacent land character is low in diversity 
and relatively urban. 

Type VIII estuaries have small numbers of anadromous fish runs of chinook, coho 
and chum salmon, and steelhead and cutthroat trout. Dungeness crab, ghost and 
mud shrimp and softshell clams are taken, but in low numbers. 
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ESTUARY TYPE IX: DRm~NED RIVER/PARTIALLY MIXED OR T\;JQ LAYERED ESTU.£\RIES HAVE 
LOW TO MODERATE MARINE BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND A HIGH TERRESTRIAL BIOLuGICAL V1-1LUL 
THEY HAVE A LO~J TO MODERATELY HIGH PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND A i-10DERATE TO hIGH 
PERCENTAGE OF TIDELANDS. 

The slopes of adjacent areas may be gentle to very steep. 

Type IX estuaries exhibit a moderate complexity of physical form. They possess 
a low to high percentage of eelgrass and a moderate percentage of tidelands. 
Their land edge and adjacent land character is moderately diverse and relatively 
natural and is comprised of a high percentage of diked, bulrush, sedge and iligh 
marsh wetlands. 

The marine biology of Type IX estuaries is similar to Tyµe VIII estuaries. Type 
IX estuaries have small numbers of anadromous fish runs of chinook, coho and 
chum salmon, and steelhead and cutthroat trout. Dungeness crab, gtiost and mud 
shrimp and softshell clams are taken, but in low numbers. 

ESTUARY TYPE X: DROWNED RIVER/PARTIALLY MIXED OR TWO LAYERED ESTUARIES HAVE 
MODERATE MARINE BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND MODERATE TO HIGH TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL 
VALUE. THEY HAVE A LOW TO MODERATE PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND TIDELANDS. 

These estuaries have large watersheds and have higher than average stream flows. 
The estuaries themselves are medium sized. The bottom sediments range from sand 
to mud. Slopes of the area are gentle to moderate. The sedimentation load is 
fairly high. 

Type X estuaries have a high complexity of physical form. They have a low to 
moderate percentage of eelgrass (less than 9.9%) and tidelands (between 31% to 
60%). Their land edge and adjacent land character is diverse and are usually 
comprised of a high percentage of low salt marshes, immature and mature high 
marshes and diked wetlands. 

Type X estuaries are characterized by moderate to high anadromous runs of cninook, 
coho, and chum salmon and steelhead and cutthroat trout. High numbers of snrimp 
are harvested. Dungeness crabs and softshell clams are represented in low numbers. 

ESTUARY TYPE XI: DROWNED RIVER/PARTIALLY MIXED OR TWO LAYERED ESTUARIES HAVE 
HIGH MARINE BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND MODERATE TERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL VALUE. THEY 
HAVE A LOW TO MODERATE PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS AND TIDELAi~DS. 

Estuaries of this type have a very large watershed. 
Bottom sediments range from mud to sand and gravel. 

Fresh water inflow is average. 
Sedimentation can be a problem. 

Type XI estuaries are low in complexity of physical form. They possess a low 
to moderate percentage of eelgrass (less than 9.9%) and tidelands (less than 
60%) (mostly sandy or gravelly). Land edges and adjacent lands are fairly diverse, 
but are relatively urbanized with little remaining wetlands. 

Type XI estuaries are characterized by large anadromous fish runs of chinook, 
coho, and chum salmon, and steelhead and cutthroat trout. Low numbers of marine 
invertebrates are harvested. 
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ESTUARY TYPE XII: DROWNED RIVER/PARTIALL y mxrn OR TWO LAYERED ESTUARIES HAVE 
HIGH MARINE BIOLOGICAL VALUE AND HIGH TERRESTRIJ;L BIOLOGICAL VALUt. THEY HAVE 
A ~ODERATE PERCENTAGE OF EELGRASS A~D TIDELANDS. 

Estuaries of this type have medium sized to very large watersileds. Tile overall 
size of the estuary is average to large. Fresh water inflow is substantial and 
is maintained throughout the year. 

Type XII estuaries are highly complex in physical form. They support a moderate 
percentage of eelgrass (less than 9.9%) and tidelands (31% to 49~~). Tileir land 
edge character is moderate to high in complexity; their adjacent land character 
is diverse and somewhat urban. They possess a high percentage of wetlands of 
the diked marsh, immature high marsh, and mature high marsh types and lesser 
amounts of sedge marsh and bulrush marsh types. 

Type XII estuaries are characterized by large anadromous fish runs of chinook, 
coho, and chum salmon, and cutthroat and steelhead trout. Dungeness and red 
rock crabs, ghost and mud shrimp, and softshell, native littleneck, cockle, butter, 
and gaper clams are generally taken in high numbers. 
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NiiI1¥1IV !MPA'.D 

EVERY MAJOR ACTIVITY IN WHICH MAN ENGAGES HAS 
AN IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT. THE TYPE OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT VARIES ACCORDING TO THE 
TYPE OF ESTUARY IN WHICH THESE ACTIVITIES ARE 
PERFORMED. THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ENVIRON
MENTAL IMPACT OF ACTIVITIES AND THE TWELVE 
ESTUARY TYPES ARE ILLUSTRATED. 

The unique commercial and aesthetic resources provided in estuaries, have 
attracted business, industry and agriculture and the subsequent development 
of communities and cities along the shorelines. Many alterations to the 
natural estuary condition have been made in order to increase the potential 
of the systems to provide for various human activities. It has been explained 
earlier in this report that estuaries are balanced, interrelated systems. This 
secti.on will seek to demonstrate that they may be altered appreciably by human 
action. In order to define the extent of man's affect on the estuarine 
resources, the following impact matrices have been developed. Thirty-one 
shoreland, estuaries, and watershed activities have been identified as human 
actions which may produce qualitative change in the estuary systems. 

The generalized level of impact of each activity upon each of the estuary 
types which were derived in the previous section is here presented in a 
simplified matrix format. To determine the generalized impact of an activity 
in a specific estuary type: 

1. Determine which estuary type fits the estuary of interest. 
2. Find the activity in the matrix; read the activity description. 
3. Read the impact level which corresponds to the estuary type 

determined in Step 1. 
4. Most impact level indicators are keyed to footnotes; read the foot

note which corresponds to the impact indicator selected, to under
stand how the level of impact was determined. 

ACTIVITY 

JTTTlic.~, l'.'.>~KlVATeR!=> 
GROIN!, ' 

~ 

IMPACT ESTUARY TYPE 
DESCRIPTION LEVEL 1 2 3 4 Ei 6 7 B S 1D1112 
Jetties; Rock mounded structures HIGH A 
extellding from the shore to guide 
the flow of water. 1------1~ ............... ..._ ....... liiiila~_Jlliiii-A._•---+--
~:~;~~;n:

0
~~t:~~~eih:~~~~t~~es MEDIUM 

cortrol bank erosion. 
Breakwater: Rock mounds or blocks 
of concrete and stone constructed LOW 
in open sea to dissipate the t-===~~':!-----'--------'--L-..L.......&..---1.,.._~ 
energy of the waves. FOOTNOTES: JJ,_. Can destroy character of the estuary and reduce biological 

diversity. Offshore littoral drift can be affected. Jetties are usually self
extending and lead to dredging. J!. Out of character with the estuary. Construction 
impacts would greatly alter the estuary. f_. Consistent with present use. 
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ACTIVITY 

FIUIN 
F~ 

flLLIHt< \VETIJ.MDS 
D 
0 

Dlf<f.S fOII(. \\IITLNi~ 
~TION ~ 
N':(~LTU~ 

IMPACT 
DESCRIPTION LEVEL ~ 

ESTUARY TYPE 
e 3 4 s s 7 a s ~o~~~e 

Dredging is the mechanical HIGH 
;:~~~!~t!~d ~~~~~:m~~~l~~e bottom 1-------
pumping, dragline, and clam shell MEDIUM 
dredging. Disposal of dredged 
materials may take place on land 
or tideflat areas. or in the open LOW 
ocean. 

Placement of sediments removed 
from estuary channel on either 
adjacent 1 and areas. or in the 
open sea. 

Placement of fill materials in 
wetlands to raise land above the 
level of tidal influence. 

Construction of earthen banks 
around wetland areas to prevent 
tidal inundation and provide for 
agricultural use of the land 

Seawall: Wal 1 or embankrnf'nt 
protect shoreline areas from 
erosion. 

FOOTNOTES: A. Pristine, natural environment would be destroyed. 
§_. Bank removal may be bE!neficial. May increase current action and flushing rates. 
Polluted bottom materials would be stirred up. C. May increase current action and 
rates. Q. Important land edge/water edge habitdts would be impacted. 
f. Consistent with present use. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: Causes particle size change, reduces sediment turnover, 
reduces biota. Greatest impact occurs with in-water disposal. Runoff from sp~ils 
adverse impact.siting and methods are important. ~- Too.small. _§_. N~ ~l~shing. 
C. Well flusheu. D. Habitat displacement. E. Timing 1mportant to mrnlmlZe 
biological impacts.-[. High biological value-of land edge/water edge habitats. 

HIGH 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: This is an irreversible action Which depletes the already 
too small supply of estuaries, sedimentation and turbidity become important major 
problems. Important fringe habitats in tidelands and eelgrass beds are destroyed. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: Wetlands are a vital part of estuarine system. providing 
detritus and nutrients for biological systems. Fill is also a source of turbidity 
and negatively impacts marine biological components. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Not compatible with estuary uses. Would destroy character 
of the estuary. B. Conslstent with present uses. All other types: Increases . 
stream velocity arid sedimentation in main channel. Loss of important wetland habitat 
areas. 

HIGH 

Bulkhead: A vertical. or near 
vertical structure used to retain 
fills. filled areas or eroding l-------,fll•~----l--\ .. 11.,"1,,"l,,~:_....o• 
natural areas. LOW 

;~ j~:Ee~;~~~;: HF!d o:p~~s ~a ~:~~g 1-,F_O_O_T_N_O_TL-E-S....J:L-A-. ....L-Cr_e_a-te,ls•b■a r■rl-i-er-. .....l-Lo_s_s_o.1,f_r-em"'aL.i-n-i n-gJ..sh_o_r_e_.,l i_n_e_h_a1.,b_it_a_t_.s_--f 

impacts terrestrial wildllfe. ~- Would destroy pristine~ ~atural env~r?nme~t. 
C. Beneficial for erosion control. 0. With seleccive siting. s_. S1trng important, 
Could adversely affect wildlife habita"ts. [. Consistent with present use. 
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ACTIVITY 

CAU5J:.WA'(6 

5ti0Rt:-LAND 
Df:.VE.L-OPMf.Nf 

IMPACT 
DESCRIPTION LEVEL 'I 

ESTUARY TYPE 
2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 '10 'l'l '12 

Tidegates are structures which 
are placed in a water channel 
to prohibit inflow of salt water 
during high tides. 

Structure containing water within 
reservoirs to control flooding 
and provide for irrigation and 
other uses. 

An earthen embankment placed 
across a water channel for pur
poses of roadway construction. 

HIGH 

MEOIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: Tidegates eliminate the marine component of an estuary 
and in essence create "non-estuaries". They redu{..e the tidal influence and prism 
of an estuary as well as altering the salinity. Wildlife 11abitats are changed 
substantially. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Dams trap sediments, divert water and change chemical 
content of the water. LoW flow augmentation can occur. Barriers to natural fish 
runs. _!!. Not consistent with physical characteristics of the estuaries. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Consistent with present uses. 
All others: Severely affects mixing and fish migrations. Acts as sediment trap, 
channelizes the mainstream and may increase the need for dredging 

Structures which are supported HIGH 
above the water surface on pilings. 
retaining walls. abutments. etc. 
Significant impact occurs at the MEDIUM 
time of construction of support 
members. 

Laying of pipes or cables beneath 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: ~- Construction timing critical to minimize habitat dam
age. B. Short-term impact high during construction. f. Site selection very 
importa"nt. 

HIGH 
the bottom of the estuary. Short- 1-------+---+--+--+--+--1--+--+--1--+---+--ll-
term construction impacts will be 
high due to the disturbance of 
bottom sediments. The timing of 
construction and site selection 
are important to minimize adverse 
impacts. 

Construction of industrial, 
commercial, residential or tran
sportation facilities on the 
shorelands adjacent to the 
estuaries. 

MEOIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: 

HIGH A 

MEOIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: .A. Storm water runoff wi 11 adversely impact water quality. 
Adjacent habitats are of Value for winter 
C. Habitat destruction or displacEment. 
0. Poor flushing, increased runoff would 
9ame winter range would be affected. 
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ACTIVITY 

6f.\VAot Dl6f'06N. f 
OTHER. f.FFLLlA.liT 
Dl:>f'O~N.-

MAR.IHA. 

M0fORIZf:D 
Rl:GRl:ATIONAL
NAVlGATI0N 

r 

DESCRIPTION 
Discharge of treated or untreated 
human waste into the estuary. 
Although such discharge may be in 
cunformance with present standards, 
water quality and possible health 
hazards may result. 

Placement of solid waste (garbage) 

IMPACT 
LEVEL 'I 

HIGH 

MECIUM 

LOW 

ESTUARY 
34567 

TYPE 
a s 'ID ,.,. '12 

FOOTNOTES: Ra isec: water te111perdture, adds nutrients, competes for 
oxygen with biota, adds materials and heavy metals to water. Possible health 
hazard. 8. l'Jith maintenance of minumu:n flows and diffused discharge into the main 
channel. -

HIGH 
or earth upon estuary lands would t------
reduce areas of existing water 
surface or habitat areas. 

Industrial wastes are by-products 
of manufacturing activities, and 
are frequently liquid in form. 

Permanent or semi-permanent 
floating structures that are held 
fixed in one location with pro
visions for accorrrnodating 
fluctuations in water depth. 

A marina development having 
moorages for contnercial or plea
sure craft, or both. Other 
facilities may include a boat 
launch, repair facilities and 
general supply services. 

Use of small power boats within 
the estuary channels for sports 
fishing and pleasure boating. 

MECIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. With proper site selection. All other types, removes 
habitats, provides visual-pollution and allows leeching of toxic substances into 
estuaries. 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Adds high level of toxic material to water. Increases 
oxygen demand and water temperature. Harmful to existing habitats. B. Site selection 
is very important. Requires maintenance of minimum channel flow and discharge into 
the main channel. May require little or no discharge in the summer and construction 
of retention ponds. 

HIGH 

MECIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Would ground at low tide. Too small. 
C. Potential minor mud fl"at damage. D. Site selection liery important. 
t Potential high biological impact. 

HIGH 

MECIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Too shallow and narrow. B. Would destroy unique, 
pristine natural areas. ~~ Lack of adequate flushing for waste disposal. 
D. With careful site selection. E. Small, inaccessible, no flushing. f_. Small, 
Would destroy high biological value. ~- Too small. 

HIGH 

MECIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Too small. noise impacts, potential erosion problems. 
8. Displacement of wildlHe. C. Potential bank erosion and sediment problems. 
0. Noise deleterious to pristiri"e, natural environment. ~- Noise would adversely 
impact wildlife. 
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ACTIVITY 

COMMl:-1'\CIAl-
NAVl&ATION 

HUHTIHC:t 

MfCI-WilC.f>..L 
~r-:.EATIOH PCT"Nrr( 

~Vl~bTIHt,, l:!~UARY 
P~PUC-1!:> IH flDe.fJ..AT.!:> 

HAKVe.~TlH<-e,!>TUA~Y 
PRODUC.T.? IN onN 
WATf:-~? 

IMPACT 
DESCRIPTION LEVEL 1 

ESTUARY TYPE 
2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9101112 

USP. of estuary waterways by tug
bfJats, barges, colffllercial fishing 
vessels. freighters and log rafts. 

Recreational activity in which 
game animals are killed for sport. 
Major game animals along the 
Oregon coast include waterfowl 
and deer. 

Free use of undeveloped areas by 
recreational vehicles such as 
motor bikes, jeeps, campers, etc. 

Collection of fish, crabs, oysters 
and other coomerc 1a lly valuable 
animal species from the open 
waters of an estuary. 

Introduction of animal species 
into the estuarine environment 
for cultivation and harvest. 

HIGH 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: /\_. Too smal 1, dredging of south would be necessary. 
~- Too small, high impact on bottom materials. ~- D1sturb sediments and clams, 
crabs and shrimp. Q. Disturb sediments. ~- Too small and pristine. F. Potential 
bank erosion problems. §_. Displacement of wildlife. -

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: /\_, All, of the wintering waterfowl and watering pigeons 
can be disturbed at one time. Little feeding and resting can occur. B. Flocks of 
waterfowl and pigeons have ample alternative resting and feeding areas~ Hunting 
pressure will not totally disturb the birds. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Destruction of pristine, natural areas. ~- With site 
restrictions as to area 'and time of year. 

Intensity of use. access. area and timing restrictions are 
necessary to alleviate high biological impacts. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

Area, intensity, access and timing restrictions are required 
or higher biological impacts are likely. 

HIGH 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: Habitat d1spl,cernent 
input may cause water quaTity problems. 8. Too 
D. Site se.lection important. E. Addit16nal nutrient inrut may cause water quality 
Problems. f_. Low flushing abiTity, possible nutrient problems. 
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ACTIVITY 

N':!RJC.LIL TU!W.. 
(1.0\\I INTfNolT'I') 

ti1iL 
11Mf>f.R. 

(TI'f'llM.. 
HAA.YE.!:>TIH£'=4 
f'IW,Tllf..) 

l.Ct'.:t ~TOF.ktl:. 
~ LAHt:, 

IMPACT 
DESCRIPTION LEVEL ~ 

ESTUARY TYPE 
2 3 4 s s 7 a e ~0~~'12 

Growing and harvesting of food 
for consumption by humans and/or 
other animals 

Harvesting of timber and road 
construction associated with that 
process. These actions greatly 
increase the erosion of sediments 
into the river channels. thus 
increasing the rate of siltration 
in the estuary. 

Requires construction of log cribs 
to hold log rafts. Logs a re bound 
into rafts and stored in the water, 
confined to specific areas by the 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. These estuaries exhibit low flushing capabilities, thus 
nutrients added by agricultural runoff have higher impact. Pesticides and fertilizers 
al so affect estuary. Higher the intensity of farming, higher the impact. §_. Greater 
relative dilution of nutrients. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: 'l- Since these estuaries have poor flushing ability, 
siltation from road construction fills the estuaries and creates marshes. Turbidity 
and the need for dredging are also increased. 8. In addition to A. above. gravel 
beds for spawning fish would be silted over. C~ Flushing capacity' makes watershed 
logging acceptable. Won1t fill in or drastically change nature of the estuary. 
Q. Adequate flushing. little eelgrass wil1 be affected by sedimentation. 

HIGH 

MEDIUM c, 1bs. Water storage of logs pro
vides for increased accumulation 1-------1--+---1--I--..Jlllllll--+---+----1--+--..Jlllllll""'IIIIIIII 
of debris in the water as well as 
dlong the estuary bottom. Debris LOW 
dt.;Cumulation can be accelerated by ~=~===~=.:!:::=::!----'--...__..._ _ _. __ ...__...__ .... __ ...__...__ .... _....f 
the methods which with the logs are FOOTNOTES: A. No flushing of debris due to low river flows. 
plau~d in the water. B. Too small. C. Ample Storage area. D. Low flows. inaccessible. £. Loss of 

Tmportant biophySical habitats. .E_. Good-dilution capacity. 

Removal of sand and gravel 
deposits from streambeds. 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: A. Too small for log transporting. B. Pristine, unique 
natural areas. C. With Careful site selection. D. No dilutlon of run-off. 
E. Inaccessible~ no natural flushing. E.- Size 1lmitations_ §_. Loss of important 
biological habitats. 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: 'l- Gravel important for spawning grounds. High impacts will 
always occur during actual mining. Moderate impacts on flood plains if mined 
properly. 8. Destruction of important habitats. C. Inconsistent with physical 
limitations-of the estuary. D. Would destroy wildlife habitats, as well as character 
of the estuary. -

study of the estuaries and their HIGH 
components to provide educational 
and scientific data. Scientific 

~~!~;~~~r~:t~~: ~~o~~{"!~~~ary MEDIUM 
units is sorely needed 

LOW 

FOOTNOTES: Intense investigation may have some small impacts on 
wildlife displacement 
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ARIAliUi'F H'aJMAN A'iiT1V1Tv 

SHORELANDS 

IN TERMS OF MANAGING ESTUARIES, TWO AREAS OF 
HUMAN ACTIVITY ARE IMPORTANT: THE ESTUARY 
SHORELANDS AND THE ESTUARY WATERSHED. A 
UNIVERSALLY APPLICABLE DEFINITION OF SHORE
LANDS WILL BE DIFFICULT TO DERIVE, BUT A 
SHORELANDS AREA COULD BE LEGISLATED. 
WATERSHEDS ARE USUALLY DEFINED AS THE DRAINAGE 
BASIN. 

The estuaries of Oregon have been important focal points of human activity 
on the coast. Every estuary reflects some degree of human use, but the type 
and intensity of this use varies. Consequently, when an attempt is made to 
define estuary shorelands, this variety of human use patterns, together with 
the multiplicity of physiographic conditions and biological communities that 
can occur adjacent to estuaries, makes such an attempt very difficult indeed. 

Yet such a definition is important when a management program is contemplated. 
Management policies directed toward the retention and orderly use of estuarine 
resources must deal with the way people use estuary shorelands because, as has 
been pointed out in the previous section, activities on the shorelands 
directly influence the condition of these resources. This study does not 
attempt a shorelands definition but at this point it seeks to identify some 
important considerations that must be recognized when such an attempt is 
made for Oregon's coastal zone. 

A simple definition based on proximity will not be adequate. As will be 
described in the section on management concepts to follow, some states have 
written legislation which define shorelands as occurring within a given dis
tance from a body of water. Three typical situations illustrate the inadequ
acy of such an approach. First, in highly urbanized areas, this arbitary 
distance may be too large. For example, often in Oregon's urbanized estuaries, 
it is only the irrmediate waterfront land uses which have a distinct influence 
on the estuary from a human activity standpoint. Secondly, in less developed 
regions an arbitrary distance definition may not include enough land area. 
Agricultural uses that occur on the broad flood plains adjacent to some of 
Oregon's estuaries significantly influence the condition of these estuaries 
in terms of storm runoff and water quality. Also the flood plains may be 
comprised of extensive wetlands which provide important habitat for wildlife. 
Thirdly, in areas which are undeveloped because of steep topography, an 
arbitrary distance may include areas which aren't directly relevant to the 
water. For example, a forested area above a steep cliff may not even contribute 
much drainage or sediment to the estuary below. Thus, management policies 
keyed to a limited shorelands zone would not be correctly applied in these 
common situations. 
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Deciding a proper frame of reference to be applied when devising a shorelands 
definition may be difficult. Generally it is thought that areas included 
within a shorelands definition ought to at least relate to the estuary as a 
body of water, but the way in which this relationship is viewed may vary. 
For example, a scientist may define the shoreland zone in terms of physical 
processes such as erosion and deposition of sediments, or in terms of wild
life habitats. A person concerned with aesthetics might define shorelands in 
terms of those areas which can be seen from the estuary and those areas from 
which the estuary can be seen. A developer may think of the immediate shore
line zone as including land on which water dependent activities can be 
constructed. Although it is not a desireable approach, a policy maker may be 
required to think of the immediate shoreline zone as in terms of a set number 
of feet from some point of tidal influence simply so that the shoreline can 
be easily regulated. It should be noted that a definition which will satisfy 
a scientist may not necessarily meet the definitional needs of a planner or a 
developer, a policy maker, etc. 

It may not be possible to devise a universally applicable definition of 
shorelands. The interests to be served by such a definition are too diverse 
and conflicting. On the other hand it may be possible to develop a variety 
of limited definitions which satisfy particular needs such as scientific 
study, aesthetic considerations or development. Since Oregon's coastal zone 
is finite, another approach would be to legislate an actual shorelands 
boundary which is plotted on a map and derived from a variety of considera
tions important to each geographical location encountered. Such a boundary 
developed at the state policy level could be arbitrated with each local 
jurisdiction. In summary, the purpose of a definition of shorelands should 
be considered and the limitations of any definition should be recognized. 
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WATERSHEDS 

Watersheds are closely related to estuaries in that they contribute fresh 
water and sediments to the estuary. The watershed associated with a given 
estuary is more conducive to precise definition than is the immediate shore
line zone because the factors to be considered are less complex. The 
estuary watershed is delineated by the lands from which drainage 
is derived and which ultimately flows into the estuary. The dividing line 
between watersheds can be established on the basis of topography. 

Both human activity and biophysical conditions in a watershed are closely 
related to estuary processes. As an example of these interrelations con
sider the volume of freshwater flowing into an estuary. The fresh water 
volume is influenced by human activities such as damming of streams, logging, 
urbanization, irrigation and use of cooling water. Fresh water volumes 
reaching an estuary are also related to physical factors such as watershed 
size, precipitation, type of vegetation, soils, and geology. The amount of 
water inflow determines in part the estuarine salinity and mixing conditions 
which in turn affect the animals and plants associated with an estuary. 

The amount of sediment reaching an estuary is also related to human activity 
and natural conditions in the watershed. Many of the Oregon estuaries are 
filling with sediment at a rapid rate due at least in part to watershed 
logging, forest fires, agriculture, steep unstable slopes, easily erodable 
soils and streambank erosion (natural and that accelerated by humans). 

There are numerous examples of how watershed areas are related to an estuary. 
The important point is that complex relationships do exist and that water
shed uses must be consistent with estuary uses if a viable system is to be 
maintained. 
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TRENDS IN HUMAN USE 

THE OREGON ESTUARIES ARE MAJOR PHYSIOGRAPHIC 
ELEMENTS IN THE COASTAL REGION. AS SUCH, EACH 
ESTUARY REFLECTS GENERAL COAST WIDE TRENDS IN 
LAND USE. LAND USE TRENDS ARE RELATED TO 
REGIONAL RESOURCES SUCH AS WOOD PRODUCTS, SEA-
FOOD PRODUCTS, RECREATIONAL AMENITIES AND 
AGRICULTURE. ALL OF THE LAND USES CAN BE 
RATED ACCORDING TO THEIR INTENSITY AND THE 
MANNER IN WHICH THEY RELATE TO ONE ANOTHER. 

For the purpose of studying the human use of the land associated with an 
estuary it is necessary to consider the uses occurring in both the immediate 
shoreline zone and the watershed. The problems in defining areas within the 
immediate shoreline zone were previously explored. It was noted that watershed 
of an estuary is somewhat easier to define. In order to obtain a data base for 
studying human use of the land associated with the Oregon estuaries, for the 
purposes of this report, land uses were surveyed which were considered most 
relevant to a wide spectrum of definitional needs. Land use maps portraying 
the results of this survey will be presented in the section on individual 
estuaries. 

Although the land use maps give a broad overview of the human uses, they are 
limited in the detail and in the type of data which can be conveyed. The land 
use maps do not reflect either the intensity of human use or the functional 
relationships in human use. In order to analyze more than spatial or 
geographical relationships in land use, it is necessary to compare general 
trends in human use and to develop a methodology whereby the land use of the 
estuaries can be compared on a relative scale. 

Some general trends in human use occur along the Oregon coast which affect all 
the estuaries to some extent. The trends identified here are general, and may 
be reflected in individual estuaries to varying degrees. The economy of the 
coastal zone is a major factor which affects land use in all estuaries. The 
economy of the coastal area is primarily dependent on log harvesting and the 
processing of wood products as well as the availability of means for 
transporting wood products. The transport of logs and wood products is a 
function of the waterways, highways, and railroads. 
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The need to transport wood products has provided impetus to develop some of the 
major estuaries into ports. Some ports serve as focal points of the wood 
products industry and international trade. Such ports receive unprocessed logs 
and wood products from the length of the Oregon coast. The desirability of 
these major estuaries as ports is directly related to shipping channel 
deepening, harbor protection activities and maintenance of waterways by 
dredging. Dredging spoils can then be used for land fills to create sites for 
industries or sometimes in northern Oregon, to create beaches. Other estuaries 
may be used for a minimal amount of log rafting and may not be extensively 
dredged. 

The intensity of the use of an estuary for seafood processing industries 
somewhat reflects its intensity of use for wood products processing, simply 
because dredging, harbor protection and maintenance are conducive to corrmercial 
boating facilities. The seafood processing industries can be related to its 
role in the regional economy. For example, fish catches from up and down the 
coast may be landed and processed, or the seafood industries may only process 
local fish catch or the entire seafood catch may be transported elsewhere for 
canning and processing. In some cases estuaries where intensive wood and 
seafood processing industries occur also attract related industries such as 
ship building and can manufacturing. Thus, the estuary industrial land use is 
directly related to the resource base. 

TILLAMOOK BAY: THIS SMALL BOAT BASIN AT GARIBALDI 
SERVES BOTH COMMERCIAL FISHING VESSELS AND PLEASURE 
BOATS. 
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Another trend which affects land use in the estuaries involves the tourist 
industry. Tourism and recreational enterprises are growing rapidly along the 
length of the coast. Land use conflicts are arising in many places, 
particularly along estuary shorelines. Water dependent industries are 
increasingly interspersed with business enterprises catering to tourists who 
come to 11see and smell" the sights. Also, with the increase in fishing, 
estuaries often intensively used by vacationers also support small boat 
basins and charter fishing fleets. In many instances, even the relatively 
undeveloped estuaries will support clusters of commercial facilities providing 
convenience goods to vacationers, boaters and other water users. Strip 
collJllercial uses are springing up along the highways everywhere. As the general 
population becomes more affluent, an increased demand is generated for second 
homes and retirement homes along the coast. The amenities of the estuaries 
attract the bulk of this development. The intensity of uses relating to the 
tourist trade could threaten the very amenities which originally made the area 
attractive. 

Residential land development is generally resulting in a decrease in available 
agriculture land adjacent to the estuaries. Farmland occurs on the flat river 
valleys and most diked salt marshes and is used for pasturage and grazing. In 
some localities, a specialty crop may be produced. Often, farmlands adjacent 
to estuaries are broken up by terrain or by other land uses. consequently 
farmland does not often occur in large economic tracts. At those estuaries 
where the adjacent land is intensively farmed, production is currently on the 
increase due to improved agricultural techniques in spite of the fact that 
the total number of acres used for agriculture is decreasing. 

TILLAMOOK BAY: UPON COMPLETION, THIS NEW JETTY 
CONSTRUCTION WILL ASSIST IN NAVIGATION. 
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Trends in watershed land use, particularly logging and agriculture have 
important implications for estuaries. Logging occurs in the watersheds of 
all estuaries but often not within viewing distance of the waterfront or the 
highways serving the waterfront. The intensity of logging does not relate 
directly to uses of the waterfront, rather logging causes increased siltation 
which may alter the biological components of an estuary and change the rate at 
which sediment is deposited. 

This general synopsis of the relationships between the various land uses 
occurring on estuarine shorelands represents general trends, parts of which 
are true for each estuary. The trends in land use are also characterized by 
their own political-economic inertia, which dictate that existing land uses 
increase in intensity or at least continue. 

Political and economic pressures operate to increase the intensity of land 
uses. These pressures are illustrated by the necessity to dredge waterways 
to maintain existing shipping channels or to create deeper channels; and the 
use of dredged spoils to create land fill sites to accommodate new industries. 
As technological advances occur in transportation and industry, a demand is 
generated for deeper shipping channels, Thus, once development has begun, 
political and economic pressures will probably operate to increase the 
intensity of development. 

To a lesser extent, socio-ecological pressures will operate to lessen the 
intensity of land use or at least to preserve the status quo. For example, 
the natural amenities of an area limit the intensity of use which an estuary 
can support and still maintain its attractiveness to residents, vacationers 
and retirees. It should be noted that socio-ecological pressures to reduce 
the intensity of development or to preserve the status quo do not appear to 
be as strong as the political-economic pressures to increase the intensity 
of land use. 

USE CHART 

The complexity of human use patterns occurring near Oregon's estuaries pre
vented a detailed analysis of such use for each estuary within the scope of 
this study. Instead, a general system for catagorizing uses in terms of 
functional relationships and levels of intensity has been devised. The use 
chart on the following page portrays levels of decreasing use intensity 
beneath each of several catagories. Each intensity level contains a des
cription characterizing the condition of human activities that can be 
expected to occur within the estuary shorelands. These descriptions have 
been tested by comparing them with all of the estuaries under study and 
adjusting them to reflect actual conditions (so that they truly portray the 
range of use intensities encountered in Oregon's coastal zone). 
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THIS SECTION DESCRIBES THE TOLERANCE OF USE WHICH 
EACH OF THE TWELVE ESTUARY TYPES CAN ENDURE BEFORE 
THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL COMPONENTS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY 
ALTERED. THE USE LEVELS WHICH ARE ANALYZED FOR 
THEIR TOLERANCE ARE THE SAME LEVELS OF USES WHICH 
FORM THE BASIS OF THE LAND USE CHART GIVEN IN THE 
PREVIOUS SECTION. 

The human use chart explained in the previous sectten portrays levels of 
decreasing intensi.ty of use under each land use category. Each intensity level 
description explains the nature and extent of the uses involved. For instance, 
under the i,ndustrial category, a,t i.ntensity level four, it states: "Limited or 
scattered i.ndustry, served by barge and occasional freighter". This descrip
tion statement actually summarizes a broad scale of human use which is accom
plished by implementation of such activities as those which-were i 11 ustrated 
in the section entitled Shoreland Activity Impacts. These activities combine 
to comprise the industrial uses characteristic of this intensity level .. Examples 
of these activities include commerctal navigation which in turn is supported by 
dredging; disposal of dredged material; and the construction of seawalls, riprap, 
bulkheads, jetties, breakwaters and groins. The construction of the industries 
themselves require filling estuaries and wetlands for development which in turn 
requires mining sand and gravel. The physical form of the industries may result 
in overwater structures on pilings or boat houses and other permanent floating 
structures. They may be accessed by causeways. Once completed. the industries 
may engage in industrial waste disposal. 

In the Shoreland Activity Impact section, the impact matrices showed the degree 
of impact for each activity that could be expected to occur within each of the 
twelve estuary types. It follows that if each human use description in the use 
chart involves several separate activities, it should be possible to make 
deductions about the cumulative effects of all of the specific activities which 
can be implemented to obtain a given level of land use intensity. Further, it 
should be possible to determine for each estuary type, the maximum use intensity 
levels that can be achieved before the cumulative impacts significantly alter 
the environmental components within the estuary type. 

Each physical component of an estuary has a level to which it is capable of 
tolerating change before the nature of that component is significantly altered. 
For example, clams are able to tolerate a certain rate of siltation before they 
can no longer survive. Thus, if excessive sediment loads are deposited in the 
estuary by the river system, clam communities will disappear and the biological 
component of the estuary will have changed. In most cases, however, the effects 
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of alteration to a system are not limited to one component. Not only does 
siltation affect the ability of clam populations to flourish, the-siltation 
process changes the physical character of the system, eventually filling 
mudflats and creating marshes. 

Due to the interrelatc. 1ness of estuary components, an alteration to one part 
of the system may cause indirect change to many others. Filling of a mudflat 
destroys a habitat for bottom dwelling organisms which are an important food 
source for shorebirds. Thus filling of the mudflat will not only alter the 
marine biological component of the estuary, but will affect bird populations 
as well. These relationships between estuary features are critical to deter
mining a threshold level for the overall system. 

The following threshold of tolerance charts illustrate the ability of each 
estuary type to absorb alteration without changing its biophysical character. 
As a synthesis of the human use charts and impact matrices, these levels 
reflect the impact of human activities associated with intensity of use. 

The threshold level of each estuary type has been established based upon the 
definition of a maximum level of human activity that will not substantially 
alter the existing biophysical character of the estuarine system. Intensi
fication of activities beyond the established tolerance level would alter 
the estuary to the extent that it would require reclassification into another 
estuary type category. Human actions which produce the smallest alterations 
in the existing biophysical conditions are those activities or levels of 
activities which are preferred within the estuarine system. 

A multi-disciplinary approach was used to establish the threshold of tolerance 
levels for each of the twelve previously described estuary types. Factors 
weighed included physical features, marine and terrestrial biological diver
sity and water quality. Even with this approach, however, it must be cautioned 
that the threshold of tolerance levels depicted on the following charts are 
not finite lines, but should be viewed as ranges of possible levels. This 
depiction is particularly important since not all of the individual estuaries 
fit exactly the estuary type threshold levels due to their various mixtures 
of biophysical characteristics. A further discussion of the possible appli
cation to planning decision-making of these threshold charts can be found on 
page 206. 

The threshold of tolerance levels have been superimposed on the basic human 
use chart previously defined. The threshold level is depicted with a heavy 
black line, while the half-tone area above the line illustrates the intensity 
of development which will alter the present character of the estuary. 
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ra111 "'lterhh Ind Nr~et 
"'K:h IS I J 

-None or lot1l crtfts 
colony 

commerclJI 

-large urban cQfflllerct 11 
district not tn close pro
klmlty to wattrfront or 
smal 1 urban unter adJ1-
unt to waterfront 

-Strip COfffflerch 1 or 
c0'11ntrcta1 clusters on 
roads l11dln9 to 1m1ll 
urban centers 

-Sina 11 urban center serv
ing loci 1 popu llu 

-Scattered groups of 
connerc 111 usH on ro1d1 
leading to urban center 

-Occufon1l cowaerchl 
factllty 

trenaportatlon 

-Surn barqes and com
mf!rcl~ 1 fishing vessels 

-Ort>dging bet~en 18-40 
foot· df'i,ths 

-1119hw11y ICCfU to It lent 
one-hi,lf of estuary. St!c
ond•ry road accen to 
rt1na1nder 

-Ra11 or tlr tr1ns1t IVl11-
able to nearby urban 
center 

-Jett tu 

-Srn.111 barge'5. lllnlted 
facilities for conmerclal 
fishing and pleuur-t 
boats 

-H1ghw1y or good publtc 
road to no ,nore than one
half of estuary 

-Some! pr-Iwate access e1se
whor, 

-Jett tes 

-No dr-.dgtng or j,tttu 
•l lmt t~ r0,1d access to 
actual estuartne liftter
front. a 1though highway 
... , bot In proxt■tty 

-l 1m1ted prtV1te or dirt 
road 1cces1 

THRESHOLD OF TOLERANCE 

realdantlal 

-Moderately lifldespread, or 
one or two major clu:Hers 
of urban/suburban housing 

-Possibly some inlnor 
clu\ters 

-Esttb1hhed vautton/ 
r-tt tr~r,t hoines or ne1r 
vacatlon/rettr~nt h~s 
under construction 

-Minor clusters or urban/ 
suburban and widespread 
r-ur1l restdenthl 

-SCJTII! v1catton/r1ttf"'fW!eflt 
h..,.s 

-One 1111 nor c I us t,r of 
hous lnq 

-"t>der1iely lifldesp,-.1d 
rural n!Std,nttal 

-V,ry 11MI t,d vacat ton/ 
,...t1r8'nt hous1r19 

•hry little, mstly 
precluded by topogrephy 

outdoor 
recreational 

-Mtnor clusters or Hrtp1 
of tourht cormierch1 
uses mhed with minor 
clusters of urban develop. 

"""' -Stgntffc,nt ch,rur fhh-
1ng and sma11 bo1t batln 
hctltttu 

-Novelty attractions nur
by 

-Scattered enterprhn 
oriented towards 
tourist trade 

-l"oderatt sports fhh1ng 
and shell fishing 

-J'\ar1nu and inoorage 
hctltttu 

-l 1m1ttd sports fhhln9 
-Smal I prtv1u docks 
or ltmlted publtc dock 
flct11ths 

-Little or no c~rchl 
factl tttes oriented to 
waterfront 1cttvtttes 

ESTUARY TYPE IV 

farming 

-11oderate1y widespread 
farming 

-Hod era te use of phys t ca 1 
11ter1t1ons necessary to 
t111ke h1"'1111ng poutble 

-Some 1pec111ty Cr"01)S 

-Sma 11 scutert-d (,r~s 
oriented l)r1Nr1 ly towtrds 
grutn9 

-Posstbly OM spectalty 
C'l"Ol) 

.. little or no farwdng •dJ•· 
cent to the ts tu.try It
se-lf due to utstlng 
d,.v,lo~nts or far1111ng 
b,lng phn,d out du, to 
dn,lopintnt prtssur-es 

-llttl, or no (arming l'.k" 
to such factors u topo
graphy, uptnsfn wnd 
dunes, •tc. 

waterahad 
logging 

watershed 
agriculture 

-CotHro\le-d lhh,ntno •nd •llatttd --.11 ra,..tnq ind 
11~1,,.4 logglnQ vrntng 

-Jtot. l 1o" 9r"'f&t.tr th.11 

90 '"'"' •~rt.h: to flf,;pr, ,inta,n-
ed 7ltld Po""lltl 
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lncluetrlel 

-l hnthd or IClttH~l'I tn
dustry. sernd by blr9f 
and occutonal SNI I 
freighter 

-R,1w Pl'llhrhl s dr,WTI fr"OIII 
1dJ1c,nt count IH 

-lt111lttd flMI procenlng 
-Ponlble utr1-i-.gton1l 
1111rket 

•F'f'W ,n11 ls or- cluiter-s ar 
ft sh pr-ocen tng ser-ved 
by small bar-ge'i. but 
good sur-face tr-anspor-t 

-Raw 1111ter-tels end 1111r-ket 
or-edOffltnantly local, 
although fresf'I fhf'I 
Nr-ket 1111y M lftter-state 

•ltintted hc11 tttu for 
hndlng local seefood 
c1tch which ts shlpp"d 
thew~,.. for- procentno 

•Ver-y ll111tted hcllltlH 
for handling "00d p~ 

·ucu, no 111tlh 
•Transportation sour-ce or 
raw Nt•r-hls and 1111rket 
JIUCf'I HI J 

-None or 1oca1 crafts 
colony 

commercl_.1 

-L,,.qe urban COfflftfrcl11 
dhtrtct not 1n c1f)se pro
•hntty to watl'rfront or 
S"'l 11 urban UPter adj1-
cent to waterfront 

-Strip comierctel or 
con,nprch1 clusters on 
roads hading to 1111111 
urban CfnUrs 

•Small ur-ban center- sen• 
tng locel papulac" 

·St1tt1r-1d gr-oups of 
camner-ct,1 usu 011 roads 
lead1n9 to urban center-

•Octeslonal co.111rct11 
hcl11t7 

tr-anepo.- tetlon 

foot channel 
-Highway and good public 

road ICCUI to both sides 
of utuary 

-Ent-west highway access 
-fl:all ind/or air transtt 

1Yalhble 
-Jnttes and/or other 
s true tura 1 Improvements 

-Super bargu and CCII"• 
~rcl1il fhhtng 'ftUelt 

-0n!dgln9 bftwun 18-40 
foot d,pths 

-Hlgtiway ,cuss to It hut 
onl"-h11f of 11tu1r1, S.c
ondary ro1d 1ccen to 
r,n11t"der 

-A11l1 or 1lr transtt antl• 
ablt to nur-by ur-ban 
"nt1r-

-J1tttn 

•Small barges, ltw,tted 
fac111ttu far t()fl1flerth1 
f tsh tng 1nd phuu,-. 
boats 

•Highway or- good pub I tc 
r-01d to no ...,,., than one
ha If of estuary 

•Some prtnte tCCHI tht• .,,. ... 
•Jetties 

-No d~"9t ng or- Jflt1H 
·l t■t tN road accus to 
actual estu1r-ln. .. u,,. .. 
front, although h1g..,._y 
NY be lo pro1t■fty 

•Lt•ttN prh1t1 or dtrt 
1"'0ld attltl 

THRESHOLD OF TOLERANCE 

re■ldentlel 

•Hodtr-1hly wldespr-Hd, or
one or- two Njor- clu,ter-s 
of ur-b1n/subur-b1n housln9 

•Pon tbly some •1nor-
c1 uster-s 

·htlblhhed ncatton/ 
,-.ttr-f'tlfnt holllies or- ""' 
neat ton/r-ett r-flll"lent holies 
under constn,ctton 

•Minor cluster-s of ur-ban/ 
subur-bln and wtdup,-.ad 
r-ur-al i-estdenttel 

•S~ ncatton/retfre.i.nt -· 

-On, witnor cluster- of 
hous tng 

•Jt>der-ately •1~SP"•d 
rur-al rutdenttal 

-Yer-y I l111lted vacation/ 
"ttrewnt houstnv 

.. v.ry ltttl1, aostly 
procludod by totJ09ropll7 

outdoor
r-ecr-eetionel 

•Minor- cl uster-s or- str-tps 
af tour-1st conmer-chl 
UStS 1111hed wtth 111tnar
cluster-s af ur-ban dnelop.. 
,...t 

-Stgrllftc1nt char-t"" fhh
tn9 ind Sff'llll boat basin 
f1ctltttu 

-Novelty attract tans ,.,.,,. .. 
by 

•Scatter-ed enter-pr-hts 
oriented towanh 
tour-ht tr-ede 

-Moderate sports fhh1ng 
Ind shell fishing 

•Mer-Ines and 1100ra91 
fac11tttts 

-Lt■tt,d spor-ts fhf'ltng 
-SMl11 pr-tvat, docks 
or- I t ■ t tfd publ tc dock 
flct 11t Its 

•l tttle or no CQlllflfr-t1a1 
flctllths oriented to 
-.ter-fr-ont act tvtt 111 

ESTUARY TYPE V 

.. Moder-ete1y w1dtspr-ead 
hf1111ng 

•Moder-ate use of ohystcal 
1lter-1tlons MCHUr-y to 
Nkt h,..,_tng PoSSlble 

'"SOl'ftil spect,lt, crops 

•Smal 1 scatter-ed fems 
or-tented pr-1Nd ly tow&r-ds 
gr-u Ing 

•Possibly Ont tpechlt, 
er-op 

-little or- J'IO ,.,,.tng •dJ•· 
cent to tht estuary it
self due to 111httn9 
deve1opmfnts or hM11tn9 
being phued out du• to 
developae"t prnsu,-.s 

•Ltttle or- no ,,,.tng ~" 
to such factors u topo
gr-ipfly, u:pan11ft sand 
dunes, etc. 

•Controlled logging wttf'I 
sc:me stand •~ dtver-s1ty 

•High sustained yield 
potential i-eh,ttve to 
111111:IRUII far- are. 

weter-Bhed 
agr-icultur-e 

•P'c>dtr1t1 ferw1ng and 
CJl"U1ng over 11•1te-d 
part tons of 1 and 

•Contr-ol led thinning ind •l1•1tfd -11 f1,.t"9 and 
l hntted 1ogg1ng grutng 

•A:ot.itton gr'f.ter- thin 
90 YN"S 

-Moder-1te to high s111t1tn• 
ed yield potential 

•Ytf")' 1t■1t.H to none 
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lnduetrtal 

-r..., "''l 1s o,. dust,,., of 
fhh prountng urwt'd 
by SIi\& 11 btrgn, but 
good sur-teu transport 

-Raw m,1terhh and Nrht 
prert~lnantly 1oca1, 
although frtsh '1sh 
"irk.et 111111 M 1nterst1t1 

-lhnlted hctltttes for 
la"dlnq local u1food 
catch which ts shipped 
el SNhfr-e for processtn9 

-Very ,ll1111ttd hct11ttn 
for handltng -,od prod-
ucts. no 111111s 

-Transp,ortlt ton source of 
raw 1111tert1ls Ind Nrht 
...chasfl 

-flone or local cnfts 
colony 

commar:c-lal 

-Occufonal coaerchl 
faciltty 

-No d"dgtng or Jetttn 
-U111Ht'd road .cuu to 
1ctu11 estuarine w1Ur
,,.,.t, olthoug/1 Mgt,woy 
NY be tn proat■tty 

-l 1ti11tl'd prh1t1 or 41rt 
road accen 

THRESHOLD OF TOLERANCE 

realdentlal 

-One-■ tr,or cluster of 
houstng 

-P!oderatety vt•spread 
rural rntdentt11 

-Very lt111tted HCltton/ 
"ttreaent houstng 

-Very 11tt11. IIOStly 
pnclwclo4 by -•phy 

outdoor
r-acr-eational 

-Scatter-ed enterpdsH 
oriented t0'<11r-J1 
tourt st trade 

-Moderate sports fhhtng 
and sl'lell ftshtng 

-Madnu and 1100r19e 
factltttH 

-l11111tl'd sports fhh1ng 
•SN11 prtv1te doth 
or lt111ltl'd publtc dock 
flc:11 ttt11 

-l 1ttle or no comntrchl 
factHttes ortented to 
.. urfront 1cthfttes 

ESTUARY TYPE VI 

-Sinel 1 scattered f1""1 
orlentfd prh11r1l7 towards 

_J;::!~f, one spechlt, 
c,op 

-l tttle or no fu-.tng •dJ•
cent to the e,tu,ry tt• 
s,lf due to utsttng 
d,velopments or fll"tlltng 
betng phned out due to 
d.velopnent P~SSU"I 

-l tttle or no feratnq due 
to such factors II topo
graphy. expenstft Mnd 
dunls. etc. 

water-shed 
agriculture 

-Controlll'd thtnntng and •lt ■ ttl'd s.11 ,..,..,fMJ and 
li•tted logging grntng 

-RotAtton 9"•ter th&n 
90 ~•rs 

-Mo.-r1te to high svsU1n
ed 7t1ld pot.enthl 

., • ., 11■1t.<1 to nono 
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lnduetr-lel 

•l t1111led ,.cl 1 It tu for 
h,,dlnq loc.11 ,ufood 
uti:h whlc;h h 1hl~d 
th,-,,+w-rt for proun1n9 

-V.-r:, ll•ltfd t•ctllttu 
for hlndll"9 "OOd p,-od,,-
Ucl\. no 111llh 

-Tr-1"\-POrtetton soura of 
r1w -.t.,r1eh 1rwf •rktt 
111,1c.h H I l 

•llof'f or loc.11 c·.-.ftt 
colott.1 

commercl.il 

•Occnlon1l c.,_.rchl 
hctltty 

tr-nnspor tetlon 

•"o dr'f'd9ln41 or Jetties 
•ll•hf'd ro,,d .cent to 
tctu11 utu1rlftf' wit.er• 
'""''• tlthougll h19""-1 
•Y be '" proahrltJ 

•lf11ttH pf"lnte or ••rt 
road I.CC.HI 

THRESHOLD OF TOLERANCE 

reeldentlel 

•One •lrM>r clHttr of 
hou, tn9 

•~er1lely wldlfosprud 
rvral rHldfntl11 

·Ytry l l11fltd 'flUtlon/ 
r-etlrNent h<KlllftC) 

.. v,.,.1 1 ttl1•. aastl7 
..-.cludo<I ,, to1>o9,oph7 

outdoor
r-ecr-eetionel 

·U•1 hd tports fhh1ft9 
-Sffilll print, doch 
or 1111lted pub11c dock 
flctl ttt11 

·Lilli• DI" no CIJll'lll·rc1tl 
flc11Hln ort•nted to 
•t.erfront 1cthttt11 

ESTUARY TYPE VII 

far-ming 

•Sffltll 1c.att1rtd ftrwi 
ort•nttd prtNrl 17 tow.rds 

J;:::;1, Ont IPtthlt, .,.,,. 

-lttth OT no ftnatng •dJ•
etnl LO tM ntu1.-y lt
nlf dUf Lo uhtfn9 
6fvt1opriwnt,, or r,..,.1n9 
Ml119 phHtd out duo t.o 
den 1 oi;atnt PN1 sure, 

•lttt1t or no h-,...1"9 M 
to \u,ch fectors II tooo-
9riph7. UPlrtl1ft Mnd 
dunel, etc. 

water-shed 
logging 

-Cor,tro11f'd thlrmlng Ind 
11•1ttd 1ogql"'J 

-Rout Ion 9,..ltt,. thlft 
90 rr•rs 

-~r•h to htot\ u,U.a1ft'• 
t4 7l1ld pot .. t11l 

•Yto-y 11■1 t.o4 t.o "°"" 

water-shed 
agriculture 

•L1•1tM -11 fuwlftt aftld 
9"1Ch'9 

·Yff'J lw or _... 
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lnduatr-lal 

-r~ mills or clusters of 
fish processing sernd 
by Sfflll 11 barge'i, but 
good surf/Ice transport 

-Raw mater ta h and market 
predominantly local 1 

11 l though fresh f I sh 
market ,nay be Interstate 

commer-cl..il 

l1r9e urban cOll'l1'frch1 
district not In clrise pro
x 1ml ty to watprfront or 
sma 11 urban center adja
cent to waterfront 

-Strip comnerc111 or 
cOlffl'l@rc h I clusters on 
roads hading to small 
urban centers 

-Sma 11 urban center serv
ing local populec1:: 

-Scattered groups of 
c0fflllerch1 u,n on roads 
leading to urban center 

•limited facilities for -Occasional COM!llrt:111 
lar,dlng local seafood facl ltty 
catch which h shl~d 
ehNher! for pn,cen1ng 

-Very 111,,tted flclltt1n 
for ha rid 11 ng wood prod-
uc ts. no 111tl1s 

-Tr1risportatlon source of 
raw Nter1ah and Nrket 
auch IS I l 

-None or local crafts 
colony 

tr-anepor-tation 

-Super barges and com
mPrc111l fhhl ng vessels 

-DrPdgln(I betlifeen 18-40 
foot dei>ths 

-Highway 1ccen to at least 
one-h.,.lf of estuary. Sec
ondary road access to 
rema lnder 

-Rai 1 or air transit nail
able to nearby urban 
center 

-Jetties 

-Sm.111 b1rges, limited 
facllttles for c01m1ertl1I 
fishing and pleasure 
boats 

-Hlgtn,,ay or good publtc 
road to no more than one
half of estuary 

-Some prhate access else
where 

-Jetties 

-No i:lr!dglng or Jetties 
-L i111ite-d road access to 
1ctu1l estuarlnt! water
front. although highway 
.. y be In pro,;l•lty 

-L 1m1tN prtnte or dirt 
road access 

THRESHOLD OF TOLERANCE 

,...,■ldentlal 

-Moderately widespread, or 
one or t"ffl major clusters 
of urban/suburban housing 

-Possibly some minor 
clusters 

-Establ t shed vacetl on/ 
retirement hon,es or new 
vaca t ton/ret t rement hemes 
under construction 

-Mlnqr clusters of urban/ 
suburb1n and wt despread 
rura 1 res I dent ta 1 

-SOfllle vac1tton/ret1rewient 
h°""'' 

-One minor cluster of 
housing 

-Kxler1tely w1ciesprHd 
n,r1l resld!'nthl 

-Very 11M1ted 't'IClt10fl/ 
retlre.nt housing 

-Very little. ll)Stly 
precluded by topography 

outdoor
r-ecr-oetional 

-Scattered enterprtsu 
oriented towards 
tourht trade 

-~derate sports fhhtng 
and shell fishing 

-Marinas end moor1ge 
facllttl11 

-l lm1 ted sports fhh1n9 
-Smal I prh1te docks 
or limited public dock 
flc111tlu 

-Little or no cClffllil!rc111 
fact11t1n oriented to 
waterfl""Of'lt 1cttv1t1n 

ESTUARY TYPE VIII 

-Smal 1 Hatter,d fanns 
oriented pr1Nl"11y towards 
grutng 

-Possibly one specfalty 
crop 

-Little or no fan,dng adj1-
Cf.'nt to the estuary It
self due to u1st1ng 
developments or fa""I ng 
being phased out due to 
developinent prnsures 

-l tttle or no fl~1ng tt.,e 
to such factors u topo
graphy, u.panshe Mnd 
dunes, etc. 

-Contl"'tllled logging with 
sane stand age dhersity 

-High sustained yield 
potential relative to 
~u 1111.11 for 1rH 

water-shed 
agr-icultur-e 

-Moderate f11,11rig and 
grazing oYer 11•1ud 
portions of land 

-Controlled thinning and -ll ■ttN sall f1rwtng Ind 
l 1mt ted logging grutn,g 

-Rot.it Ion g"ater thin 
90 years 

-"°°'rite to high 1111t11n
ed yl1ld poteflthl 

-Very 11■1ted to none • V ff7 1 aw or noN 
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lnduetrlal 

•l11111tf'd hcl1ttfu for 
l.tl\dln9 ton1 uefood 
c•tcJi which h 1P'll~d 
,h,.,her-t fo,. or,x.tnl119 

•'ltr7 l1•1ttd hell tt tu 
for ~ndll"9 wood prod,. 
1.1ct,. no •llh 

.1,.,n,portttlo" ,ourct of 
rt'W Nltrtah end awrket 
-,ch u I l 

-floftf' or lKA1 cnfh 
c0lOf'IJ 

commerclJI 

-Nan• 

troneportatlon 

·U■He-d pt'hlll or 41rt 
road ICCHI 

THRESHOLD OF TOLERANCE 

re■ldentlal 

•Ont ■tnor clu,ttr of 
hou,tng 

•fbttr1h.ty wtct!\preld 
n.r,r1I rutdtrithl 

-Ytr7 1 l ■ fhd .,,uttOft/ 
rett,.._nt hclui In, 

•Very 1 lttlt. -,nly 
ii"< lu4od b1 topovrollll, 

outdoor 
recreational 

•little or no CCffll'lltrchl 
ftcfl1t1n orttnt,d to 
waU:rfront act1•tt1u 

ESTUARY TYPE IX 

•Sff1111 scatt,,.,d farms 
orlitnttd prh11u·I ly townds 

J;:::;1, OM 1pechlty 
trap 

•l ltt1t or no r,natn9 •dJ•· 
unt lo tht utu&r-r It .. 
,tlf dut to ohtlnq 
dtnloP"ll'nh or , • ....,tn9 
being phutd out due to 
dew•lopntnl l>"'HUl"'H 

-U ll l• or no farwl"9 ~• 
to tud, hcto,-1 u t0110-
Jr•J!h1. upan1t" wrtd 
.,,..,. etc. 

•Control 1f'd lh1nttlng tnd 
1'P111ted loqql"9 

•Rot..elton qrutirr thl.n 
90 n1r,s 

•l'lodtrtt• to ttlgh 1int.llt1• 
t.d 1teld poltfltt.1 

-V.•y 11■1 led to none 

\NStar-shed 
agriculture 

fera1"9 Ind 
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lnduetrlal 

-l hilted r,c111ttu ro,. 
hndlnQ loe1l seafood 
catch .;,hlch ts shlpJw.d 
fl~Nht-1"1! for processing 

.. very I \1111ted facllittu 
for hand I Ing IIIOOd pf"Od., 
uct,;, no 111\lls 

-Tl"'ansportattor, SOUl"Ce of 
l"aw Matel"'hls and Nrht 
l'IJCh n I J 

-JloM or local creru 
col Oft)' 

commer:clJI 

•Occuton11 c4Mltrc11l 
flctltty 

tranaportetlon 

-No dredging o.- Jetttu 
-l l111te-d !"Old ICCUS to 
1ctu1l ntu1r"lne water· 
fn,nt. 1lthou9h h\9,_.7 
•Y be 1 n pro a 1•1 ty 

·l h1ttH pr-hate or dirt 
ro,,duuu 

THRESHOLD OF TOLERANCE 

realdentlal 

-One 11lno1" clustel"' of 
housing 

-Modtl"'ltely wldespre1d 
n,1"'11 residential 

-Yer-y lt11111ted vacltlon/ 
ret11'"911ent housing 

-Very 11ttl@. mstly 
precludod by toi>o1,apfl7 

outdoor 
racreetional 

-Scattered enterprises 
orhnttd towards 
tourist trade 

-Mc:lderatt sports fhh1ng 
and shell fishing 

-Mlrtnn and 11100r1it 
fectl tttu 

-l ha1 ted spor-ts fhhtng 
-Smel 1 pr-hate docks 
OJ" 1 h1ttN publ tc dock 
heft I tits 

-ltttle or no c~r-chl 
f1ct11ttes oriented to 
weterfront act1vtttes 

ESTUARY TYPE X 

-· 

-Moderately •1d1sprud 
flnt1ln9 

•Moderate use of phystul 
11t,,.1ttons necnury to 
Nke flr-.1n9 poutblt 

•Some spech lty crops 

-Small suttel"'ed ftnns 
oriented p1"1N1"11y towards 
gl"'azlng 

-Possibly one spechlty 
crop 

-l f ttle or- ,,c, ftr'llllng 1dJa
c-ent to the estuary It
self due to existing 
developments or- far,11ln9 
being phased out due to 
developMent Pf'flSUJ"U 

-l I ttle OJ" no fa,...1"9 ~e 
to such hctor-s u l-090-
gr-aptty, npanstn Nnd 
dunes, etc. 

-Contr-olled thlnnfng end 
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dustry. sen·ed by barge district not In clt>se pro- merclt-1 fhhtng yusels 
and occuton1l sm,11 1dmlty to waterfront or -DredQ lng bet\ltt!en 18-40 
fre1qhter sma 11 urban center adj•- foot depths 

-Raw IJl.'lterhh drawn fr-oni Cfnt to waterfront -Hlgh'lfay ICCUS to •t hut 
1djacf'nl counties •Strip cOl'l'llerclel or one-half of utuar)'. S.c-
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0-- t,redomlnantly local. road to no more than one-
..,._ 3 although fresh fhh half of estuary 

m.,rket NY be Interstate -Sonie private 1cceu eh,-
where 
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-ll,,.,lted hcflltle, for •Occuton1I cOllllllrchl -"'o d~dglng or Jetttu 
l"ndlnQ loe1l Htfood facility -l !1J11 trd road accen to 
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r.hf"'llfhe~ for pr"Ocenlng front, • ltP'lough highway 
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for handling wood prod• 
ucts. no .,, 1 h 
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realdentlal 

-Moderately widespread, or 
one or two m,'!jor clusters 
of urban/suburban houslr'lg 

-Possibly s~ minor 
clusters 

-[st,bllshed vacatlori/ 
rettr~nt hOffles or new 
oc1 t ton/ret 1 rement homes 
under constructtori 

-P•l!nor clust,rs of urban/ 
suburbtn and wt dnpread 
rural resldenltal 

-Soine vacatton/rettr-e,nent 
h""°' 

-On• 11!1nor chliter or 
hous Ing 

-"t>derately wldPspread 
rural residential 

-Very 111J1lted vacation/ 
rt'llre.nt housing 

-Very little, inostly 
prKludH by toPG9r1phy 

outdoor 
rocreetionel 

-Minor clusters or strips 
of tourist cormiercial 
uses mixed w1th minor 
clusters of urban develop-
meat 

-S1gn1 fl cant charter fish-
I n9 and SIN l 1 bolt bu 1n 
factllttes 

-Novelty 1ttr1ct1ons near-
by 

-Scattered enterrrhu 
oriented t°"ards 
tour Is t trade 

-Jl'()derate sports ft shtng 
and shell fhhtn9 

-Hartnu and inoor19t 
hctlttlts 

•lt1111ted 1port1 flshtng 
-Small private dOcks 
or lh1lted public doclt 
fac111 t Its 

•l 1tt1e or no conmerc11I 
fact11tlu oriented to 
waterfront 1cthttie1 

ESTUARY TYPE XII 

-Moderately widespread 
fanning 

-Moderate USf of phys lc,l 
alterations nMusary to 
Nke hmlng poulble 

-SOIM! 1pechlt.)' crops 

-Sm, 11 ,ce ttered ,.,,.., 
oriented pr1Nrtly t.0'ftrd1 
gru Ing 

-Pontbly Dnt specialty , ... 

·little or no hMlllng 1dJ1-
cent to the estuary tt-
self due to uhtlng 
develoP!W'nts or hr111tng 
being phased out due to 
develoJ:19'fnt prn,urn 

-little or no flN1ng &.re 
to such factors u topo-
graphy, upanshe und 
dunH, etc. 

watershed 
logging 

-Gener•l ly l111n1ture 
forests 

-low stand age diversity 
-j,\:Jderite sustained yield 
potenthl 

-Control led l09gtng wttP'I 
,ome ,tand age dherstty 

-High ,usutned yield 
potent 111 re 11 t Ive to 
ine..-1 ..... for ar-ea 

-!;OT'ltro11Nt thtnntng arid 
1 lmtted 10991"9 

-lfot.atlon grHter than 
90 years 

-Moder.1te to P'llgh 1111t.11n• 
ed yield potfflt.111 

-Very 11■1t•d to none 

wetershoo 
agriculture 

-Moderate, but wldespNad. 
fal'Wllng 1nd gruln9 

-Moderate hrwlnQ 1nd 
grutng over lhitt('d 
portions of land 

-Ll ■tted -11 farw1,tg Ind 
g-r1r1ng 

.y.,.., low or none 





INTRODUCTION 

THIS REPORT HAS BEEN ORGANIZED TO FACILITATE A GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF 
ESTUARIES, AND TO PRESENT SPECIFIC INFORMATION ON EACH ESTUARY. THE PRECEDING 
SECTIONS HAVE DEALT WITH GENERAL CONCEPTS: THEY HAVE ADDRESSED THE IMPORTANCE 
OF ESTUARIES, THE SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THOSE PHYSICAL SYSTEMS BY WHICH 
ESTUARIES HAVE BEEN FORMED AND SHAPED AND THOSE BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS THEY 
SUPPORT. A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM INVOLVING 11ESTUARY TYPES11 HAS BEEN DEVELOPED 
AND EXPLAINED IN ORDER TO SUGGEST THE COMMONALITY AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE 
BIOPHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE ESTUARIES AND TO PROVIDE A CONSISTENT FRAMEWORK FOR 
UNDERSTANDING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF MAN'S ACTIVITIES IN AND ABOUT 
THE ESTUARIES. GENERALIZED PATTERNS OF HUMAN USE THAT NORMALLY OCCUR IN NEAR 
PROXIMITY TO ESTUARIES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AND CATEGORIZED. THIS HUMAN USE 
CATEGORIZATION SYSTEM HAS BEEN COMPARED WITH THE BIOPHYSICAL CLASSIFICATION 
SYSTEM TO DETERMINE THE LEVELS OF HUMAN USE INTENSITY WHICH MAY BE TOLERATED 
BY EACH ESTUARY TYPE BEFORE ITS BIOPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS ARE SUBSTANTIALLY 
MODIFIED. 

ALL OF THE INFORMATION IN THE PRECEDING SECTIONS OF THIS REPORT HAS PURPOSELY 
NOT BEEN KEYED TO THE SPECIFIC ESTUARIES FOR SEVERAL REASONS: l) FOR THE SAKE 
OF BREVITY, IT WAS DECIDED THAT GENERAL CONCEPTS COMMON TO ALL ESTUARIES SHOULD 
BE PRESENTED AT ONE TIME; 2) THE LACK OF DETAILED DATA ABOUT EACH ESTUARY 
SHOULD NOT PREVENT THE DERIVATION OF HYPOTHETICAL ESTUARY TYPES AS A MEANS FOR 
DISCUSSING IMPORTANT ESTUARY PROCESSES AND FOR EXPLAINING SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES OCCURRING WITHIN THE 21 ESTUARIES: 3) THE READER WOULD LESS LIKELY 
BE SIDETRACKED FROM UNDERSTANDING IMPORTANT GENERAL CONCEPTS BY THE POSSIBILITY 
OF HIS HAVING SPECIAL FAMILIARITY WITH ONE OR MORE ESTUARY TYPE: AND 4) THE 
GENERALIZED LEVEL OF DISCUSSION IN THE PREVIOUS SECTIONS KEYS WELL WITH THE 
ace & DC'S PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY OF FORMULATING COASTWIDE COASTAL ZONE 
MANAGEMENT POLICIES, WHICH BY DEFINITION MUST BE GENERAL IN NATURE. THIS 
SECTION NOW DEALS WITH THE SPECIFICS OF EACH OF THE 21 ESTUARIES. IT IS HERE 
THE REPORT BEGINS TO FULFILL ITS FUNCTION AS AN INVENTORY BY DETAILING THE 
RESOURCES AND HUMAN USE CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH ESTUARY. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE PRECEDING GENERAL SECTIONS OF THIS REPORT AS EXPLAINED 
ABOVE ARE RETAINED BY RELATING EACH ESTUARY AND ITS GEOGRAPHICAL SUBDIVISIONS 
(MANAGEMENT UNITS) DIRECTLY TO THE BIOPHYSICAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM AND THE 
CATEGORIES ON THE HUMAN USE CHART. THUS THE DISCUSSION OF EACH INDIVIDUAL 
ESTUARY IS CONFINED TO IDENTIFYING ITS PLACE WITHIN THE ESTUARY TYPES AND 
ON THE HUMAN USE CHART. ONLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES FROM THESE CLASSIFICATION 
SYSTEMS CRITERIA ARE NOTED. SALIENT PHYSICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND HUMAN USE 
ELEMENTS ARE DESCRIBED AND IMPORTANT LAND ALTERATIONS ARE NOTED. THESE 
DISCUSSIONS ARE ACCOMPANIED BY ESTUARINE HABITATS AND LAND USE MAPS AND OTHER 
ILLUSTRATIONS. 
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MANAGEMENT UN ITS 

Each estuary discussed in this section is either described in total or broken 
down into smaller geographical subdivisions termed 11management units 11

• Man
agement units occur within the larger estuaries where the various embayments, 
tributary arms, sloughs, etc. can be considered distinctly different from the 
balance of the estuary. The criteria for deciding appropriate management unit 
divisions are directly related to the estuary type classification system. 
Biophysical parameters were only one-half of the input used to decide on man
agement unit subdivisions, however. Present levels of human use played a 
major part in the decision making process. A management unit might at one 
time have resembled the biophysical characteristics of the estuary in which 
it is located, but human activities may have drastically altered it so that 
it bears little resemblance to its previous conditions. The designation of 
the Skipanon River as a management unit distinct from Youngs Bay is an example 
of this condition. Relative intensity of human use has played a key role in 
deciding management units. The very name implies distinct separate areas 
which will require application of varied management policies and implementation 
techniques, based in part on the existing level of human activity. 

This then is the primary rationale for selecting management units. At the end 
of each individual estuary discussion that follows there occurs a comparison 
between the present levels of human use intensity for each management unit and 
the tolerence level for the estuary type which best relates to the management 
unit under consideration. This comparison provides a basis for brief consid
eration of some of the management options which seem appropriate for consider
ation by policy makers at the local level. 

The following table lists the estuary types, a brief description of each, and 
the estuary management units which most resemble the estuary types. 

ESTUARY 

TYPE I 

TYPE II 

DESCRIPTION 

11Blind11/well-mixed estuaries have moder
ate marine value and low terrestrial 
biological value. They have a low per
centage of eelgrass and tidelands. 

Bar built/well-mixed estuaries have high 
marine biological value and moderately 
high terrestrial value. They have a 
moderate to high percentage of eelgrass 
and tidelands. 
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MANAGEMENT UNITS 

Big Creek and Tenmile 
Creek (Lane Co.)* 

Elk River 
Pistol River 
Sixes River 
Winchuck River 
Tenmile & Tahkenitch 

JQouglas Co.)* 

Netarts Bay 
Sand Lake 



ESTUARY 

TYPE I II 

TYPE IV 

TYPE V 

TYPE VI 

TYPE VII 

TYPE VIII 

DESCRIPTION 

Drowned river/well-mixed estuaries have 
a low marine biological and moderate ter
restrial value. They have a low percent
age of eelgrass and tidelands. 

Drowned rivers/well-mixed estuaries have 
low to moderate marine biological value 
and low terrestrial value. They have a 
low to moderate percentage of eelgrass 
and tidelands. 

Drowned rivers/well-mixed estuaries have 
low to moderate biological value and mod
erate to high terrestrial biological value. 
They have a moderate percentage of eelgrass 
and tidelands. 

Drowned rivers/well-mixed estuaries have 
moderate marine biological value and mod
erate terrestrial biological value. They 
have a low percentage of eelgrass and a 
high percentage of tidelands. 

Drowned rivers/well-mixed estuaries have 
moderate marine biological value and high 
terrestrial biological value. They have 
a moderate to high percentage of eelgrass 
and tidelands. 

Drowned rivers/partially mixed or two 
layered estuaries have low marine 
biological value and low or moderate 
terrestrial biological value. They 
have a low to moderate percentage of 
eelgrass and tidelands. 

MANAGEMENT UNITS 

Beaver Creek* 
Euchre Creek* 
Floras Creek System* 

(Floras, Fourmile, 
and Morton Creeks) 

Isthmus and Davis 
Sloughs 

Shinglehouse, 
Coalbank, Pony 
and Kentuck Sloughs 

Skipanon 

Coos Bay/Coos River 

Biggs Cove 
Catching Slough 
Lint and Eckman 

Sloughs 

Mccaffery and 
Poole's Sloughs 

North and Haynes 
Sloughs 

South Slough and Joe 
Ney Slough 

South Slough of the 
Siuslaw River. 

Young's Bay/Young's 
River (including 
the Lewis and Clark 
and Claskanine 
Rivers and Alder 
Bay) 

Necanicum River 
Chetco River 

* These estuaries were not included within the original OCC&DC work program, 
but have been included here to indicate the need to consider other stream 
systems within the coastal zone as possibly deserving estuary status for 
management purposes. 
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ESTUARY 

TYPE IX 

TYPE X 

TYPE XI 

TYPE XII 

DESCRIPTION 

Drowned river/partially mixed or two 
layered estuaries have low marine 
biological value and moderate to high 
terrestrial biological value. They 
have a moderate percentage of eelgrass 
and a moderate to high percentage of 
tidelands. 

Drowned river/partially mixed or two 
layered estuaries have moderate marine 
biological value and moderate to high 
terrestrial biological value. They 
have a low to moderate percentage of 
eelgrass and tidelands. 

Drowned river/partially mixed or two 
layered estuaries have high marine 
biological value and moderate ter
restrial biological value. They have 
a low to moderate percentage of eelgrass 
and tidelands. 

Drowned river/partially mixed or two 
layered estuaries have high marine 
biological value and high terrestrial 
biological value. They have a moderate 
percentage of eelgrass and tidelands. 
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MANAGEMENT UNITS 

Little Nestucca 
Salmon River 

Alsea Bay (including 
Drift Creek) 

Coquille River 
Nehalem Bay 

Nestucca Bay/ 
Nestucca River 

Rogue River 

Siletz Bay (including 
Drift and Schooner 
Creeks) 

Tillamook Bay, Miami 
Cove 

Umpqua River (includ
ing Smith River) 

Yaquina Bay 
Siuslaw 



ESTUARY MANAGEMENT UNIT 

Youngs Bay Management Units: 
Youngs Bay & River, Lewis & Clark River 
Skipanon 

Necanicum River 

Nehalem Bay 

Tillamook Bay Management Units: 
Tillamook Bay, Miami Cove 
Biggs Cove 

Netarts Bay 

Sand Lake 

Nestucca Bay Management Units: 
Nestucca Bay & Nestucca River 
Little Nestucca River 

Salmon River 

Siletz Bay 

Yaquina Bay Management Units: 
Yaquina Bay & River, Kings Slough 
Pooles & Mccaffery Sloughs 

Alsea Bay Management Units: 
Alsea Bay & River, Drift Creek 
Lint & Eckman Sloughs 

Siuslaw River Management Units: 
Siuslaw Bay & River, North Fork, Duncan Inlet 
South Slough 

Umpqua River, Smith River 

Coos Bay Management Units: 
Isthmus & Davis Sloughs 
Shinglehouse, Coalbank, Pony & Kentuck Sloughs 
Coos Bay and River 
Catching Slough 
North and Haynes Sloughs 
South Slough & Joe Ney Slough 

Coquille River 

Sixes River 

Elk River 
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CLASS IF I CA TI ON 

VII I 
IV 

VIII 

X 

XII 
VI 

II 

II 

XI 
IX 

IX 

XII 

XII 
VII 

X 
VI 

XII 
VII 

XII 

IV 
IV 
V 

VI 
VII 
VII 

X 

I 

I 



ESTUARY MANAGEMENT UNIT 

Elk River 

Rogue River 

Pistol River 

Chetco River 

Winchuck River 
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V~NGS ~AV 

BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Youngs Bay estuary has been separated into two management units: Youngs 
Bay, Youngs River and Lewis and Clark River comprise the first and the 
Skipanon River is the second. Very little biophysical data was found from 
which to evaluate these management units. Analysis based primarily on field 
observations led to the selection of Estuary Type VIII as best fitting the 
Youngs Bay management unit and Type IV for the Skipanon. 

Youngs River and Lewis and Clark River are bordered by broad, flat shorelands 
(up to 3/4 of a mile wide) which were at one time tide flats and have sub
sequently developed into marsh lands. Construction of dikes has allowed these 
areas to be converted to farmland. Youngs River drains a basin 122 square 
miles in size and has an average recorded flow of 178 cubic feet per second 
(c.f.s.). Lewis and Clark River drains 62 square miles and stream flows have 
not been gauged. Landslide topography is common throughout the watersheds 
of both these river systems. Although no data exists, it is likely that the 
sedi.rnentation rate in Youngs Bay is rapid due to the extensive human activity 
and natural characteristics of the waterheds. 

The Skipanon Waterway is characterized by low freshwater inflow and intensive 
human use. Portions of its shoreline are not rip-rapped and bank erosion 
problems, due primarily to boat traffic, are severe. Wake from commercial 
navigation is probably the major contributor to turbidity within the estuary. 

Information regarding the shellfish populations in the Youngs Bay management 
unit is not presently available. The upper reaches of the Lewis and Clark 
River contain widespread potential spawning grounds for anadromous fish and 
the south fork of the river is heavily used for that purpose. 

Data on fin fish populations for the Skipanon River are not available. Field 
inspection revealed a general lack of shellfish habitats. 

The Youngs Bay management unit supports a sizeable waterfowl population 
(approximately 100,000 waterfowl use days annually) and is heavily populated 
by small mammals, and fur bearers such as seals and Harbor Seals who make 
active use of the Youngs Bay system. The Skipanon Waterway is used to a 
lesser extent by furbearers. 
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lnduatrial 

-t'--:xed medium sized 
industrial facilities 
along Youngs Bay and 
River, mostly marine 
oriented. in support of 
m.Jjor Colur:1bia ~iver 
ir.dustrial activity 

-E.<tens ive log stcrage 
along portions of Lewis 
and Clark River 

-~/ood processing plant 
along Lewis and Clark 
River 

commercial 

-Astoria serves as 
regional shopping center 

-Cluster of corr.mercial 
facilities alcng Nehalem 
Higtr,ay 

-Strip com~ercial along 
portions of Young's Bay 
leading to urban center 

t:ranaport:atlon 

-10 foot deep channel from 
Columbia River. to Youngs 
River and lewis and Clark 
River 

-Good road access to a 11 
port ions of Youngs Bay/ 
Youngs River 

-limited access to portion! 
of Lewis and Clark River 

-Rail transport available 
to Youngs River/Youngs 
Bay 

raeldant:lal 

-Urban residential 
located on Youngs Bay 

-Scattered suburban and 
rural residential along 
Youngs River and Lewis 
and Clark River 

out:claor 
racreat:ional 

•Smail boat moorage and 
boat 1 aunch ramp along 
Youngs Bay waterfront 

•Scattered boat ramps along 
Youngs P.iver and Lewis 
and Clark River 

-Scattered tourist contner• 
cial along portions of 
Youngs say 

YOUNGS BAY ESTUARY 

farming 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENT 

The City of Astoria is situated on a peninsula at the confluence of Youngs Bay 
and the Columbia River and serves as the county seat and industrial center. 
Heavy industrial uses such as seafood and wood products processing and manu
facturing (cans, machinery, etc.) occur primarily along the Columbia River side 
of the Astoria peninsula. 

The industrial character of the Youngs Bay area must be considered within the 
context of industrial uses and industrial development pressures occurring at the 
mouth of the Columbia River. The possibility of Port expansion at the mouth 
is being considered due to the difficulty in maintaining a river navigation 
channel more than 40 feet deep up river to Portland. Should Port expansion 
at Astoria become a reality, further filling in of estuary tideland to obtain 
additional land area would probably occur. On the other hand, several socio
political factors operate to limit the potential for industrial expansion 
where it would be related to the woods products industry. As the manufacturing 
capacity of existing processing facilities increases, the necessity for new 
processing facilities decreases. The current economics of log shipments to 
Japan precludes any short run increase in industrial development to serve this 
activity. A change in market conditions or legislation to curb log exports 
would result in increasing local wood products processing to the limits of 
timber production. 

Human activity characteristics and intensity levels for the two Youngs Bay 
management units are illustrated on the charts on the preceding pages. 

Ten foot deep channels are maintained in Youngs Bay and extend 2 1/2 miles up 
the Youngs River. A channel project to provide for maintenance of a 10 foot 
channel 4 1/2 miles up the Lewis and Clark River has been approved. The 
Skipanon Waterway at the mouth of the Skipanon River is maintained to a depth 
of 30 feet. 

Diking of lands for agricultural purposes has taken place along the Lewis and 
Clark and Youngs Rivers. Bridges which cross over the estuary include the 
old Oregon Coast Highway Bridge, the U. S. 101 Bridge, the Youngs Bay Bridge, 
the U. S. Highway 26 Bridge and a railroad bridge. Inventory of filled lands 
data is not available for the Youngs Bay estuary. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The entire estuary of the Necanicum River inciuding Neawana Creek conforms 
with Estuary Type VIII. 

The Necanicum estuary is located on the southern border of the Clatsop Plains, 
and is confined to the area of sands that have built up as a result of longshore 
drift and wind transport of Columbia River sediments. Although this description 
suggests that the Necanicum is bar built, it is classified with drowned rivers 
because even without the sand build-up, a drowned river would exist farther up
stream. 

Critical erosion is taking place south of Gearhart near the mouth of the estuary. 
Since the entire area surrounding the estuary mouth is composed of sand, the wind 
erosion hazard is great where adequate vegetation is not present to stabilize 
the sand deposits. 

The Necanicum-Neawana drainage system drains an 87 square mile watershed. Due 
to the sandy substrate, subsurface flow is probably high. A seasonal high water
table (within 6 feet of the surface) exists over much of the area surrounding 
the estuary. Water quality problems within the basin include low levels of 
dissolved oxygen and a phosphorous content which exceeds Department of 
Environmental Quality standards, both of which occur in the Neacoxie River. 

The sandy substrate characteristic of the Necanicum estuary provides ideal 
habitats for clams which are very numerous. Sculpin and flounder are reported 
taken in the estuary and it has been recommended that all gravel beds be 
protected, due to their importance as spawning grounds for anadromous fish. 
Herring are present in the estuary and may spawn in its waters. 

Use of the Necanicum estuary by 
terrestrial wildlife is very 
limited and detailed data is 
not available. 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Tourism is a major industry in both Seaside and Gearhart, the two major com
munities located along the Necanicum estuary. Seaside contains the most 
intensive recreation oriented tourist commercial district on the Oregon coast, 
with the possible exception of Lincoln City. Most recreational and commercial 
facilities are oriented towards the ocean beach, rather than the estuary. 
Industrial activity at Seaside is also not oriented towards the estuary since 
the river channel does not provide the necessary width or depth to accommodate 
water borne transportation. Residential use including vacation home develop
ments provide the most intensive use of the estuary waterfront. The chart on 
the preceding page indicates existing human use characteristics and levels of 
intensity of the Necanicum estuary. 

The single major physical alteration to the Necanicum estuary has been the 
extension of the sand spit in the open estuary which began in late 1967. Numerous 
small fills were seen during field inspection of the river. 

NECANICUM RIVER - TYPE VIII 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

Nehalem Bay is classified as conforming to Estuary Type X. 

The Nehalem estuary is moderately large with a surface area of approximately 
2,820 acres and a drainage basin of 855 square miles. Average discharge at 
the mouth of the river is 3,600 c.f.s. A relatively high sediment load of 
116,000 tons occurs annually, much of which goes out to sea. Because of 
other characteristics of the estuary, the sediment which is deposited contrib
utes to filling of the estuary and reduces natural flushing. The high frequency 
of landslide topography and human activity within the watershed are the major 
contributors to this high rate of sediment production. Extensive sedimentation 
has occurred behind the breakwater which is contiguous with the south jetty. 
Dune sand along the sand spit is only locally stabilized by vegetation. A 
major water quality problem in the Nehalem estuary relates to the concentrations 
of coliform in excess of state water quality standards. 

Fairly high numbers of anadromous salmonids, as well as starry flounder and 
sculpin are found in Nehalem Bay. Due to the high freshwater inflow in the 
bay, only softshell clams are abundant. The eelgrass beds occurring in the 
estuary are vital to the widges and brants which rest and feed at that site. 

The Nehalem Bay provides valuable wildlife habitats supporting a large popu
lation of small mammals and furbearers, a great blue heron rookery, band
tailed pigeon, and winter range for big game. The estuary experiences 
over 330,000 waterfowl 
use days annually and 
is one of the few 
locations on the Oregon 
coast where bald eagles 
are frequently sited. 

SMALL BOAT BASIN AT NEHALEM BAY 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Although the most important economic resource of the Nehalem basin is timber, 
manufacturing along the estuary is quite limited. The four residential centers 
in the vicinity of the estuary - (1) Nehalem, (2) Manzanita, (3) Wheeler, and 
(4) Brighton support a combined population of less than 1,000 persons. Tourism 
is of major economic value to the local residents. The chart on the preceding 
page provides an overview of the existing human use characteristics and inten
sity levels along the Nehalem estuary. 

Major physical alterations to the ~ehalem estuary include the construction 
of north and south rubble-stone jetties and an entrance channel, all of which 
were completed prior to 1920, which have not been maintained recently. The 
channel has a depth of eight feet and records indicate no recent dredging 
has occurred. The Inventory of Filled Lands prepared by the State of Oregon 
reports that only 27.38 acres of landfill are located on submerged and/or 
submersible land within the estuary. The individual landfills are quite small 
and provide for residential development, marinas and boat launches. 

NEHALEM BAY - TYPE X 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Tillamook Bay estuary has been divided into two separate management 
units, the first is comprised of Tillamook Bay and Miami Cove, while the 
second includes only Biggs Cove. Tillamook Bay and Miami Cove are categ
orized as Estuary Type XII and Biggs Cove as Estuary Type VI. 

In terms of surface area, Tillamook Bay is the second largest estuary along 
the Oregon coast with a total area of approximately 8,700 -acres. The drainage 
basin of the bay includes a 540 square mile area. 

The sand spit areas of Tillamook Bay are fairly well stabilized and protected 
from wind erosion except for a large blow out at Rabbit Hollow. Critical 
erosion areas within the bay occur along Bayocean Peninsula. The peninsula was 
breached in 1952 causing extensive damage to property and aquatic resources. 
Mud flats comprise most of the tidelands except along the sand spit and the 
mouth, where sand flats are more predominant. 

Extensive sediments are deposited in the estuary from an estimated annual 
river load of 135,000 tons. Filling of the estuary from sedimentation has been 
rapid and is attributed to a number of factors. Breaching of the spit caused 
deposition of sand in the bay. Other major factors include logging practices 
and large forest fires in the watershed which occurred in the late 1930's and 
early 1940's. 

Biggs Cove is a cove that has been diked off from the estuary and ocean. Inflow 
seawater is controlled by a tidegate. At the time of the field survey conducted 
for preparation of this report (August, 1974) it contained fresh water at the 
surface. Dredge spoils and subsequent dune sand accumulation is extensive along 
Biggs Cove and has been well stabilized by grass, pine and Scotch Broom. 

Tillamook Bay is the main oyster producer in the state, although the excessive 
sedimentation has reduced the tidal prism and hence the bays productivity. 
Eelgrass beds provide important habitats for the many waterfowl which ut;lize 
the bay for feeding and wintering. 

The jetties and old groins of the lower bay are important feeding and rearing 
grounds for perch, rockfish and greenling. Estimated numbers of anadromous 
fish spawning within the bay tributaries are high in comparison with other 
estuarine river systems. The bay also provides important spawning grounds 
for herring. Natural spawning is supplemented by a salmon hatchery and rear
ing pond on the main Trask River. 

Tillamook Bay is one of the most important wildlife areas along the Oregon 
coast. It supports over 750,000 waterfowl use days annually, including most 
of the black brant that winter in Oregon. Shorebirds, seabirds and numerous 
small mammals and seals are common. Bald eagles are also sited occasionally. 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Tillamook Bay has until recently been the north coast regional center of lumber 
production with its greatest income being derived from forest products. Due to 
a recent decrease in the market for lumber products, and the inability to process 
smaller logs, several mills located on the estuary recently ceased operation. 
The channel will probably not be maintained until such time as commerce starts u~ 
again. The potential timber in the Tillamook burn area is beginning to regain -
economic value and the wood products industry along the estuary may stabilize 
if modern facilities are developed which are capable of utilizing smaller trees. 

Agriculture, primarily dairying, is of major economic importance, and could 
expand if land area were available. Attempts have been made to introduce 
specialty types of vegetable crops within the valley, and these crops are 
competing with the dairy industry for the supply of available land. Al-
though lesser amounts of land are utilized for pasture land than was true 
in the past, the productivity of the dairy industry has increased. While 
dairy and pasture land agriculture are decreasing along most of the Oregon 
coast, the economic importance of this industry stabilizes its position in 
the Tillamook Valley and allows it to successfully compete with other types 
of development for available land resources. Harvesting of aquatic resources 
is limited in importance primarily to oysters and crabs. 

Recreation is the third ranking industry in terms of productivity and is 
growing rapidly. Recreational boating and fishing are expected to increase 
upon completion of the on-going jetty improvements. Tourist-commercial 
facilities are located in the three major population centers along the bay -
Garibaldi, Bay City and Tillamook. 

The human use characteristics and intensity levels of Tillamook Bay and 
Miami Cove and Biggs Cove are shown in the preceding charts. 

Constructed alterations to the Tillamook estuary include the north and south 
jetty, a channel through the bar to Miami Cove, a small boat basin at Garibaldi 
and a dike to close the breach in the Bayocean Peninsula. Present channel 
dredging activities total approximately 57,000 cubic yards annually. The 
entrance and channel and turning basin near Miami Cove are maintained to 
a depth of 11 to 15 feet, although the authorized depth is 18 feet. 

The Tillamook Bay estuary contains 102.63 acres of landfill on submerged and 
submersible land. The great majority of these landfills were constructed 
from 15 to 50 years ago, and are generally industry oriented with no 
particular emphasis on navigation. The largest filled area is located along 
the Garibaldi waterfront, and presently is utilized for a small boat basin, 
fish processing plants and wood products mills. An additional oyster 
processing plant at Bay City is constructed on fill and pilings. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

Netarts Bay is classified as a Type II Estuary. 

Netarts Bay is moderate in size with a surface area of approximately 2,300 
acres. Its watershed area, however, is very small, comprising only 14 square 
miles. Twelve small creeks flow into the estuary. Mud flats are extensive in 
comparison with other estuaries of its type and they grade to sand flats near 
the estuary mouth. 

The sand spit which encloses the Netarts estuary is well stabilized by vege
tation and if progressive accumulation and stabilization continue, it is 
likely that the estuary will eventually be permanently closed off from the 
sea at the north end. Erosion is rapid along the south portion of the spit, 
however, and if this trend continues a new opening to the sea may be formed. 

Removal of the surface soil and vegetation layer on stabilized dunes has 
created some landsliding and surface erosion problems within the Netarts 
estuary basin. Although the tributaries to the estuary probably do not 
carry a large load of sediments, they are not easily flushed into the ocean. 
The sedimentation rate in the estuary thus remains high. 

Netarts Bay is the last remaining estuary in which native oysters grow 
naturally and it has good potential for commercial oyster cultures. However, 
since the Netarts Bay oysters are infected with oyster drill, they cannot 
be transported from the area for processing, for fear of spreading the 
disease to other estuaries. High numbers of gaper and cockle clams are 
presently harvested by recreationists. The estuary provides excellent her
ring spawning and rearing grounds, and perch and greenling are taken by 
anglers in moderate numbers. The eelgrass beds located in the bay are an 
extremely important supply of winter feed for waterfowl. 

Netarts Bay supports over 300,000 waterfowl use days annually, and is 
especially important as a wintering area for black brant. Large popula
tions of small mammals and furbearers are present and the estuary shore
lands provide excellent big game winter range. The large, undisturbed 
bar at Netarts Bay, is perhaps, the best example of a dune ecosystem in 
Oregon. 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Human activities adjacent to the Netarts Bay estuary are limited to recreational 
uses and permanent and vacation housing. The only community along the estuary 
is the small town of Netarts located at the north end of the estuary; Cape 
lookout State Park borders the estuary to the south. A description of the 
existing human uses and intensity levels relatinq to the Netarts estuary is 
contained in the preceding chart on page 98. 
The single physical alteration to the Netarts estuary reported in the Inventory 
of Filled Lands, has been a small. 5.0 acre landfill for the marina at the 
north end of the bay. Tillamook County presently operates the boat launch and 
public parking area located on the landfill. The road along the east bank of 
the estuary was constructed upon fill in order to provide bank stabilization. 
Riprap has been placed along these portions of the shoreline to prevent erosion 
of the fill. 

NETARTS BAY - TYPE II 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

Sand Lake is classified as a Type II Estuary. 

Sand Lake is relatively small with a surface area of approximately 550 acres 
and a watershed of 17 square miles. Sand is the predominant sediment in the 
estuary bottom and sand spits extend from both the north and south to enclose 
the estuary. Some of this sand is well stabilized by forest vegetation. 
however much of it remains subject to the effects of wind, slope failure 
and tidal action. 

The Sand Lake estuary has abundant ghost shrimp and crabs but relatively few mud 
shrimp. Sea-run cutthroat, flounder and staghorn sculpin provide excellent 
shoreline fishing. The sandy nature and immense wetlands of this site are 
unlike any other estuary in Oregon, and provide valuable habitats for ducks, 
geese and shorebirds. 

RECREATION FACILITIES ALONG SAND LAKE ESTUARY 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

The major use of the Sand Lake estuary is for recreational purposes. Two 
public camp grounds are located along the estuary and the ocean side sand 
dunes are heavily used by recreational vehicles. Existing activities are 
described in the chart on page 104. 

The only man made alterations to the Sand Lake estuary consist of three 
dike type structures. One of these structures is a portion of the county 
road which provides access to Whalen Island. A second dike located along 
the northern shore was constructed for flood control. The third dike, 
commonly known as Beltz Dike, was constructed along the southern shore to 
extend the limits of grazing land. The Whalen Island Dike has constricted 
tidal flows and has resulted in a significant marsh accretion in the north
east side of the bay. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Nestucca estuary has been separated into two management units due to its 
varying biophysical characteristics. Nestucca Bay and River fall within 
Estuary Type XI, while the Little Nestucca River is within Estuary Type IX. 

Nestucca Bay is a rather small estuary, but the Nestucca River drains from 
a watershed area of 259 square miles. Normal flow at the mouth of the river 
is estimated at l ,540 c.f.s. Sand moved by wind and littoral drift periodi
cally blocks a portion of the estuary mouth causing severe flooding within 
the estuary. Along the river banks east of Pacific City {3.5 miles from the 
estuary mouth) there are active, as well as inactive, landslides. 54,000 tons 
of sediment are deposited in Nestucca Bay each year from its tributary river 
systems. 

The Little Nestucca River has a 59 square mile drainage basin. Some stream 
bank erosion is currently occurring where the river enters the Nestucca Bay, 
although riprap has partially controlled the loss of soil. 

Excellent runs of salmon, steelhead and cutthroat trout are found in the 
Nestucca and Little Nestucca Rivers; perch and flounder are also fairly 
abundant. The high freshwater content of the estuary limits the clam popu
lation to softshells in both rivers and the bay. Siltation from watershed 
logging and agriculture threatens the productivity of the estuary by reducing 
the depth and altering the flushing rates and circulation patterns. The 
Little Nestucca River and portions
of the bay include important eel
grass beds which are sidely used 
by waterfowl. In addition, the 
O~egon Wildlife Commission main
tains a hatchery on Three Rivers 
which is a tributary to the 
Nestucca. A bald eagle nest was 
found on the Little Nestucca 
River 

VACATION HOUSING LOCATED ON PACIFIC CITY 
SAND SPIT 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

The major shoreline use of the Nestucca estuary is agricultural, and dairy 
pasture land is prevalent along the eastern shore of the bay. The town of 
Pacific City is located 5 miles upstream from the mouth and is the only 
significant residential community along the estuary shoreline. Significant 
vacation housing has been constructed on the sand spit west of Pacific City 
and as far north as Kiwanda Shores, however, these developments are primarily 
oriented toward the ocean. The human use charts on pages 110 and 111 describe 
the level of activity along the shorelines of the two management units within 
the Nestucca estuary. 

Alterations to this estuary system have been limited to individual landfills 
covering less than one acre. Most of these fills were constructed for the 
purpose of erosion control on residential property, and for providing boat 
launch facilities. 

MATURE HIGH MARSH ALONG NESTUCCA RIVER 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Salmon River is classified as a Type IX Estuary 

The Salmon River estuary occupies approximately 270 acres, and is small in 
relationship to other Oregon estuaries. It is one of the most pristine 
estuaries on Oregon's coast line. A sand spit which is only partially 
stabilized lies south of the mouth and critical erosion of this spit is 
occurring on its seaward side. To the north of the estuary rise the steep, 
rocky cliffs of Cascade Head. Limited, non-critical erosion is occurring 
along these cliffs. Water quality problems are associated with the summer 
low flows of the Salmon River. 

Flounder, perch, softshell clams and anadromous fish are reportedly taken by 
anglers in the Salmon River estuary. The unique intertidal zone offers a high 
scientific research value. Although the Salmon River estuary does not support 
a large waterfowl population, in comparison with other type IX estuaries, it 
does maintain great wildlife species diversity. This estuary is one of few 
in Oregon visited on a regular basis by the relatively rare California 
Sea Lion. A great blue heron rookery is thought to be located on the Salmon 
River. 

RECREATIONAL HOUSING ON HILLTOP ABOVE SALMON RIVER 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Recreation and agriculture make up the most intensive use of the estuary 
shorelands. Extension of the Suislaw National Forest to include undeveloped 
portions of the estuary shorelands from the mouth to Otis is currently under
going congressional review. The mouth of the estuary is bordered by a YWCA 
camp on the south side and the Cascade Head Nature Conservancy site on the 
north side. The area east of Cascade Head is the site of a newly constructed 
resort-vacation home development featuring an art and ecology center. 
Recreational home and trailer site sales are prevalent along much of the 
Salmon River. An amusement park is being removed from along Highway 18. The 
use chart on the preceding page illustrates the intensity of human activity 
currently existing on the Salmon River estuary. 

Physical alterations to the natural estuarine system have been limited to a 
. 12 acre landfill utilized for a public boat ramp and parking area, and the 
removal of rocks downstream from Three Rocks near the mouth. Also, there 
has been substantial diking of marsh lands west of 101. 

SALMON RIVER ESTUARY - TYPE IX 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

Siletz Bay is a Type XII Estuary. 

The Siletz River estuary covers an area of approximately 1,160 acres and is 
moderate in size. The bay has a drainage basin of 373 square miles. The 
major fresh water inflow originates from the Siletz River which has an 
annual average discharge of 1,500 c.f.s. Discharge at the mouth of the bay 
includes inflow from Drift and Schooner Creeks, and is estimated at 
approximately 2,000 c.f.s. Due to the gentle gradient of the local topography, 
there are no extensive floodplains. 

Sand along the Siletz sand spit has been stabilized in part by the planting 
of grass, however, this type of stabilization is effective only in pre
venting wind erosion. Residences have been constructed on the sand spit 
and are periodically threatened by storm waves. 

Although commercial fishing in the Siletz is of very low value, the Siletz 
River System provides spawning grounds for more spring chinook and summer 
steelhead than any other stream of the mid-coast basin. Coho, sea-run 
cutthroat, staghorn sculpin, shiner perch and starry flounder also provide 
good sports fishing. 

RESIDENCES AND RIPRAP ALONG SHORE OF SILETZ BAY 
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lnck.-t:rial commercial 

-Strip tourist corrmercial 
in Cutler City and Taft 

-Limited tourist commer
cial in Kernville 

•Tourist commercial 
facilities at Sal1shan 
Lodge 

cranaporcation realdantial 
outdoor 

recreacional farming 
wat.erehad 

logging 
-terahad 
agriculcure 

-Major urban/ subur,:;b;;;a:;;n-~1-----------t-----------ttlrfr:frfrffftr.rf:f ••• rri\,,------------1 
neighborhoods in Cutler 
City and Taft 

-Significant vacation 
home construction on 
Siletz Sand Spit 

-Scattered rural residen· 
tial along upper reaches 
of Drift and Schooner 
Creeks 

-Significant recreational 
residential developments 
along tide water above 

Moderate fishing in bay, 
limited by angler access 
Nine boat launches and 
extensive use by pleasure 1-----------1-----------1-----------I Highway l 01 boaters -----------"'- __________ .,. __________ _. 

-Good road access to major 
portion of estuary, 
excluding upper rr•aches 
of Drift and Schooner 
Creeks 

-Extensive tourist commer
cial in Taft and Cutler 
City 

-Golf course, resort at 
Salishan 

i----------- ... -----------1-Scattered boat landings ..,_-----------+-----------+------------'+-----------1----------~ 
-Scattered wood process1n£· 
plants not located on 
estuary shore lan($s 

-No water borne transport-
ation within estuary 

-Highway l 01 runs north
south with causeways 

I blocking tide channels 

SILETZ BAY 

-Widely scattered 
agriculture oriented 
towards grazing 

-Residential development 
is phasing out agricul
tural use of land 



HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Tourism is of major economic importance along the Siletz River estuary. 
Much existing farmland has been purchased for recreational development. 
Although clamming and commercial fishing formerly provided income to the 
area, siltation of the estuary has limited those activities. A proposal 
for construction of jetties at Taft is being discussed, and might increase 
the flushin~ action of the river and reduce the siltation of the bay. This 
jetty construction, however, has been found not economically feasible by 
the Army Corps of Engineers. The intensity and nature of human activities 
within the Siletz estuary is illustrated in the chart on page 124. 

The Inventory of Filled Lands prepared by the State of Oregon lists only two 
acres of landfill in the Siletz estuary. Uses of these landfills include 
highway and road construction, a boat ramp and a log dump facility. In addition 
to the two acres, landfill has been placed on the mud flats to provide for 
vacation homes. The extent of this fill is unrecorded. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

Due to differing biophysical characteristics, the Yaquina Bay estuary has 
been separated into two management units, the first containing Yaquina Bay 
and River and Kings Slough which are categorized as an Estuary Type XII. 
The second unit includes Pooles and Mccaffery Sloughs which fit Estuary 
Type VII. 

Yaquina Bay has a surface area of approximately 4,200 acres and a drainage 
basin of 253 square miles. The average fresh water inflow into the estuary 
has been estimated at approximately 1,000 c.f.s. The stream gradient is 
fairly low and 19 miles of tidewater lands are subject to flooding. 

Approximately 30,000 tons of sediment enter the estuary annually. Erosion 
of the soils and rock units within the drainage basin is rapid during periods 
of high rainfall. Since dune sand mantles the marine terraces and other 
shorelines near the estuary, wind erosion and deposition are active where 
vegetative cover has not stabilized the sand. 

McCaffery and Pooles Sloughs are small and are characterized by flat, low 
shorelands which are subject to periodic flooding. Sedimentation has been 
rapid and a delta extending out into the Yaquina River has formed between 
the two sloughs. Landslide topography surrounds much of the perimeter of 
both sloughs. 

Oysters are presently produced 
commercially and the estuary has 
the potential for a four-fold 
increase in their production. 
Anadromous fish, flounder, 
perch and herring are impor-
tant biological residents. 
Cockle, gaper and softshell 
clams are taken in extremely 
high numbers within the bay. 
Yaquina Bay estuary supports 
mammals and big game. 
Yaquina Bay is the most im
portant wintering are for 
black brant in the mid-
coast area. 

HIGHWAY 101 CROSSING YAQUINA BAY 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Yaquina Bay is a major industrial estuary and serves as the center for lumbering 
and commercial fishing for the entire mid-coast basin. Recreation is becoming 
an increasingly important industry and is presently the fastest growing segment 
of the local economy. Newport is the regional center for the commercial fishing 
industry, while Toledo fulfills that role in lumber processing. The Yaquina 
Bay Development Plan, completed in 1972, contains the following guidelines for 
estuary development: 1) encourage the development of commercial fishing, fish 
processing, marine recreation and tourism, 2) preserve the fragile estuarine 
resources, 3) rehabilitate the bayfront emphasizing commercial fishing, 
4) develop South Beach emphasizing marine recreation and tourism, and 5) diver
sify the Toledo industrial base. If these policy guidelines are implemented 
it is apparent that Yaquina Bay will experience increased economic development. 
The human use charts on the preceding page illustrate the existing intensity 
of activities in the Yaquina Bay, Yaquina River and Kings Slough management 
unit of the Yaquina estuary. 

Pooles and Mccaffery Sloughs presently experience virtually no human activity 
as illustrated in the human use chart on page 131. These two sloughs have 
received natural estuary sanctuary designations and further action awaits 
appropriations of the necessary state matching funds. 

Jetties, channels, turning basins and small boat basins have all been con
structed within the Yaquina estuary. The north and south jetties have recently 
been repaired and extended, and a spur jetty and five groins have been construc
ted along the channel side of the south jetty. Presently the 400 foot wide 
channel entrance is dredged to 40 feet, while the channel to the Newport har-
bor is maintained at a depth of 30 feet. A turning basin and small boat basin 
are also located within the Newport harbor. A 200 foot wide, 18 foot deep 
channel extends from Newport to Yaquina, where it lessens to 150 feet in width 
and 10 feet in depth until it reaches Toledo. The channel from Toledo to the 
turning basin at Olalla Creek is maintained to a depth of 10 feet. In addition 
to the above alterations, 2 levees with tidegates and bulkheads were construc
ted along the north bank of the Yaquina River in 1948. The average amount of 
dredging done in the Yaquina estuary is approximately 190,000 cubic yards 
annually. 

The Inventory of Filled Lands reports that 253 acres of landfill occur within 
the Yaquina estuary. Approximately 55 acres of the total landfill area were 
constructed on submerged land, while the remaining 198 acres were construc
ted on tidelands. Major uses of the landfill areas include moorages, docks, 
log storage and the Oregon State University Marine Science Center. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Alsea estuary has been divided into two management units due to differing 
biophysical characteristics of portions of the estuary. The first management 
unit contains Alsea Bay and River and Drift Creek, and is a Type X Estuary. 
The second management unit includes Lint and Eckman Sloughs which are Type VI 
Estuaries. 

Alsea Bay is a moderately large estuary covering an area of approximately 
2,200 acres, and drawing from a drainage basin of 474 square miles. The 
average discharge of the Alsea River and Drift Creek is estimated at 2,000 
c.f.s. Although the surface of the north sand spit which extends partially 
across Alsea Bay is fairly well stabilized by vegetation, seaward erosion 
of the spit is critical. Mud flats comprise most of the tidelands in the 
interior of the bay, while sand flats are characteristic of the mouth of the 
bay. 

Both Lint and Eckman Sloughs have small drainage basins and low fresh water 
input during most of the year. Eckman Slough is blocked by a tidegate and 
was being maintained as a fresh water lake at the time of the field survey 
in August, 1974. The groundwater table is seasonally high in the area 
bordering the sloughs and old landslide topography is present in both drain
age basins. 

The Alsea estuary shows higher runs of fall chinook, coho, and winter steel
head than any other Oregon estuary system. In addition, perch and flounder 
are also taken in significant numbers. Herring utilize the bay for breeding 
and spawning grounds and the bay maintains a high potential for oyster 
production. Alsea Bay is notable for its watering areas for band-tailed 
pigeon and great blue heron rookeries. Alsea Bay receives significant use 
by waterfowl, particularly during fall migration. 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

A few minor industrial developments occur in Waldport, the major town 
located on the Alsea estuary. No facilities are located directly on the 
estuary. The sole industrial use of the river system is log towing, 
which has not occured in recent times. Recreation plays an important 
role in the area's economy, with salmon fishing generating a large portion 
of the total recreational income. As the Alsea River channel within the 
estuary changes location, maintenance of navigation channels has not been 
undertaken. At present, facilities to acconvnodate a commercial fishing 
fleet are not available. The chart on the preceding page illustrates the 
intensity of human activity along the Alsea estuary. 

A project providing for a breakwater, an entrance channel and a small boat 
basin at Waldport has been proposed. If constructed these would be the 
first major physical alterations to the estuary, since it contains no jetties 
and is not currently dredged. A portion of the river channel along the south 
side of the estuary was dredged in 1948. 

The Inventory of Filled Lands prepared by the State of Oregon indicates that 
a total of 25 acres of landfill occur on tidelands in Alsea Bay. All of the 
fill lies on submersible land; there is no fill in submerged land. Marine 
oriented recreation benefits from the fills due to the construction of a 
marina and boat ramps on the landfill. Other uses include a school and 
numerous residences. 

MOTEL LOCATED ON NORTH SAND SPIT AT ALSEA BAY 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

Due to diverse physical characteristics, the Siuslaw River estuary has been 
divided into two management units. The first management unit includes the 
Siuslaw River and Bay, the North Fork and Duncan Inlet all of which belong 
in Estuary Type XII. The South Slough of the Siuslaw has been placed in 
Estuary Type VII. 

The Siuslaw River estuary is moderately large having an area of approximately 
1,780 acres. The estuary drains 773 square miles. Normal river flow at the 
mouth is estimated at 3,150 c.f.s. Sand spits north and east of Florence 
are not well stabilized in terms of wind and stream erosion. Stream erosion 
is critical near the mouth of the estuary. 

The sedimentation rate within the estuary is high, and has been estimated at 
103,000 tons annually. Shortages of spawning gravels within the river system 
is considered a serious problem by the Oregon State Game Commission. 

The physical -characteristics of the South Slough are consistent with the 
definition of an Estuary Type VII. 

Floun~er, sea perch, sea-run cutthroat trout, blueback and salmon are import
ant f~sh populations within the Siuslaw River estuary and small herring 
spawn~ng grou~ds are evident. The production of softshell clams is very high. 
The s,~slaw River and Ba~ exhibit the most diverse marshes within Oregons 
es~uar,es. Scarce data 1s available on the terrestrial biology of the 
Su,slaw estuary system, although ospreys and eagles are known to exist. 

MARINE FACILITIES ALONG THE SIUSLAW RIVER 
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inckat.rlal commercial 

-No active industrial on -No active cOJmlercial on 
South Slough South Slough 

tranaportat:lon 

Limited road access to 
South Slough 
Rail transport available 
Shallow channel available 
for water borne transport 

reaidantial 

-No residential use 

outdoor 
recreational 

-No pleasure boat 
facilities 

SOUTH SLOUGH 
SIUSLAW RIVER ESTUARY 

farming 

-No active farming due to 
topography and 
inaccessibil 1 ty 

watershed 
logging 

watershed 
agriculture 



HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Forest products production is the mainstay of the Siuslaw region, although 
the mills are located upstream near Cushman and Mapleton. Only small indus
tries are located in the main shoreline town of Florence. No significant 
changes are foreseen in either the supply of logs or the level of output and 
employment of the regions mills. The local commercial fishing industry at 
Florence is limited to small fish landings, and is overshadowed by the other 
harbors along the coast. Although Florence has a fish buying station, there 
are no processing facilities. Public officials in Florence are not committed 
to promoting increasingly intensive economic development along the estuary 
shoreline. There is a desire to utilize the limited shoreline resources for 
industry that is water-related, and to expand the economic base within moder
ate boundaries. 

The existing levels of human activity are illustrated in the charts on the 
preceding pages for the two management units contained within the Siuslaw 
River estuary. 

Salt marsh diking, construction of an entrance channel, 2 rubble-mounded 
jetties and a river channel extending up Siuslaw Bay to the railroad bridge 
have been the major physical alterations to this system. The entrance 
channel is currently maintained to 18 feet and the river channel to 16. A 
turning basin and small boat basin have been constructed at Florence. Dredg
ing records indicate that an average of 82,000 cubic yards of sediment are 
removed from the system annually. In addition, at the mouth of the estuary, 
a bulkhead line has been constructed to keep the waterline open to the public 
for recreational use. 

In the Siuslaw River there are 40.75 acres of landfill located on submerged 
and submersible lands. Most of the fill originated as dredge spoils and has 
been utilized to construct boat launches and other marine related facilities. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The entire Umpqua River estuary has been classified as a Type XII Estuary. 

-The Umpqua River has an approximate surface area of 6,430 acres. Its water-
shed covers 4~560 square.miles and extends into the Cascades. The average 
stream discharge (measured at a station which represents only 80% of the 
total basin) is approximately 7,500 c.f.s. 

The North Spit and adjacent open sand area is part of the National Dunes 
Recreation Area. Dune sand in the estuary is poorly vegetated in many 
locations near the mouth. Stream sediments transported into the estuary 
are estimated at 564,000 tons annually. Longshore drift also moves sediment 
around the north jetty and into the estuary. 

Shad, herring, striped bass and bay clams are important harvested resources 
in the Umpqua esturay. Steelhead trout are the most widely distributed 
species of anadromous fish although salmon also occur. The only known 
herring spawning ground within the Umpqua estuary occurs in Winchester Bay. 
High densities of large softshell clams are also located in Winchester Bay. 
Some waterfowl winter in the estuary and large populations of big game, 
including white-tailed deer, winter along the shorelands. 

ABA~DONED LOG PILINGS IN UMPQUA RIVER 
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lnck.-Crlal 

-2 large lumber ·process
ing plants near Gardiner 

-Large fish processing 
plant in Winchester Bay 

-Regional. state and 
international markets 
for lumber and fish 

-Extensive sand and gravel 
mining 

-1 large .lumber miil on 
Scholfield Creek 

commercial 

-Strip co'T!mercial in 
Reedsport rreeting regional 
population needs. mixed 
with tourist c.ommercial 

-Inter.se tourist 
commercial in Winchestei" 
Bay 

-Local com:nerc1al facil
ities in 'Winchester Bay 
and Gardiner 

tranapartat:lon ,...lc:la"1tllal 
outdoor 

racreat:ianal 

-Major center for sports 
fishir19 in the region. 
Many charter facilities, 
l aunch~s. moo rages. etc. 

farming 
wat:arahed 

logging 
wat:arahad 

agriculture 

1-----------+------------,..----------+-----------+ -Intensive tourist ~----------~----------•-----------4 
-Channel to Reedsport 

dredged to 22 feet. 
Channels maintained to 
Winchester Bay, Gardiner 1 

Scholfield Creek and 
Smith River 

-Major east-west highway' 
-Major north-south highway 
-Large commercia 1 and 

pleasure craft marina in 
Winchester Bay 

-Rail through Gardiner 
and Reed:.port 

-Majvr cluster of urban/ 
suburban housing in 
Reedsport 

-C1ustered neighborhoods 
1n Gardiner dnd 
Winchester Bay 

-Scc.ttered rural residen
tial along Scoolfield 
Creek and Smith River 

commerci·al at Winchester 
Bay 

-County park and state 
park 1 oca ted on the 
estuary 

-Moderately widespread 
grazing and pastureland 
along south shore of 
Umpqua River 

1-----------+-----------4------------+-----------l-----------+-Scattered small fa.nns 
along Scholfield Creek 
and Smith River 

UMPQUA RIVER ESTUARY 



lnc:ll.-t:rlal commercial cranaparcaclon 

5 

-Strip c0111llerc1a1 along 
H1gh><ay 101 serving 
local market 

-Intensive tourist com-
mercial along waterfront, 
including motels. 
restaurants, charters 
and shops 4 

-100 foot wide channel 
dredged to 12 feet 

-Mooring and turning basin 
-Highway 101, north-south 
•Large marina for 
conmercial and pleasure 

-Large fish processing craft 
plant serving regional -No ra 11 transport 
and interstate market -Good access to all 

portions 

3 

2 

realdentJlal 

-Cluster urban/suburban 
housing near bay 

-Vacation home c011111un1ty 
on bluff above bay 

oucdaar 
reorenlanal 

-Major center for sports 
fishing 

-Intensive tourist 
c0111110rchl 

-Large marina and moorage 
fac111t1es' 

-County park 

WINCHESTER BAY 
UMPQUA RIVER 

farming 

-No fanning due to 1nten-
s1ty of development and 
topoyraphy 

wat:arahed 
lagging 

lll11
l!i:i!

1
il!I 

wacar.had 
agrioulcure 
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HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

The economy of the Umpqua depends primarily on fish and timber resources, 
although large amounts of sand and gravel are taken from the river. The 
Smith and Umpqua River Valleys support some farming and ranching, and tour
ism is important along the waterfront. Expansion of manufacturing output 
and employment in recent years has been due to continued development of 
Bolon Island and increased efficiency in general manufacturing processes. 
Prospects are for continuation of this trend because local facilities are 
largely in equilibrium with the long-term supply of local raw materials. 
Fishing activities are located mainly in Winchester Bay, due to the conven
ience of the large marina and fish processing plants within two miles of the 
river entrance. The offshore fisheries are not expected to be capable of 
significant increases in yeild in future years. Accordingly, changes in 
fish products output and employment are more likely to be the result of 
changes in accessibility of harbors to the sea, the availability of fish 
buying and processing facilities, and the size and location of seafood markets. 

The human use charts on the preceding pages describe the existing intensity 
of human activities within the Umpqua estuary. Due to the difference in 
activities at Winchester Bay, it will be treated in a separate use chart. 

The Umpqua estuary has been extensively altered by human activity. Major 
alterations include three jetties, a main channel to Reedsport maintained 
to 22 feet in depth, and a turning basin in Reedsport. Channels are also 
maintained to Winchester Bay (12 feet), to Gardiner (12 feet) and to the 
Smith River (6 feet). Expansion of the entrance and river channels have 
been discussed. 

The Inventory of Filled Lands pre
pared by the State of Oregon in 
June, 1972, lists 106 acres of land
fill area in the Umpqua estuary. 
The major portion, almost 80 acres, 
was used to construct the marina 
and harbor at Winchester Bay. The 
remainder of the total landfill 
are marine oriented with heavy 
emphasis on deep water navigation 
and industry. 

WINCHESTER BAY FISHING FLEET 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Coos Bay estuary has been separated into the following four management 
units due to varied biophysical characteristics: 

Isthmus, Davis, Shinglehouse, Coalbank, Pony and 
Kentuck Sloughs 

Coos Bay/Coos River 

Catching Slough 

North, Haynes, South and Joe Ney Sloughs 

Isthmus, Davis, Coalbank, Pony, Shinglehouse and 
together because they have only minor freshwater 

Estuary Type IV 

Estuary Type V 

Estuary Type VI 

Estuary Type VII 

Kentuck Sloughs are grouped 
inflow and have experienced 
narrow (approximately 12 miles 
the much shorter Shinglehouse, 
ck Slough is a tributary to 

extensive human use. Isthmus Sl 
long from its mouth to the head o 
Davis and Coalbank Sloughs as tri 
the main portion of Coos Bay. channelized between roadfill and a 
dike. 

Along Isthmus Slough logging extends down to the waterline and together with 
construction activities these two uses represent a significant sediment 
contribution to the slough. Actual erosion rates were not available in the 
literature surveyed. 

Shinglehouse Slough has had refuse dumped on surrounding marshes as well as 
engineered fill. 

Pony Slough differs from the others in that it is short and wide. A narrow 
band of marsh area extends around much of its perimeter. 

Coos Bay covers an area of approximately 10,000 acres and is the largest 
estuary on the Oregon coast. The drainage basin for Coos Bay is approximately 
605 square miles. Coos River is the largest of 30 tributary streams and flows 
range from 5,500 c.f.s. to 90 c.f.s. The mean flow is approximately 2,200 c.f.s. 
Sedimentation occurs at a rate of 72,000 tons annually. 

Much of the sand comprising the spit that extends down from the north and 
the dunes south of Pony Slough is highly mobile. Only local areas have 
been stabilized by vegetation. 

The coast between Bandon and Florence has been categorized as a zone of 
potentially moderate earthquake damage. The damage associated with an earth
quake is highly variable and is in part dependent upon the substrate. Impact 
from quakes can be very great in areas such as estuaries where there are thick 
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sections of saturated, unconsolidated ground. Coos Bay has a very large area 
of filled lands (1,260 acres) which rests on materials of low seismic stability. 
Although there are filled areas in other estuaries in this zone of expected 
moderate earthquake damage, none are as extensive as at Coos Bay. 

Catching Slough is a long, narrow, meandering slough with a length of 10 miles 
from its mouth in Coos Bay to the head of tide. Topographically it does not 
differ from the Coos Bay Sloughs in Estuary Type IV, but was separated from 
them on the basis of biologic and human use information. 

The North Slough of Coos Bay is very narrow near its head and broadens where 
it joins Haynes Inlet. Haynes Inlet is quite wide and consists mainly of mud
flats at low tide. Much of the perimeter of this inlet is subject to erosion, 
especially where vegetation has been removed. South Slough is approximately 
5 miles long and has a digitate shoreline pattern formed by numerous small 
tributaries and inlets, including Joe Ney Slough. Locally the shoreline 
cliffs are very steep and erosion is a severe problem. Dune sand, where 
present, has been stabilized by forest vegetation. 

Information on the benthic fauna and anadromous fish populations is lacking 
on Isthmus, Davis, Shinglehouse, Coalbank, Pony and Kentuck Sloughs. In 
general these sloughs are not valuable as wildlife or botanical areas, with 
the exception of Pony Slough which is an important waterfowl nesting and 
feeding area. Up to 100,000 wintering waterfowl may utilize Pony Slough 
at one time. 

Coos Bay contains excellent populations of softshells, gaper and cockle clams 
and historically high numbers of native oysters appear throughout the estuary 
system. Coos Bay is the largest log exporting port in the United States, 
hence potential oyster production locations are affected by deleterious pollut
ants. Although the Coos Bay and River have been greatly affected by human 
activity, they are important wildlife areas, supporting at least 580,000 water
fowl use days annually. Sea otter are found at the estuary mouth and portions 
of the shorelands that are not developed are somewhat valuable for big game 
winter range. 

Information is lacking on benthic fauna and most anadromous fish runs for 
North Slough and Haynes Inlet. These sloughs are notable as important water
fowl areas, however. A large great blue heron rookery is located on the 
North Spit. 

South Slough and Joe Ney Slough are quite pristine and have experienced limited 
human interference with the natural setting. Extensive eelgrass and clam beds 
are noted throughout these systems. Pacific oyster production is successful, 
but native oysters which were once common, no longer exist. The potential for 
greatly increasing the production is available. These Sloughs are reknown for 
their waterfowl populations, with well over 100,000 waterfowl use days recorded 
annually. South Slough also supports an important great blue heron rookery. 
It has been approved as a natural estuarine sanctuary and further action awaits 
appropriation of the necessary state matching funds. 
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lnduetrlal 

-Pony Slough adjacent to 
North Bend airport 

-Extensive mill operations 
and deep water port a long 
mouth of Isthmus Slough 
adjacent to City of Coos 
Bay. International 
market 

-Scottered mi 11 s on 
Coalbank and 
Shinglehouse Sloughs 

-No inCustria1 activity on 
Kentuck or Davis Sloughs 

commercial tranaportatlon re■ldantlal 

-30 foot deep channe 1 
-Urban residential along extends into Isthmus 

Slough Pony Slough, Isthmus 
Slough 

-Large port and harbor -Scattered suburban fac i 1 i ty adjacent to 
residential on Coalbank City of Coos Bay Slough 

-Good road access to -Scattered rural resfden-
Isthmus Slough tfal on Davis, Shingle--Access to all but upper house and Kentuck 
reaches of other sloughs Sloughs 

' 

-Strip co.rr.1;ercial along 
portions of Pony and 
Isthmus Sl.'.h.19hs serving 
regional population needs. 
Not necessarily tourist 
oriented 

-Scatt~red strips of 
corrrnerci al along length 
of Isthmus S1ough and 
portions of Coalbank 
Slough 

outdoor 
recreational 

-Golf course along 
Kentuck. Inlet 

-Scattered boat launches 
and ramps 

farming 

-Scattered agricultural 
use along Kentuck and 
Shinglehouse Sloughs 
confined to grazing 

-Agricultural activity 
excluded from other 
sloughs due to topo-
graphy and intensity of 
deve 1 opmen t 

waterahed 
logging 
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lnchat:rlel 
-Largest exporter of lum
ber and wood products 

-Intense industrial act
ivity at Charleston (fish 
processing), North Bend 
(wood processing), Empire 
(mixed uses) 

-~oderate industrial 
activity on shorelines. 
between i ndus t.ria l centers 

-Fish and •,•mad processors 
draw resources from reg
ional base and market 
internationally 

commercial 

-Scattered strip ccmmer
cial along reaches of 
Coos Bay oriented toward 
regional population 

-No corrrr.ercial activity 
on Coos River 

transportation 

-Jetties, 30 foot deep 
channel from mouth to 
Isthmus Slough 

-Numerous turning and 
anchorage basins 

-Water borne transport 
of major ir1portance to 
regional economy 

-Road access to most of 
shoreline 

-Extensive marinas in 
Charleston 

-Highway, rail and air 
transport 

reeidantlal 

-Scattered residential 
a 1 ong Coos Bay between 
North Bend and ocean 
mouth 

-Urban/suburban residen
tial in Empire, Barview 
and Char1eston 

-Suburban residential, 
including new sub
divisions, in proximity 
to Coos River 

outdoor 
recreational 

-Nunero:..1s charter 
services, marinas, 
moorages and launches in 
Charleston. serving 
recreat i ona 1 fi sh2rm1.:n. 

-Limited launch facilities 
along bay and river 
shorelines 

COOS BAY AND RIVER ESTUARY 

farming 

-Scattered agricultural 
use (grazing) along 
segments of Coos River 

-Active farming along bay 
1 imi ted to port ions of 
northshore 

~Farming precluded due to 
topography and intensity 
of development 

wat:arehacl 
logging 

watershed 
agriculture 
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lnchacrlal commercial 

-Small mill at Masters 
Landing 

-Log storage and empty 
log cribs scattered 
throughout 

-Truck loading area at 
mouth of slough 

-No commercial activity 
on Catching Slough 

I 

tranaport■tlon 

-Road along east shore of 
slough, portions con-
s tructed on dike 

-Limited road access to 
west shore 

realdentlal 

-Urhan/suburban residen-
tial close to mouth of 
Catching Slough 

aScattered rural residen-
tial the length of the 
slough 

outdoor 
recreational 

-Small boat landing on 
upper reaches of slough 

-V•ry 1 imited 
recreational use 

CATCHING SLOUGH 
COOS BAY 

farming 

-Active dairy farming and 
grazing along all reaches 
of Catching Slough 

-Widespread use of dilces 
to reclaim and protect 
agricultural areas. 

wat:erahed 
logging 
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water■hed 
agriculture 
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lnckatrlal 

-No industrial activity on 
Joe Ney Slough 

-No industrial on North 
S 1 ough 

-Sr:'lali mill and log dump 
on upper reaches of 
Haynes Inlet 

-No i ndus tri a T on South 
Slough ( south of 
Charleston) 

commercial 

-Scattered restaurant!> and 
light cOIT'Jr<:=rcial on Soutn 
Slough, Just south of 
Chdrleston 

-Motel. restaurant and 
tavern near mouth of 
Haynes Inlet 

~No co':':nerda1 activity on 
~!orth Slough or Joe Ney 
Slough 

t.ranaport.atlon 

-North Slough and Haynes 
Inlet crossed by bridges 

-Road access to most 
portions of the sloughs 

-No dredgl ng 

raeldentlal 

-Scattered rural and sub
urban residential on 
segments of each slough 

out.door 
recreat.ional 

-Boat ramps, moorages. etc. 
on north end of South 
S1 OU(Jh 

-Dune!. areas on North 
Sl ouqh 

-~otel, restaurant at 
mouth of Haynes Inlet. 
Boat 1 aunch 

farming 

-Pdsture land agricultural 
use on upper reaches of 
Haynes Inlet 

-Precluded on North and 
South Sloughs due to 
topography and sand soils 

NORTH SLOUGH, HAYNES INLET, SOUTH SLOUGH, JOE NEY SLOUGH 
COOS BAY 

wat:erahed 
logging 

wat.ershed 
agricult.ure 



HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

In addition to forest products manufacturing, the Port of Coos Bay has 
become one of the largest lumber and wood products exporters in the world. 
The economic profile has been, and will continue to be centered around the 
forest products industry. Secondary elements of the economy include tourism, 
recreation, fishing and diversified manufacturing. 

In the last four years seafood processing in the Coos Bay area has doubled. 
As one-quarter of all its employment involves the wood products industry, 
Coos Bay is highly susceptible to adverse social and economic impacts in 
times of recession related to adverse national and international wood pro
duct market conditions. The major wood product corporations can withstand 
fluctuations of product demands and price levels without undue corporate 
financial strain by adjusting production or employment levels. Construction 
of a new pulp mill offers the only major new employment prospect in this 
industry. 

The Port of Coos Bay has indicated that port docking facilities are adequate 
to handle anticipated increases in water borne commerce in the future. The 
difficulties attending navigation in the bay channel and the limited access
ibility of inland areas to the Port are, however, two problems that presently 
limit growth of water borne commerce .. 

The preceding human use charts describe the level of human activity within 
each of the four Coos Bay management units. 

Extensive physical alterations have taken place within the Coos Bay estuary 
including construction of jetties, turning and anchorage basins, and a 
widespread system of channels. The entrance channel is maintained at 40 feet 
and the river channel to the mouth of Isthmus Slough to 30 feet. Channels 
to Millington on Isthmus Slough (18 miles from estuary mouth) and to the 
mooring basin at Charleston are also maintained. A mooring basin, breakwater 
and bulkhead have been built in Charleston. 

The Inventory of Filled Lands 
prepared by the State of Oregon 
reports that 1,260 acres of 
landfill on submerged and sub
mersible lands occur in Coos 
Bay. The major portion of these 
landfills are the result of 
dredged materials and are oriented 
towards industrial and residential 
development, with no particular 
emphasis on navigation. 

SHIP LOADING FACILITY ALONG COOS BAY 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Coquille estuary falls within Estuary Type X. 

The Coquille estuary covers an area 
a watershed of l ,058 square miles. 
3,300 c.f.s. Sedimentation is high 
ported into the estuary each year. 
1895. 

of approximately 760 acres and it drains 
The average discharge at the mouth is 
with approximately 100,000 tons trans
Large areas have been silted over since 

On the north side of the estuary fairly well stabilized dune sand is present. 
To the south an old uplifted beach terrace which is locally subject to 
sliding extends down the coast line. North of Bandon and east of the estuary 
periodically flooded marshes border the estuary. 

The Coquille River estuary provides valuable shad and salmon rearing grounds 
and supports large populations of shad, striped bass and perch. The bay is 
an important waterfowl wintering area, supporting about 40,000 waterfowl use 
days annually. It's shorelands provide valuable big game winter range. 

HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

The economy of the Coquille River estuary is closely tied to lumber processing 
and transporting, although Bandon's small mills and port facilities have no 
competitive advantages over nearby Coos Bay. It is expected that the volume 
of lumber manufacturing will decrease due to the economies of scale available 
at plants in Coos Bay. River conditions often prevent efficient barge opera
tions and local residents are fearful that due to these conditions, the mills 
will relocate in other ports. Poor bar conditions exist during the summer 
months, severely limiting the ability of commercial fishing vessels to gain 
access to the port. 

A description of the intensity of existing human activities along the Coquille 
River estuary is provided in the use chart on the following page. 

Two jetties and an entrance channel have been constructed within the Coquille 
River estuary and dredging averages 62,000 cubic yards annually. The entrance 
channel is maintained to a depth of 13 feet. There are approximately 55 acres 
of landfill on the estuary as reported by the State Division of Lands. These 
filled areas are currently being used for industrial and commercially oriented 
businesses and uses include dock facilities, residential areas, and a major 
mill site. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Sixes River is a Type I Estuary. 

The estuary of the Sixes River is relatively small having an area of 
approximately 330 acres and a drainage basin of 129 square miles. Average 
stream flow taken at river mile 5.3 is 646 c.f.s. and much of the summer 
flow is subsurface due to the coarse nature of the sediments in the stream
bed. The Sixes River has a better developed floodplain than most of the 
other units in Estuary Type 1. Sedimentation in response to watershed uses 
such as logging presents greater problems here than in other Type I estuaries. 

As in most other estuaries of this type, low summer flows are the limiting 
factor for fish production. The Sixes River, however, is considered to be 
one of the most important fall chinook streams on the Oregon coast. No data 
was available describing the terrestrial biology of this estuary. 

HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Irrigation, mining and gravel removal are the only known industrial uses on 
the Sixes River. Data on these activities is not available. The use chart 
on the following page illustrates the intensity of human activity within the 
estuary region. 

The Oregon Coast Highway Bridge (U. S. 101) is the only existing physical 
alteration near the estuary. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

Elk River is a Type I Estuary. 

The mouth of the Elk River is constantly changing as sand is moved back and 
forth across the beach face. In the summer sand blocks off the estuary from 
the influence of saline water except during periods of very high tide. 
Approximate area of the estuary is 290 acres. Drainage basin size is 94 
square miles. 

Large cobbles and small boulders are being transported to the estuary by the 
Elk River at times of high flow. However, according to the Oregon State 
Game Commission, there is a shortage of spawning gravel. Average flow rate 
for the Elk at river mile 3.2 was 610 c.f.s. for the period October 1967 -
June 1970. 

Extensive logging in the watershed probably causes an accumulation of fine 
sediments in the stream channel and estuary during periods of low and 
moderate streamflow, although much of this material may be expelled during 
periods of high flow. Mud flats are not present in this estuary. 

The Elk River is important as a juvenile rearing ground for chinook salmon 
during the summer months. Limited information is available concerning wild
life habitats and populations, although it is known for an occasional siting 
of sea otter at its mouth. 

HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

The Elk River estuary is characterized by low intensity residential and 
agricultural uses. The human activities occurring on the estuary are 
described in the following human use chart. 

The Oregon Coast Highway (U.S. 101) Bridge, a plywood mill and a fish hatchery 
are the only physical alterations near the estuary. 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Rogue River is a Type XI Estuary. 

The Rogue River differs significantly from the other Type XI Estuaries in 
that it has a much larger drainage basin (5,100 square miles), a higher fresh
water inflow (mean discharge 7,800 c.f.s.) and does not have an associated 
bay. The lack of a bay, the relatively steep stream gradient, and the east-west 
orientation of the mouth, allow the tidal energy and tne stream energy to be 
effective at flushing sediments out of the estuary especially during periods 
of high river flow. During times of lower river flow sediment may accumulate 
between the jetties. Flood waters are very important in flushing the channel 
of sediment. 

Extensive siltation has occurred in the marina due to the presence of quieter 
water where suspended sediment can be deposited. The mouth of the marina 
appears to trap substantial amounts of sediment. 

The Rogue River is an extremely important spawning ground for anadromous 
fish and supports the highest number of fa 11 chi nook and winter and summer 
steelhead in Oregon's estuaries. The most significant terrestrial biological 
feature of the Rogue River estuary is it's population of brown pelicans 
which are attracted to the estuary in the summer. 

HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Timber, offshore commercial fishing and recreation are the important economic 
components of the Rogue River estuary. Wood processing at Gold Beach is, 
however, facing the same dilemma as that of Brookings and Bandon as timber 
harvests from private lands decrease. The human use chart on the following 
page illustrates the level of human activities along the estuary. 

Physical alterations constructed in the Rogue River estuary include two 
jetties, a turning basin and a channel from the entrance to the turning 
basin. The channel and the turning basin are maintained to a depth of 
13 feet. Information on the level of dredging within the estuary is not 
available 

Landfill on submerged and s•Jbmersible lands within the Rogue River estuary 
totals 27 acres. Major use of the fill has been for the construction of 
dock facilities, marinas and a breakwater. 
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R!V'iR 

BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Pistol River is a Type I Estuary. 

The Pistol River is closed to the ocean during a portion of the summer 
except at very high tide. Gravels are delivered to the estuary by the river, 
and much of the surrmer flow may be beneath the surface of the stream bed 
due to the coarse nature of the sediments. The estuary bottom near the 
mouth is 80% sand/20% gravel, while farther upstream the bottom is principally 
gravel with some logs and other debris. 

The Pistol River provides important rearing grounds for chinook salmon. No 
data was available regarding terrestrial biology. 

HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

The Pistol River basin is characterized by low intensity residential, 
commercial and agricultural activity. The level of human activity is 
described in the use chart on the following page. 

The only physical alteration near the estuary is the Oregon Coast Highway 
Bridge {U. S. 101). 

HIGHWAY 101 CROSSING PISTOL RIVER 
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BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Chetco River estuary has physical characteristics that are similar to 
Type I Estuaries. It was included within Estuary Type VIII on the basis 
of biologic and mixing information. The estuary is small (approximately 
140 acres) and is confined to the vicinity of the channel. The drainage 
basin extends over 359 square miles and the stream gradient is the highest 
of any of the rivers under discussion. A substantial number of sand and 
gravel operators are located upstream from the estuary mouth. 

The Chetco River estuary provides important rearing grounds for chinook 
salmon, and northern anchovies are also an important segment of the fish 
pnpulation. Waterfowl and wildlife use of the estuary is light. Brown 
pelicans are drawn to the estuary due to the anchovies found here. 

HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

The economy of the region surrounding the Chetco River is primarily dependent 
upon forest products and their processing, although tourism is the fastest 
growing sector of the local economy. Timber harvests from private lands have 
been decreasing steadily, while cuts from public lands have increased in 
compensation. Due to the existing transportation limitations of the Chetco 
River region, the local forest industries will not be in a favorable compet
itive position to keep logs from being processed in other ports such as 
Coos Bay and Reedsport. As log supplies decrease, competition between region
al mills can be expected to increase greatly. 

The use chart on the following page depicts the existing level of human 
activity on the Chetco River estuary. 

Physical alterations to Chetco Bay consist of construction of jetties, an 
entrance channel maintained to 14 feet in depth, a small boat basin and 
protective dikes. There are a little over 5 acres of landfill on submerged 
and submersible lands which have been used for creation of docking facilities 
for recreational and commercial boats. 
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W1N~K 

BIOPHYSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Winchuck is a Type I Estuary. 

The estuary of the Winchuck River is small, having a surface area of 130 acres 
and a drainage basin size of 70 square miles. The mouth of the estuary is 
closed during the summer and much of the summer flow is subsurface due to the 
coarse nature of the bottom sediment. 

The streams within the Winchuck basin are noted for their excellent spawning 
gravel and are heavily used by adult anadromous salmonids. Detailed infor
mation is not available concerning terrestrial wildlife populations. 

HUMAN USE ELEMENTS 

Suburban residential housing appears to be the major use of the area surround
ing the Winchuck River. Little data was available on the region and the 
existing level of human activity is described in the use chart on the follow
ing page. 

The only physical alteration near the estuary is the Oregon Coast Highway 
Bridge (U.S. 101). 

HIGHWAY 101 CROSSING WINCHUCK RIVER 
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INTRODUCTION 

To be a viable and productive biological system, an estuary must retain its 
basic integrity. The elements of a healthy, functioning system that insure 
this integrity have been extensively discussed in previous sections of the 
report. These include: physical form; the mixture of salt water and fresh 
water; tidelands and eelgrass beds; and marine and terrestrial wildlife 
habitats. These elements are also the resources which have stimulated human 
use of the estuaries. In fact, because of the resource value of estuaries, 
many have become critical focal points of the coastal economy, including 
transportation, industry and recreation. Yet the very amenities which make 
the estuaries important are being threatened by our use and over-use of them. 
All human activity has varying degrees of impact on the different estuaries 
in Oregon. Regardless of this, it is clear that our use of the estuaries must 
continue. How this use may continue to occur and, in selected situations even 
expand, without disrupting estuary integrity is a management problem. 

This report presents a methodology to assist in the management of Oregon 
estuaries which is based on the classification of Oregon estuaries according 
to their bio-physical characteristics, it is also based on the evaluation of 
the intensity of the human uses of each estuary. This chapter shows how the 
analysis provided in this document can be tied to an identification of 
management needs and subsequently, what management "tools" are available to 
meet these needs. 

I. THE TOLERANCE OF OREGON'S ESTUARIES TO HUMAN USE 

The classification of Oregon's estuaries and their management units was 
achieved by establishing twelve hypothetical estuary types based on the 
previously described bio-physical characteristics. Then each of the 
21 estuaries of Oregon and their respective management units were placed 
in one of the twelve hypothetical estuary types by matching the physical 
parameters of the units {type of physical form, mixing characteristics, 
extent of mudflats and eelgrass beds, and the character of the terrestrial 
and aquatic biology) as closely as possible to the physical parameters 
of the twelve hypothetical estuary types. 

After fitting each estuary and its respective management units into the 
twelve estuary types, the intensity of human uses presently occurring 
at each estuary was compared to the established threshold of tolerance 
level for the corresponding estuary type. The result was a chart for each 
estuary and its subunits which illustrates the relationship of the 
estuary's existing human uses to its threshold of tolerance level. These 
charts readily point out the areas of human activity which fall above or 
below an estuary's threshold for tolerance and in so doing provide some 
valuable information for determining management guidelines. It must be 
noted however, that these charts are only adequate as indicators of 
relative estuary development and that development of specific management 
decisions will require careful analysis in each situation. 

The threshold of tolerance charts define three distinct cases which may 
require individual management decisions: 1) those activities which have 
exceeded the threshold of the estuary and threaten to alter the estuary's 
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character, 2) those activities which appear to be in balance with the 
estuary and 3) those activities which occur at a level of intensity 
below the possible threshold of the estuary. If, for example, an estuary 
exhibits an equilibrium between residential use and the estuary's thres-
hold of tolerance for such use, policy makers may consider either prohibiting 
future housing development along the shoreline, or may require construction 
of storm and sanitary sewers in any new development, in order to preserve 
that balance. In a second case, if the level of residential activity 
exceeds the threshold of the estuary for such uses, policy makers could 
consider construction of storm and sanitary sewer systems for the existing 
residences in order to lessen the impact of that activity upon the estuary. 

The process by which the hypothetical thresholds of tolerance to human 
use were derived and the purposes for which they could be used are shown 
diagramatically on page 208. 

II. MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES 

Introduction 

The above discussion summarizes how the methodology developed in this 
report leads to an identification of the threshold of tolerance for human 
use of Oregon's estuaries and management units. Once the threshold is 
compared to actual useage, then management decisions must be made by 
those who live and work in Oregon, as citizens, as policy makers and as 
public officials. This concluding section presents a brief discussion of 
the interests which must be balanced in order to establish what the 
objectives of management are to be. Then a variety of "tools" (i.e. permit 
systems, zoning, etc.) are compared in order to show their relative 
effectiveness, and how well such "tools" have worked in other situations. 

Special Interests to be Balanced 

In order to accomplish the management of Oregon's estuaries. a variety 
of special interests must be balanced. No management program will be 
successful unless it can appeal to interests at the individual, the local, 
and the regional and state levels. This discussion will briefly explore 
the interests to be balanced on each of these levels. 

Individual Interests 

Historically in this country, land use has been accomplished on an individual 
basis and the concept of private property rights has evolved. The concept 
of private property rights basically holds that people should have the 
right to do as they please on their own land. (Traditionally, the freedom, 
dignity and worth of the individual has been realized through the develop
ment of private property, entrepreneurship and decentralized decision 
making.) It should be noted that the concept of private property rights 
evolved at a time when the methods for land development were limited. 
Land was usually de"eloped for personal use on a relatively small scale, 
versus the scale of some of the more ambitious land development projects 
being carried out today on the corporate level. Consequently, this has 
led some to question whether or not the concept of private property rights 
is still valid given that land can now be exploited on a much larger scale 
with potential effects on the environment being much greater than in 
previous times. 
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BIOPHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Physical Form 

HUMAN USE CONSIDERATIONS 
Industrial 
Commercial 
Transportation 
Residential 

Mixing 
Eelgrass Beds & Mudflats 
Terrestrial & Aquatic 

Outdoor Recreation 
Farming 
Watershed Logging 
Watershed Agriculture 

~~---~~-----J 
Twelve hypothetical estuary 
types based on combinations 
of the above parameters 

Evaluation of the intensity 
of each use on a scale of 
one to five 

Evaluation of the threshold 
of tolerance of each of the 
twelve estuary types for 
development 

Analysis of Oregon's estuaries 
and management units by: 

1) Categorization into estuary 
types 

2) Evaluation of intensity of 
human use 

3) Comparison of use to thres
hold of tolerance 

~ 
r MANAGE::c, NEEDS ~ 

If threshold for toler
ance for use exceeds the 
existing intensity of 
use then more develop
ment could possibly be 
supported by the estuary. 

If threshold of tolerance is 
lower than the existing in
tensity of use then the uses 
could be decreased in order 
to maintain the existing na
ture of the estuary. 
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One primary problem with devising an estuary land use management program 
centers on the question of allowing individual land owners to exercise 
their notions of private property rights when it is possible that such 
individuals may have too limited a perspective regarding the effects of 
their activities. For example, a recent survey of residents of Siletz 
Bay revealed very few local property owners value the estuary as a resource 
of natural importance. Rather, they conceive the estuary as a means to 
accomplish personal economic goals. Those wanting development expressed 
the belief that the estuary was not being used to its optimum. 

Local Interests 

Beyond the individual estuary land use interests are the local use interests. 
Local interests are most frequently expressed through comprehensive plans 
and implemented with zoning laws. Zoning is a means of specifying limitations 
on the type and character of land uses allowable within a given jurisdiction. 
Increasingly there is concern that zoning has severe limitations. 

Zoning is sometimes susceptible to special interest pressures and lack of 
a clear understanding of critical land use issues on the part of those 
administering zoning laws. Mechanisms which have been written into zoning 
ordinances to provide flexibility (variances, conditional uses and amend
ments) are sometimes manipulated in order to redirect previously formulated 
land use policies which the zoning was originally intended to implement. 

Local interests sometimes conflict with regional interests. In an example 
in the State of Washington, local interests wanted to transform the 
Nisqually delta, an area of scientific and ecological value, into a deep 
water port. State economic studies confirmed the basic conclusion, already 
reached by environmental interests, that a deep water port was not 
justifiable. Local interests were only concerned with revenues to be 
generated and jobs to be created. This imbalance of interests precipitated 
the realization in Washington State that very few channels existed for 
inputing statewide and regional considerations into local planning processes. 

Regional and State Interests 

In Oregon, there are two additional interest levels involved with land 
use and resource management concepts. Regional interests are usually 
dealt with through agencies or organizations that have a special planning 
or advisory capacity, but seldom a strong administrative role. Councils 
of governments (COG's) and special entities created at the state level 
directed toward regional concerns, such as the DCC & DC, are examples of 
these. Both are similar in their advantages and disadvantages. 

Land use and resource management issues at the regional or state levels are 
intended to be dealt with from a perspective which relates to broader based 
interests of people in Oregon. Land use management at the regional or 
state level is not necessarily a panacea, however. The basic problem is one 
of achieving sufficient communication of individual needs from all people 
who exist within the region in question, such that policies formulated 
truly address a balance of these needs. Many people question the effect
iveness of the communication that is feasible at the regional or state 
level and some fear the possibility that special interest influence could 
occur unchecked because of the inaccessibility of the policy making body. 
When there is an inadequate communication of individual interests as input 
to broad regional land use policies, those charged with implementing such 
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policies may lose sight of a true balance of needs. In addition, land use 
management at the state or regional level, in n;any cases has resulted in 
an unwieldy procedural process. The multiplicity of permits, restrictions, 
plans and environmental considerations have created confusion. 

Objectives of Estuary Management 

Ideally, estuary land use and resource management 1s progressive and is 
an attempt to balance conflicting interests. needs and ecological limit
ations. These conflicts are almost always complex in nature. Due to the 
variety of interests involved, estuary management cannot be reduced to 
issues stated in simple terms such as the environment versus the economy. 

There are many examples in law which affirm this last statement. Often in 
recent years, individuals or groups who are proponents of "environmental 
values" have succeeded in preventing proposed construction projects in 
locations that they perceive to be sensitive to environmental damage. 
Preventing development on a case by casr tlasis simply shuffles development 
pressures to other locations which may be equally sensitive in environmental 
impact. Although a specific development may have been halted, the problem 
of how a viable living and working environment is going to eventually be 
provided for people with present needs has not been solved. In a sense, 
the necessity to use estuarine and other resources was created a long time 
ago. 

The objectives of estuary management have been the subject of much discussion 
in Oregon in the last several years. One approach for accomplishing 
progressive estuary land use and resource management has been termed the 
diversity approach. Planning for diversity calls for the uneven distri-
bution of human uses throughout Oregon's estuaries. Development efforts 
are clustered within a number of selected estuaries or estuary management 
units, while specific steps are taken to prevent or reduce development in 
others. A high value is placed on environmental variety, including a wide 
range of essentially untouched ecosystems. Under a diversity approach, 
decisions to preserve ecosystems are as binding as decisions to develop 
others. 

Diversity planning suggests at least three categories of use in Oregon 
estuaries and their geographical subdivisions. The first would be termed 
a "productive" category. Estuaries designated for this level of use would 
support the principal industrial and residential centers. Facilities for 
power, waste disposal, transportation, etc. would be provided in a manner 
which encourages the best use of the available resources. The second land 
use category would be termed "mixed" and would support limited business, 
industrial and residential use~ wide variety of ecological habitats 
would be preserved in estuaries given this designation. The third level of 
use would be termed "protection" and would include a variety of estuarine 
environments. Existing human-use would be reduced and future development 
would be curtailed. 

The diversity approach to estuary land use management is a contrast to a 
planning approach which would allow for some uses of all types to occur in 
every estuary. One of the advantages of the diversity approach is that it 
preserves options for future use decisions and thus allows greater opportunity 
to make adjustments in land use techniques based on increased knowledge of 
environmental impact. 
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While diversity planning has certain commendable advantages, including 
progressive and preserving environmental options, it is not clear that it 
accomplishes an acceptable balance of interests any more so than other 
types of planning. For example, some people will want recreational 
amenities preserved., In other cases, owners of land adjacent to an estuary 
will probably resist any plan calling for total preservation because it 
would conflict with their intent to realize an economic return on their 
land. 

Types of Tools to Acco~ish Oregon Estuary___L~nd Use Management 

Definition 

Prior to the implementation of an estuary land use management program, it 
is necessary to decide specifically which lands are to be managed by such 
a program. Some of the problems in defining shorelands have been explored 
in a previous section of this report (pages 39-40). It was noted that 
different definitions may satisfy different needs, but that no one 
definition is likely to be universally acceptable. 

Along this same vein it can be noted that definitions of shorelands have 
also varied depending on the purposes of various policies and laws. For 
example, the common law definitions of shorelands were generally expressed 
in terms of points of tidal influence and such a definition was adequate for 
its primary purpose, namely, to determine ownership rights. Once a state 
has determined that it is necessary to actively manage its shorelands, 
because of environmental concerns, it becomes necessary to develop an 
expanded definition of shorelines. Land use and resource management, in 
a present day context, requires a different sort of definition. The actual 
definitions for management purposes by the different states have varied, 
according to the particular needs of the states. The following examples 
illustrate a few possible variations in approach: 

1) California 

The San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission has 
jurisdiction over lowlands one hundred (100) feet inland from the 
line of mean high tide. Cal. Gov't. Code Section 66610 (West supp. 
1972). 

The California Coastal Zone Conservation Act of 1972 grants the 
commission interim permit power over that portion of the coastal 
zone lying between the seaward limits of the jurisdiction of the 
state and 1000 yards landward from the mean high tide line (excluding 
otherwise regulated parts of San Francisco Bay). 
Cal. Gov't. Code Section 8800-8827 supp. 1972. 

For planning purposes under the same act, the coastal zone is defined 
as that land and water area of the State of California ... extending 
seaward to the outer limits of state jurisdiction, including all 
islands within state jurisdiction and extending inland to the 
highest elevation of the coastal range (except in certain counties, 
it only extends 5 miles inward if that is the shorter distance). 
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2) Maine 

The regulated zone is any swamp, marsh, bog, beach, flat or other 
contiguous lowland above extreme low water which is subject to 
tidal action or normal storm drainage at any time excepting portions 
of maximum storm activity. 
M. E. Rev. Stat. Ann. Title 12 Section 4701 (supp. 1972.) 

3) New Hampshire 

Regulates the area submerged or flowed upon by mean high tide. 
N. H. Rev. Stat. Ann. Section 438-A: 1-~(Jl(supp. 1971). 

4) Texas 

Requires permits for any land located within 15000 feet of any public 
beach. 
Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. Art. 54_~Section 2 (supp. l2LU-

5) Washington 

Shoreline Management Act applies to land within 200 feet landward of 
the ordinary high water mark. 
Wash. Rev. Code Ann. Section 90.58.030 (2)(c)-(e)_12Y.PP- 1971) 

6) Oregon 

The Oregon legislature has claimed state ownership of the Oregon 
ocean shore, except for portions disposed of prior to 1947 and has 
declared the ocean shore to be a recreational area. 

Also, state has claimed ownership of all submersible and submerged 
lands of all navigable streams and lakes in the state. Submersible 
lands are: lands lying between the line of ordinary high water and 
the line of ordinary low water of all navigable waters and all 
islands, shorelands or other such lands ... within the boundaries 
of the state ... whether such waters or lands are tidal or non-tidal. 
Ors. 274.085 (8) (1969) Submerged lands are those lying below the 
line of ordinary low water whether such waters are tidal or non
tidal. Ors. 274.005 (7) (1969). 

Possible Management Approaches 

Once it has been decided how to best balance the variety of interests in 
estuarine land use management, what the broad objectives of management are 
(such as planning for diversity, or whatever), and what land area is to be 
affected by management, it is necessary to consider the specific tools to 
be used to implement estuarine land use management. Most states with 
coastal and estuarine areas use one or combinations of several of the 
following management tools: permit systems: zoning and land planning 
systems; strict committment of an area to one use~ pollution laws; and, 
land acquisition programs. A discussion of the advantages and disadvantages 
inherent in each of these management tools for Oregon estuary land use 
management follows. 
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l. Permit Systems 

A common form of state regulation is to require an individual or industry 
carrying on certain activities to apply for a permit or license. The 
regulated activities tend to be those which impair the ability of the 
coastal or estuarine areas to support wildlife, marine life, commercial 
fishing and recreation. Activities commonly requiring permits include: 
dredging and filling, draining, discharging sewage, construction improve
ments, mining of mineral deposits and removal of sand dunes. The agency 
from which an applicant may seek approval or permits is often a local 
governmental board whose approval is subject to some agency of state 
government. The imposition of a permit system usually does not affect 
existing operations which, if initiated in the future, would have required 
permits. 

An example of the permit system operating to achieve estuary land use 
management is the Army Corps of Engineers filling and construction permits 
which regulate fills and structures on navigable waters below the high 
tide mark. Previously, these permits were granted in due course if the 
project had no impact on navigable waters. After the passage of the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), the Corps of Engineers 
stated that it will consider environmental considerations in addition to 
navigational considerations. To back up this new perspective, the Corps 
of Engineers re-emphasized the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958, 
which originally expressed the intent to reconcile the objectives of both 
the Corps of Engineers and the Federal Fish and Wildlife Bureau. Sub
sequent to the passage of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act there 
have been a number of situations where a Corp of Engineers permit was 
used to regulate construction on non-navigable water because the non
navigable water was directly or indirectly connected with a navigable 
body of water. The Corp of Engineers permit could be increasingly used 
in the future to protect marshy areas adjacent to estuaries. Some states 
already have permit requirements to achieve the protection of non
navigable types of wetlands. 

2. Zoning Systems and Land Planning Systems 

Zoning is distinguished from permits in that it affirmatively allows a 
particular activity in specific areas while proscribing that activity in 
other areas. Zoning as an implementation of comprehensive laws represents 
a partial means of resolving land use conflicts in that notice is given 
to potential users to locate only in certain areas, if at all. Zoning 
requires that some agency inventory the subject areas and establish a list 
of priority of uses. 

Zoning, as a management tool, is an improvement over permit systems, in that 
it is not an ad hoc, or situation by situation, approach; thus it is not so 
subject to the discretion of the administering official. However, zoning 
for environmental considerations may involve a considerable time lag before 
implementation due to the time required for the supporting studies. The 
California Coastal Zone Conservation Act requires a plan and supporting 
study by 1976. In the interim, the subject zone is being managed by a 
permit system. Basically it uses the findings of facts required by NEPA 
and the state equivalent, California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), to 
determine whether a permit to construct should be granted. Other states 
which have undertaken similar planning studies include: Florida, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, New Jersey. North Carolina and Oregon. 
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3. Strict Committment of Land to One Use 

The strict committment of a specified area to one use, or the strict pro
hibitions of some uses is one of the simplest means of accomplishing land 
use management. Such an approach involves no administrative discretion 
in the form of permits, master plans, priority lists, etc. Simple examples 
include programs instituted by Hawaii and Florida, which have established 
setbacks and have prohibited construction seaward of this line. Also, 
Oregon has declared ownership of the ocean shore (except portions disposed 
of prior to 1947) and declared it to be a recreational area. 

Sometimes strict prohibitions of some uses is used as a stop gap measure in 
the absence of other means to resolve land use conflicts. For example, in 
Oregon the Department of Environmental Quality has enforced a blanket 
building ban for a ten mile strip between Gearhart and Warrenton on what 
is termed the Clatsop Plains, until such time as a sewage disposal system 
is constructed. Likewise, new construction is prohibited from Cannon Beach 
to Cape Arch until such time as sewage disposal is provided. 

In at least one instance, blanket restrictions are being used to implement 
long range coastal land management. The State of Delaware has recently 
passed their Coastal Zone Act which excludes heavy industrial uses from the 
coastal zone (all of the land between the territorial limit of Delaware, 
in the Delaware River and Bay and Atlantic Ocean). Heavy industry is 
defined in terms of specific uses frequently associated with the worst 
industrial pollutors and in some cases the minimum amount of space needed 
(20 acres) to support such a use. Any expansion of existing non-conforming 
uses requires the issuance of a permit. Such a system has some notable 
advantages. It does not require extensive administration and is not 
dependent on extensive planning studies. Secondly, it is thought that at 
least in Delaware, economic stagnation will not result. Existing uses will 
continue, light industrial uses will be allowed as well as businesses 
oriented towards vacationers and tourists. Thirdly, because of the inland 
waterway system, heavy industry may be located upstream of the ecologically 
sensitive estuaries. 

In the State of Florida, a differPnt approach was taken. A state wide system 
of 25 aquatic preserves was evolved on the premise that some coastal areas are 
of special value to the state in their natural condition and should be 
dedicated to biological, aesthetic, or scientific uses. No more submerged 
lands would be sold and no dredge-fill permits to create waterfront real 
estate would be issued. Traditional uses such as swimming, sport and 
commercial fishing, bona fide navigation channels and docks would be 
allowed or continued. The aquatic preserve concept assumes the boundaries 
of the regulated zone should be established on the basis of technical factors 
rather than on the basis of political expediency. 

4. Pollution Laws 

All states have pollution laws of some form. These are the least effective 
as a land use management tool because of the problems of enforcement. 
Agencies must constantly be on the alert and develop processes for quantifying 
and qualifying individual industries wastes on a regular basis. Extensive 
and constant interaction between the regulators and the regulated creates 
sympathy and leniency by the regulators and tends to undermine the effective
ness of the system. 
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5. Land Acquisition Programs 

Regardless of how a state approaches the question of management of coast
lines, whether with permits or by planning or by strict limitations on use 
the question of "taking" will eventually arise. The "taking question" is: 
"could the property be considered 'taken' without just compensation" if 
there were no substantial possible use of the land (alone or perhaps in 
conjunction with other land) while subject to the restriction, i.e., 
filling or whatever, which would yield the owner a fair return on his 
investment or the fair market value of the land free of the restriction. 
Simply the problem is the fear that a management program will be found 
to be an unconstitutional taking and therefore, void. The solution to 
this problem used in Massachusetts is to have the state acquire land if 
a court determines that application of the regulation amounts to a "taking". 

Other states have gone beyond dealing with "taking question" brushfires 
on a case by case basis and are aggressively pursuing programs to acquire 
and preserve that coastal or estuarine land which is important to them. 
Sometimes this is done in conjunction with park programs. Some form of 
management program (permits, zoning, etc.) is still required unless the 
entire coastal or estuarine area is purchased; total acquisition is not 
likely. 

Prominent examples include the New Jersey Green Acres bond issue which is 
expected to result in the acquisition of about 90% of the high value 
coastal marshes at a cost of $60 million. New York is acquiring wetlands 
through out the state at a cost of $150,000 annually. In the last two 
years Connecticut spent $70,000 for this purpose and North Carolina spent 
$500,000; both states have plans for further acquisitions. California, 
Maine, Rhode Island have also initiated or plan to initiate acquisition 
programs. 

II I. CONCLUSION 

The Oregon Coastal Conservation and Development Commission was created by 
the 1971 session of the Oregon Legislature to prepare and recommend 
coordinated plans and their methods of implementation for the wise 
management of the natural resources in the coastal zone. Pursuant to the 
above charge the OCC & DC has launched an aggressive work program 
involving a broad range of local, state and federal governments and agencies, 
and the people of the State of Oregon, in developing a plan for the coastal 
zone which will provide a balance between the conservation and development 
of coastal resources. 

On January 17, 1975, the Commission will submit a final report for legisla
tive action to the 58th Legislative Assembly, in the form of a series of 
management policies and standards against which proposed uses of the natural 
resources of the coastal zone may be evaluated. The program will also 
establish a basis for determining preferences between conflicting uses of 
natural resources. 

In support of the final report of the commission, a variety of studies 
have been prepared covering such areas of environmental concern as wetlands, 
beaches and dunes, the continental shelf, wildlife and fish habitats, and 
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historic and archaeological sites, to name a few. This report is also 
one of the studies prepared to support the final report of the OCC & DC. 

After the completion of this report, as well as all the other reports, the 
OCC & DC will undertake the task of formulating management policies and 
standards against which proposed uses of natural resources of the coastal 
zone may be evaluated, and will establish a basis for determining preferences 
between conflicting uses of natural resources. 

The intent of this report has been to provide a basis for management of 
Oregon's estuaries, to identify management needs and to briefly explore 
some of the means to accomplish management objectives. It has not been 
the purpose of this document to establish management objectives or select 
the means to accomplish them. Such a function can only be performed by 
the citizens, policy makers ~nd elected officials of Oregon. This 
document, hopefully, will be a useful input to those decisions. 
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